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Use the Best.

left

B, C

Cloth Top Button Boots, the Popular Style for this

One-half the tuition fee to be paid at the
the balance at the sixth

forTuveniles
9.

Terms for the

privatITclasses
solicited.

Terms according to the number of pupils
occupied. Private lessons of one hour

aud time

each, $1.00 per lesson.
SEASON

TICKETS, admitting gent to

all

ladies to

all Assemschools,
gent
Subiic
iies, $15.00. Tickets admitting ladies to all puband

*

with

lic schools and Assemblies, $6.00. Tickets to be
paid for in advance.
New Dances and Specialties of the (Season—Bohemian Polka, (heel and toe) Raquet, Side
Glide Galop and Polka, National Guard Quadrille,
Double Lancers, Glide and the new Redowa Waltz.
KP-Tha rooms can be engaged, with or without
at reasonable rates.
music, for private parties

Double Sole

Congress Boots’, B, C, D,

New

Y.,

N.

A A,

Men's

at the store of

Boys’

F.A.R0SS& CO.

Button in Kid and Oil Boat, widths A A,

*|

Theatre.

FRANK CURTlb. .LESSEE AND MANAGER.

^

music.

mischief.

weak

GREAT

ankles.

Congress St
BROWN, THE SHOE DEALER.

We

IN ALL KINDS OF

Now

are
—

Sale of Seats

commences

OF

TOURISTS

C»C1

J

AT

A visit to

Weneling their way

ttUlW Ull

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

will

store

our

1st Premium at

FIXE,
OUR STYLES PERFECT,

Annual Meeting of this Society, for the elecof officers, will be held in the Fraternity rooms, Saturday Afternoon, October id. at 3
o’clock. ANNIE M. NOYBS. Secretary.
ocld3t*

THEtion

PORTLAND BENEVOLENT
CIETY.

SO-

Annual meeting of this society for the choice
of office rs and other business, will be held on
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 13th, in the Directors’ Boom
of National Traders’ Bank, at 4 o’clock I*. M.
September 25, 1880.
RUFUS H. 11 INK LEY,

Pair, 1879.

Cumberland

Prize

County Fair,

FURNITURE

Let the Glorious News go forth. Send word to jour friends and relations. Visit us alone or in it body. We can both fit and please yon.

1880.

Out*

sep21

ANNUAL
E

TUB

MEETING.

Stockholders of the Portland & Rochester

Railroad Co.
TH
hereby notified that their Anwill be held at the station of the Comnnal

Under Preble

are

sep20d2w

Portland, Sept. 20,1880.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Dissolution of

Copartnership.
between

copartnership heretofore existing
rjlHE
the
under the firm

name of
X
undersigned,
PHINNEY & JACKSON, is this day dissolved by
tho withdrawal of Isaac Jackson and Frank C.
Crocker. The affairs of the firm will be settled by
Edmund Phinney and William II. Phinney, who
will continue the same business at the old stand No.
223 Commercial Street, as copartners under the
same firm name of PHINNEY & JACKSON, to
whom all debts due the old firm are to be paid, and
all demands against it presented.
Portland, Sept. 21, 1880.
EDMUND PHINNEY,
ISAAC JACKSON.>
WM. H. PHINNEY,

FRANK C. CROCKER,

eept27

_

E. F.

RIPLEY,
Veterinary Surgeon,
Still continues to treat all the diseases our domestic
animals are heir to, upon the most approved and
scientific principles.
All orders left at N. Wilson’s
stable, 200 Federal St., will be promptly attended
to.
sepll eod3m*

BRIGGS,

Attorney at Law and Patent Solicitor,
93 Exchange Street,
PORTE AN D,.MAINE.
r. O.

(13^*“All kinds of Patent business promptly amt
executed
sep3u d3m

carefully

TencheV of

NO.

Violin and oilier In.lruint'iil.,

180

toidoi.k:

sep25

dtf

♦

Smelting

Works

OF DENVER^COLORADO.

These celebrated Smelting Works, situated near
important mining districts of Colorado,
together with other local real estate, will be offered

the most

Sale

For
For

by

Auction,

ON THE PREMISES, ON
SATURDAY, OCT. 16, 1880.
particulars apply to the owner,
Mr. WM. LAWSON, Williamstown,
or

Mass,

to

E. P. HARMAN, D«mvef, Col;
Mr. MILLER TIFFIN, Denver, Col;
Messrs. WARD, CAMPBELL* Co., New

Judge

City;

Mr. JOHN

City

ROEBUCK,

103 Water

York

G. A. SUSSKRAUT’S,
232 MIDDLE STREET.

Will be

sep21

0

happy to see

all my

friends.
dim

DR, DIO LEWIS’ SANITORIUM
for the treatment of invalids, opens under the happiest auspices. For circular, address or call upon
Dr. L. at 17 Beacon St., Boston.
eodlm

6epl3

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND
Counsellors-at-JLaw,
CENTKNNIAI. BLOCK,

St., New York

sep25dl awtoctOS

03
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Excliango
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nniiMMovn
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dtf

I3r. O, Jo CHENEY,
THE BEST
DRY GOODS STAND

Portland, now occupied by Eastman Bros., &
Bancroft, 534 Congress street, will be to let after
September 15th. It has been occupied as a dry
goods store for a great many jears and always with
success to the occupant, and has the largest country trade of any dry goods store in Portland.
Enquire of IRVING BLAKE, 532 Congress street.
dtf
sep4

DENTIST,
MIDDLE

in

Artificial teeth
full set.
Teeth filled,

o a

HI REliT,
Over Bfl. H. Hny’«
inserted, from one tootl

cleansed and extracted in the bes
possible manner and at low prices.
Residence, 84 High, corner Pleasant Mt
tf

Swill and Offal.

Sept. 13tli, 1880.
sepl4

BRIDGES,

City Marshal.

Relating

thereon.
Section 4.—‘The treasurer and collector shall irn
mediately issue the tax bills, and if the same are
not paid on or before the thirty-first
day of December
4

ux me

,^‘b

T

cuiuimimeiii ox saia

bills to him, be shall issue a summons to each delinquent person assessed, and if such person shall
not pay his taxes within ten
days after the receipt
of such summons, or after the service thereof
in
the usual form, the said treasurer and collector

shall issue his warrant for the collection of the
said
taxes according to law'.
Section 5.—On all taxes assessed, interest shall
be charged at the rate of six per cent, per annum,
commencing on the first day of November next succeeding the commitment of said bills to the treasurer and collector.
Section 7.—On all taxes paid on or before the
thirty-first day of October next succeeding the date
of the commitment thereof, a discount of three per
cent, on the same will be allowed.
Section 7.—All ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent with this ordinance are hereby re-

185

d2w

NO.

sepld

FRESCO

HORTON,

PAINTERS,

IT TOaikrt Square, Portland.
Price, reasonable and satisfaction
guaranteed

dlj

Tietseil,

Formosa,

of

Saugerties, N. Y., had
years by various physicians
for what they call Stricture of the Urethra, without beuefit. He finally consulted Dr. David Kennedy, of Rondout, H. Yr., who found his trouble to be
seven

The
ary Calculi or Stones in the Bladder.
Doctor at once removed the foreign bodies with the
knife and then gave his great Blood Specific, “Favorite Remedy,” to prevent their reformation.
entire treatment

was

eminently

The

successful,

and

Tietsell’s recovery was rapid and perfect.
While “Favorite Remedy” is a specific in all Kidney and Bladder diseases it is equally valuable in
jases of Bilious Disorders, Constipation of the BowMr.

For 25, 30, *5. 40, 50, 58, GO, 70, 75, 90 cts. and
01.00 per pouud.
KS*“My 60 cent Tea is tlie best in the city for the
sold

PARKER,

els,

and all the class of ills

rom

the

druggist

constitutions

of

apparently inseparable
women.

Try it.

Your

it,
only
lucky mail is ho who puts this advice in
Don’t
the
and address, Dr.
name
forget
practice.
David Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y. The Doctor would
tiare it understood that, while he is e" gaged in the
introduction of his,medicine, “Favorite Remedy,”
lie stilheontinues the practice of his profession, but
jontines himself exclusively to Office practice.
Ho
treats all disseases of a chronic character, and performs all the minor and capital operations of surle.

has

and its cost is

one

dollar

a

bot-

The

gery.

TT&S lm& wl m

sep7

Boston

of

Star Brand,

Lumij Warranted strictly
unsurpassed by any in the market.

pure

LITHARGE,;™;^

Prof. D. A.
is

now

off

up

au

TIN

PIPE, made from PureUlock Tin.
PUMPS.

«>P*

Pipe.

a

HOLDER,

Ac.

ST&Th&wGm37

J. F.
No.
my4

Rodgers

most

Portland.

$500.00 REWARD
Where 1 do not describe accurately every ache and
in
the
human body without asking a question
pain
of the patient-. Diseases of all nature treated and
A Fare Guiirnutml

or

No Pnv.

If your Doctor has failed to know your diseases,
send or come to me and I will give you full diagnosis in live minutes.
You have but to hear me and be convinced of the
wonderful power God gives to man. Examination
Fee $1.00.
Catarrh a Specialty.
dtf

MERRILL,

60 Cross Street,

Portland,

Me.
dtf

o

public to be the ONLY BEAL
Remedy for Malaria, Chill-Fever, By*,
Children’s
diseases, Liver Compepsin,
plaint, etc., if you get the genuine—not
anil the

else.

Price for Genuine Holman’s Pads, $2.

Druggists,

Treasurer's

Portland, September 20,

NOTICE
with

warrant for the collection of the same.
accordance with an ordinance of the city
a

In

A DISCOUNT OF THREE PER CENT.
paid

on

or

before

HENRY \V. HERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.

Jiep22__
BEAUTIFUL.
of Novel

Designs

_d2w

ASSORTMENT
in

Birthday

Cards.

ART STORE 8 TOLM: STREET.

Cyrus

F.

Davis,

Fine Picture Frjuiies'a Specialty.!
aulO

Sold by
Write for Free
NEW YORK.

j

is hereby given that the Tax Bills for
the year 18Ko, have been committed to me

will be allowed on all said taxes
October 30, 1880.

mailed, postpaid.

FOR SALE.

Office, I
1880.

or

HOLMAN PAD CO.,
Parsons, Bangs A Co., Portland, Me.,
Agents.
septllST&T&wSm

treatise.

A

fully established and give

wonderful

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIANS,
hat ha3 ever visited thi*
city. Hein now treating
some of the best citizens of

feet in rolls

PATENT TIN LINED PIPE, 31.
actual 1 iu Pipe inside Lead
Pipe, but

is

permanently located at No. 3 Deering Place,
Deering Street. He has been tried, tested, and found to be one of the

J

ILbnu
FAR PIPF »Us;zesand weights per foot
Ift,
in coils or on reels.
SMFFT I F A R made in Strips from Va inch
U|
ta24
inches wide, on reels,
°Vtfcwidth to 8
and

reputation

Nearly 2,000 in use in
As cheap as the Pino grained
Portland alone.
dried air, for the same size of other makes. It will
be for the interest of all to investigate before buying. Manufactured, and Wholesale and Retail by

92 Commercial Street.

TAXES FOR 1880.

Pres.

In 3 Styles and 10 Sizes.

•

universal satisfaction.

d2w

Air HardWood,

Improved Dry
Their

sep25

eodtf

the

sue

meeting in
in

the

interest
at

Virginia,

tell yon who I think the Republinominate, and who I consider
their strongest man; he is a true man, a
muu of principle, on honest man,
and
would make a good President, for us all.

Personally,

I consider him the best

Democratic Candidate, for Vice Pit
1876

c

ioent

in

‘‘We would like
ou

to engxave a prophecy
stone to be read of generations in the

The negro in these States will be
or cease to be.
His sole refuge

future.
slave

again

while man.—Meridian

in

(miss.)

slavery

to

the

mercury'.

SOLON CHASE ON FUSION.
The old Bourbons have
cock and

wood and iron working machinery
of the Portland Machine Works, situated in
Portland, Me., will be for sale on and after Sept.
25th. The tools w’ill be sold in lots to suit purchasers. Send for descriptive catalogue to
RICHARD PHENIX, Managing Trustee,
Portland, Me., P. O. Box 15o4.
E. COREY,
)
RICHARD PHENIX, J Trustees.

VALUABLE

E. P.

CUTTER,

seplS

Theatrical

)

half interest in a
SALE.—A third
thoroughly organized Dramatic and Specialty
new
and
great attraction,
Combination, having a
and already booked, on percentage, in most of the
leading Sensational and Variety Theatres in the
Metropolitan cities of tbe United States. A grand
opportunity for lady or gentleman with moderate
For
capital. Security given lor money invested.
A. CONANT,
particulars, address immediately, G.
Room 24 Old State House, Boston, Mass. octld3t

FOR

excess

in

or

visions of Han-

glory—that is, a pull at the public
they have agreed with a few

teat, and
trading Oreenbackera to divide the custom
houses and post-offices.
That is th'e end
and beginning of fusion in Maine. If that
nest of eggs does hatch out, it will be a
nondescriut brood

England

fifty

years

In the

National Senate,

after the

soon

Democrats came into power there, a resolution was offered that Union soldiers should
not be discharged from places held there

except for just cause. The resolution was
lost, 25 Republicans voting for it and 31
Democrats against it. It was then moved
that

no

pointed

Confederate soldier should be apto office about the Senate chamber

in lieu of

feated,

Union soldier.

a

This

26

Republicans voting
Democrats voting against it.

de-

was

it and 34

for

Republicans.25

18
U
10
0

Totals.25

31

VOTE IN THE SENATE ON AMENDMENT THAT NO
CONFEDERATE SOLDIER SHOULD BK EMPLOYED
IN LIEU OF A UNION SOLDIER, APRIL
1879.

17,

For.
0
Border Democrats. 0
Northern Democrats. 0

Confederates.

A Black Record.
LX.

Y.

Tribune.]

Why

should the Democratic party be trusted
with power? Its leaders give no answer save
that a “change is desirable.” What would be
the character of that “change?” Let the recDrd answer. We give below the evidence of
that record „on all the great questions of the

canvass—resumption,

public

expenditures,

rebel claims, pensions and the treatment of the
Union soldiers. On every one the testimony
is black, damning. To put the government in
the hands of the party which has made that

record, not far in the past, hut within the last
five years, is not to vote for a change, but for
chaos. Read the facts; remember them; show
them to your doubting neighbors:
RESUMPTION.
VOTE

In

RESUMPTION

THE

ON THE PASSAGE OF

ACT.

the Senate, Dec. 22,1874,

Against

For

Republicans..32
Democrats.

1
12
1

.0

break its lines and

kill

members.

its

In
the

reality it represents to the Democracy
lucky four-leaved clover of popular superstition, which has been stumbled upou in
wandering through strange fields. And
here in Maine, it is not only worn on the
breast but put up over the Democratic doorway iu hope and strong expectation that the

Greenbacker will be the first eligible party
to cross the threshold.
As the badge of the Second Corps the trefoil has little claim upon the sympathies of
the Democratic party and can only be re-

garded by that party as a reminiscence of a
war they denounced as unnecessary and unsuccessful and as waged by fanatics and
hirelings. But it now possesses an entirely
different significance. To, them it means
“in clover,” and they interpret it as they
would a punning heraldic device. It signifies the possession of many offices, the drawing of large salaries, the enjoyment of the
power and patronage of the Federal Gov.
That is

the inducement held out

represents
It signifies an assault upon the Federal Treasury.
It'is no longer borne by m :i striving to put
down

by

a

men

Democratic rebellion.
who are

seeking

to

It is

place

De-

of

the Rebel hosts.

That is

the

14

House Jan. 7 1875.
For

Republicans.139

Against

25
71
3

Democrats.O
Liberals.
0

Totals.139
VOTES

FOR THE REPEAL OF

In the

THE

99

ACT.

House Aug. 5 1870.

Against

For

Republicans.10
Dem ocrats.—.93

Liberals.

3

60
27
3

Totals .10tS
86
In the /louse tfov. 23 1877.
For Against

Republican

..

Democrats..

••••.: .29
.104

92
28

120
Totals .133
In the House, Feb. 24,1879.
Fo- Against

Republicans.

Democrats.100

114
27

Total.110

141

4

APPROPRIATION BY

REPUBLICAN

A

CON-

GRESS.

Year.

In coin.
Amount in currency.
1870.$147,714,940 81 $129,093,718 03
FIVE

APPROPRIATIONS

BY

DEMOCRATIC

CON-

GRESSES.
Year.

Coin.

Currency.

1877

..$124,122,010 92 $116,061,104 12
1878
80,230,415 53
88,366,983 13
1879
172,010,809,21 171,072,776 59
1880
70
102,404,047
162,404;047 70
1881
154,118,212 04 154,118,212 04
Total.... ..$701,018,063, GO $089,493,156 64
Average each year in currency. $140,21)3,732 73
Average each year in coin. 137,878,031 12
Increase each year iu coin over ’70.. 8,204,01309
Total increase

in

live years.

REBEL

41,023,005 45

CLAIMS.

ON A RESOLUTION FOR \.\
AMENDMENT FOBBIDDING THE PAYMENT OF ALL
CLAIMS MADE BY DISLOYAL PERSONS, .U \E 20
1878.

VOTES IN THE HOUSE

Confederates.I

44
12
5

base use to which the clover-leaf has been
brought. To-day it is worn on gray caps,

Border Democrats .4
Northern Democrats. .38

badge of the Second
Corps has become the symbol of the rallying
Confederacy, of a Democratic restoration.

Totals.145
~81
Absent and not voting.84

not on

blue.

The

Republicans.102

0

PENSIONS.

Philadelphia Press: The DemocraticState Committee of Alabama has issued an
address approving Hancock’s rebel claims
letter and declaring that the party in that
State is committed to an acceptance of all
the results of the war. This is either a juggle of words or a downright falsehood. The
Democratic party of Alabama, as was recently shown by its denial of suffrage to the
negroes of that State, and of free speech to
the visiting Greenback orators, and by its
neglect to provide a system of education for
its children of both colors, has not the faintest conception of what were the real results
of the war, nor the shadow of an idea of
what constitutes the

equal ^rights

of

every

citizen.
The Carlisle, Pennsylvania, Herald, in
noticing Senator Blaine’s acceptance of an
invitation to visit that place on October 20,
says: “No Republican leader is more popular in this country than Hon. James G.
Blaiue, Senator from Maine. The cordiality of his response to the request of many of
citizens that he should visit Carlisle is
characteristic. He will be greeted on his
arrival by a vast concourse of deeply attached and enthusiastic friends.”
our

Totals.•.20

Oregon.”
Tiie Argus is not so eager for a “constitutional count” as it w.i a year ago.

34

VOTE IN THE SENATE ON A MOTION TO REPEAL THE
LAW WHICH PROHIBITS THE APPOINTMENT <>F

CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS, SAILORS AND OFFICEHOLDERS TO POSITIONS IN THE UNITED STATES
ARMY.
For.
Confederates
—.19
Border Democrats. 0
Northern I >emocrats.
11
Republicans. 0

Against,

0
0
0

—

Totals.

23

...30

23

A Fraudulent President
Boston Herald.

The

idea of having in Gen. Hancock a
fraudulent President does not seem to have
occurred to our confident Democratic friends'
who
are
attempting, with rather poor

keep up the cry of fraud against
But, if they should win by
a small
margin, as we have no doubt they
would give a pretto sum to be insured of doing, despite their loud boasting, it will be impossible for them to seat Hancock without
giving to bis title to the office a taint of fraud
which they have been unable to affix to President Hayes. The Democratic hope for success rests upou their securing, substantially
without expense or effort the 138 votes of the
success to

PresidentjHayes.

solid South. With New York and Indiaua,
they would thus succeed by seven majority in the electoral college. This is exactly the number of votes cast by South Carooliua. But does anybody doubt that, on “a
full vote, a fair ha'lntaml an honest count.
South Carolina is Republican? No such pretence is made by the Democrats of that State,
who add to the courage of their opinions
frankness in expressing them. Is there any
room for honest doubt that Arkansas is
Republican under the conditions of voting that exist
at the North? The Democratic vote returned
from this State has jumped from 19,978 in 1888
and 37,927 in 1872, to 58,071 in 1870, and anywhere from 70,000 to 100,000 this year, according to local Democratic ideas of the necessities
of the situation and the limits of prudence.
The same thing is ftrue of Mississippi, and of
other States of the South that need not be specified. The processes by which they were made
aud are kept Democratic are perfectly well
known, and have been acknowledged by
“indiscreet” members of the “ruling class,”
who justify the means by the end. Now,
if
the
or
reversal
of
suppression
the popular will of an entire State does not
constitute a fraud and a wrong far surpassing
in iniquity the action of the Republican returning boards in 187(1, when they prevented
such a consummation by the arbitrary exercise
of power conferred upon them by the laws of
their States, then there is uo such thing as
degrees in crime. No President has ever yet
owed his success to the subversion of what
was known to be the will of the people of any
State, as it would have been expressed on “a
full vote, a fair ballot and an honest count.”
If Gen. Hancock shall do so, will he not be a
fraudulent President?
And what will our
Democratic friends say about it?

An Incident Showing that Religion and
the Grocery Business don't Jlne In
Texas.

Galveston News.
A Galveston grocer has been observing for
several weeks past that a great many of his
customers had quit him, and were trading at a
rival store over the way. He also noted that
of his clerks who had been converted at a
recent revival rarely succeeded in selling any
goods at all to a customer. He bad formerly
been a very efficient clerk in selling groceries,
hence the proprietor was very much bewildered.
Yesterday morning the profftietor
one

naniM

APPROPRIATION FOR TDK PROMPT
PAYMENT OF THE .ARREARS OF PENSIONS FOR
UNION SOLDIERS,JFEBRUARY 3, 1879—FACTS AND
FIOURES RESPECTFULLY DEDICATED TO MR. FORGERY BELTZHOOVER.

PROVIDING AN

For. Ag&iust.
Confederates. 3
31
Bordet Democrat?.0
38
Northern Democrats.29
9

Republicans.108

3

Totals.140
THE SPARKS BILL IN THE HOUSE.

81

APPROPRIATING 825,000,000 FOR ARREARS OF
PENSIONS, AND 81,800,000 ADDITIONAL FOR ORDINARY PENSIONS. FEBRUARY 17, 1879.

For. Against.
Confederates. 4
58
Border Democrats.
8
6
Northern Democrats.58
3

Republicans.118

1

Totals.183
THE SPARKS BILL IN THE SENATE

~87

AMENDMENT TO EXCLUDE REBEL
SOLDIERS, FEBRUARY 28, 1879.
For. Against.
O
Confederates.
11
0
Border Democrats.
8
0
Northern Democrats.
7
2
Republicans. 24
VOTE OF THE

28
Totals. 24
(.AMENDMENT TO EXCLUDE JEFF DA
VIS, FEBRUARY 28,1879.
For, Against,
Confederates.0
11
Border Democrats.0
4
Northern Democrats.0
5
23
1
Republicans.
VOTE ON THE

..

Totals.23

21

rlown hAfnrn t>i«

VOTE IN THE HOUSE ON A RESOLUTION GIVING
PREFERENCE TO UNION SOLDIERS ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
POLICE FORCE, MAY 20,
1880.
For.
3
4
7
8

Confederates.
Border Democrats.
Northern Democrats.
Nationals.

Republicans.75

Against.

48
12
20
0
0

Totals.78

Kin

nnnnae

wealthy lady whose custom ran up into the
thousands annually, came [in and asked the
clerk if he had the celebrated No. 3 sugar, lie
replied that they had, showed her a sample,
and she said she thought she would take about
100 pounds.
The conscientious clerk looked at the lady
yery earnestly, and said:
“Are you prepared to meet your Maker?”
The lady stared in blank amazement.
“1 want to know if you have family prayers
regularly, and if your family are fully prepared
for a blissful hereafter beyond the grave; for if
you are not you can’t get the sugar, that’s all.
There is enough chloride of tin in 100 pounds
of sugar to kill the last one of you, and I don’t
want anybody's blood on my hands, particularly when they are leading wicked lives, and not
tit to die.” And he put the cover on the sugar barrel and strolled out to the door, whistling “Old Hundred.”
The lady flaunted herself out of the store,
her face as red as fire; but it was not any redder than that of the proprietor, who was only
waiting for an opportunity to rend that clerk
limb from limb. Fortunately several customers came in, and the
propriety drew in his
breath, gritted his teeth, and waited as best he
could for the hour of vengeance to strike.
"Have you got any claret—genuine French
claret?”
“What do you want it for?”
“I want it for a friend of mine out in the

country.”

“Has he got a good constitution?”
“No, he is in feeble health, and I want this
help build up his system.”
“We made our genuine claret ourselves,

down in the cellar. The proprietor attends to
that himself.. Of late the infusions of logwood
and other dye-stuffs we get from the druggist
have been of such poor quality that our genuine claret won’t do for me to recommend. I
can't conscientiously do so. You had better
let your friend die a natui i death.”
The man said he was mccii obliged for the
inrormation, but the clerk said he was only doing his duty, and he whistled “When I Can
Bead My Title Clear,” as the customer sti oiled
off.
Other customers strolled in, but he firmly
refnsed to sell them a ’dime’s worth. He explained to a cadaverous-looking woman that
her dyspeptic appearance wasj due to |the China clay in the nouf, and the glucose
and sulphuric acid in the golden syrup she wanted to
Another
wanted
tea.
The
purchase.
lady
clerk said: “Madame, if you were to
rop dead and wake up where there is weeping and wailing aud gnashing of teeth I could
never sleep at night afterward.
You could not
buy a pound of tea at this establishment for
all the wealth of the Indies. The color of the
tea is produced by Prussian blue, which causes
ossification of the valvuiar system of the heart.
I can see by your leathery complexion, that is
caused by tannin in tea, that you are not long
ior this world. How do I know you have made
your peace with heaven?”
“Got any good coffee?” asked a fresh customer.
“We have some beans faced with phosphate
of calcium and sulphate of barium, but the
man who gets any of it has to show a clean bill
of health from his spiritual adviser.” There
was no trade with that man either.
Finally, when there were no customers in
the store, the interview between the enraged
storekeeper and his clerk took 'place, but the
cl*rk so impressively warned [the grocer—with
an ax-handle—not to approach too close unless
he was prepared to go home, that their busimutual [conness relations were dissolved by
sent. The moral o( which is that things are
not always what they seem.

Sood

[Providence Journal.]
Great Storm in the Sun.
Observers of the sun found indications of incommotion on the 11th, 12th, and ldth of
August. The sun spots were numerous, large
and active, and protuberances shet up their
tense

colored tongues with increased force and
the surface. The earth made
A
instantaneous response to the solar storm.
rose

velocity from

magnetic disturbance suddenly commedced,
accompanied by an unusual exhibition of earth
currents. The magnetic variations were frequent and large, and the earth currents continuous

and

strong.

It is

years since the

Greenwich Observatory has recorded magnetic disturbances of equal magnitude, and it
sends forth timely warning to telegraph engiiu laying submarine
neers and those concerned
cables that earth currents may now become
frequent, as compared with the quietness of

A superb exhibition of aurora
the magnetic disturbance. An
observer
Stoneyliurst Observatory describes
it as recalling the magnificent displays of 18181,
’70 and ’71 while the play of the magnets was
one of the most violent ever recorded at that
observatory. One observer describes it as an
outburst of streamers, appearing like wavy,
swaying curtains from the zenith to near the
horizon, with the loveliest green tints near
the zenith. Another writes that the streaks
extended from horizon to zenith, the color
being rincipally pale blue with a reddish

accompanied

UNION SOLDIERS.

iyioHa

ance, and hiding behind a stack of boxes of
Blue Jacket's Encouraging Bitters, waited patiently for developments. Presently the clerk
came in, put on his apron, dusted off the counter, whistling From Greenland’s Icy Mountains, as he did so. It fwas not long before a

recent years.

Emory A. Storks, who has just returned
from the Pacific Coast, says: “The
Republicans of California are hopeful and confident that their State wilf go Republican,
and talk with great confidence of carrying

19.
3
12
O

Republicans.,20

to

APPROPRIATIONS.
LAST

borne

the

mocracy in power. Once it was a badge of
the Union arinv. It is now one of * the in-

signia

32
In the

'l'Ue brooches, done in base metal and enamel, which Democrats wear on their coats
just now, are, it is averred, intended to represent the trefoil, or badge of the Second
Army Corps,—in which few Democrats
served, for most Democrats were striving to

Agaiust.

..

votes.

Totals

Leaf.

0

A Galveston Clerk.
The Maine game is to be played in Indiana.
The Democratic plan is to throw
5100,000 into the State about three days before election and buy up four thousand

Liberals.0

The Clover

of

*dtaovl

Enterprise.
or

in

Haucock. See what he said of his candi.
date in 1876: “The armies of the North during the war were composed of thieves, from
the highest general to the lowest drummer
boy or teamster.” Barksdale’s sentiments
are commended to the notice of Hancock
Veterans In Maine.

man

you could nominate. 1 refer to Gen. James
A. Garfield, of Ohio,—Thomas A. Hendricks,

to men t', sport it. It no longer
an assault upou the Rebel lines.

MERRILL’S LATEST

BOSTON LEAD MAWG GO.
Little,

CHEESE.

SMITH. GAGE & CO.

Remem-

should

eminent.

Wc offer for sale (lie Cheese
from the celebrated North Livermore Cheese Factory, no doubt
THE BEST
MADE
IN
THIS
STATE.

dtf

RED LEAD&

31 PlIJM STREET.

TEAS,

OOLONGS),
FORMOSA,
ENG. BREAKFAST,
JAPAN,
YOUNG HIT*ON,
GUNPOWDER, stud MIXED TEAS.

money.
The 58 cent Tea is my celebrated
everywhere for 75 cents.

Mr. Simeon

For. Agsinst.

Border Democrat*. 0
Northern Democrats.0

ticket.—Wade

Democratic

at the

poured

Virginia’s soil,

I will

cans

SKILLFUL SURGERY!

been treated for

who

men
on

MEANING OF A DEMOCRATIC RESTORATION.

Un

Parker’s T Store,

pealed.
[APPROVED SEPT. 15, 1880.]

pure.

Book, Card and Job Printer

CROP

CHEESE.

Collection of Taxes.

the

Section 1.—All notices of advertisements of sales
of real estate for non-payment of taxes,
by the
treasurer and collector, or his deputies, in addition
to the notices now required by
shall be publaw,
lished in one of the daily papers of the
city, three
times, successively, previous to the day of sa e.
Section 2.—It shall be the duty of the citv treasurer and collector, between the first and fifteenth
day day of March, annually, to publish in one of
the daily newspapers in the city, a list of all the
taxes assesses upon residents amoimting to
twenty
dollars and upwards, then remaining unpaid in the
bills committed to him, together with the names of
the persons assessed therefor.
Section 3.—It shall be the duty of the assessors to
make out and deliver to the treasurer and
collector,
at the time of the commitment of the warrant for
the collection of taxes in each year, tax bills for all
taxes assessed upon all resident persons and estates
with the name and residence of the same marked

any

A

to

lie it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and ComCouncil of the City of Portland, in
City Council assembled, as follows:

and

JOST &
LUCRATIVE business, been established ten
years in a large thriving village in Maine.
A rare opening for smart man with capital of
$8000 to *3000. Address BUSINESS, Press Office,
Portland, Me.
octl d3t*

Wareroonis,

IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND EIGHTY.

MANUFACTURERS

BERRY,

T

Cor.
Center & Free Sts.
au21
ati

City of Portland.

WH1TF
wwiii
l. I FAR
STEPHEN

T

I„arge Stock oft*

R. H.

Wm. J. Bride, Treas.
Office, 24 A 26 Oliver Mt*. Boston,

d3w

FOR SALE.

CITY FORESTER.

ap2(5dtf

Samuel

MR. LEWIS I*. KNIGHT. Stroudwater village,
contractor lor removing swill and offal, is prepared
for the same with covered carts, so as to avoid all
offence. All citizens are requested to
employ Mr.
Knight, and any orders lott at the police station
will nave attention.
C. K.

permitted

mon

street.

Can be found at

Swansea

TV 0 person shall in auy wav fasten any horse or
-Lv
other animal to any of said trees, or allow
any animal owned by him or under his control, to
stand so near to the
that
same
they may be
gnawed, or otherwise injured
auy horse or other
animal so fastened as
t stand. Any person violating any of the provisions of
this section,
shall be liame u> neualty of not less than live, nor
more than fifty dollars, for each offense.
This ordinance will hereafter be strictly enforced.

CHARLES GRIMMER,

THOS. J. SOMERS

The

ADVERTISEMENTS

ahordTiuivce

d&w2w

sep‘*2

Discount,

dtf

J ust received at

KTotioe.

BOX 038.

A

this

FOR

SOLID

Democratic harmony
Staunton, July 26.

A LUCKY MAN,

T

NEW

dtf

_

CITY

BUSINESS CARDS.

HERBERT C.

T

House,

STREET.

CONGRESS

meeting

pany on Preble street, WEDNESDAY, the sixth
day of October next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
to act upon the following business, viz:
A rticle 1st—To hear the report of the directors.
Article 2d—To choose eleven directors for the ensuing year.
Article 3d—To act upon any other business that may
legally come before them.
WM. H. CON ANT, Clerk.

Hampton,

Now is Your Chance To Secure GREAT BARGAINS.

•

OLOTHIERS.

the

of

Remava of Urinary Calculi by the Knife.

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

IS

from extinction will be

MAINE.

Flight Only.

of

cess

Falmouth Hotel.

PORTLAND,
GgJP’IJp

THE SOUTH

and do not abandon them now.
ber that upon your vote depends

—

Nos. 183 and
middle Street.

THE

Secretary.

AT A

sep21

Opposite

force of

the

a

uaugnificeut showing.

years. Remember the
forth their life blood

Lamson. DEANE BROS.
51 Exchange St.
Artist Photographer,

OUR PRICES RIGHT.

Mountains with

-OTP-

g^ant

OUR GOODS ARE

through the Roeby
hair-pin, as to break

HANCOCK.

Prior to ISemoving to
Our New and Ele>

eudtf

A Complete Fusion of Ideas. Pronounced by one and all the Greatest, Grandest Display of Elegant made, Nobby Style, Perfect Fitting
Garments Ever Exhibited in Eastern New England.
Success far beyond our most sanguine expectations has cro
our efforts.
We are now ready for a KOI iING FALL TRADE.

The Democratic press aud
os well try to tun-

Cousider what Lee and Jackson would
do were they alive.
These are the same
principles for which they fought for four

—

First

war.

—

Cor. Congress & Brown Sts.
JnelO

ULUTUli^

has

Our Entire Stock

F. A. Ross& Co., Great

SUPERB OPENING

OUR

I>iet Mission.

scp25dtd

Republican administration d«»

nel

WHIT

pay you.

in and out at

Republican campaign docunutshell, that weighs a ton:

paid, while the current annual iuteris $70,000,000 less than at the close

est

far

following extract is from the Jack(Miss.f Clarion, edited by Colonel
Barksdale, chairman of the Democratic
State committee and leading supporter of

$844,680^76

of the

TREMENDOUS THRONG OF PEOPLE!

AND STRANGERS

bCll UUIlUliCB.

a

population being

The

stump speakers might

dtd

The views here are said to be unsurpassed for beauty and variety by any in the world. Congress street
}IA9P

!

2.

Coming to Portland should visit the Observatory on
Muujoy Hill. From the cupola may be seen the entire city, the Ocean to the horizon, Casco Bay,
with its beautiful islands. Old Orchard Beach ;
and with the powerful Telescope mounted in the
cupola the hotels on mts. Waabiuytou. Kear•arge aud Pleasant may be distinctly seen.
HUD

in

Ur.

uy

competent authority, show that
the number of homicides in the Southern
States has reached the enormous
aggregate
of forty thousand since the
war, and that,
continued through a generation, the destruction of life would be equal to the
great war.
Since the war more people have been killed
in the South by the pistol and the knife than
have died of yellow fever, the rate of mura

son

been

CLOSING OUT

increasing

cumpueu statistics
Red field,

for the i ast four hundred and

fifteen yeans of peace,
of the principal of the National debt

—

in gold are

that in the Northern States

Bangor.

a

ing

Offering

A LARGE LOT

possible. Payments

ders to

Large.

AKGUMKWT THAT WEIGHS
TOW.

AW

ment

PRICES MUCH BELOW THEIR VALUE.

BRILLIANT ILLUMINATION!

mimicry.

Saturday, Oct.

d2w

—

Rainbow Revels.
ocl

Glasses begin Saturday, Oct. 2, at 11 A. m.

DRESS GOODS

eodif

GRAND RALLY!

Crystal Palace, London, England, in their
Operatic, Dramatic, Farcical, Burlesque and
Terpsichorean Entertainment, entitled

YOBK.

First District—ELISH A H. JEWETT.
Second Distnct-OTIS IIAYFORD.
Third District—EDWIN FLYE.
Fourth District-LEWIS B. JOHNSON.
Fifth District—SEWARD B. HUME.

BARGAINS

—

From the

NEW

JOSEPH S. WHEELWRIGHT, of
IRA H. FOSS, of Saco.

613 CONGRESS ST.

DRY GOODS.

AGENT FOR BOYD S FINE BOOTS.

sepl8

The Stewart Combination

OHIO.

FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.

Here is

of Gold Boot, 421

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
Oct. 4th,15th and 6th.
mirth.

OP

WE ARE DAILY OPENING

Y. Boots; Black, Brown, White, Blue and

assured at last.

as

ance.

Chester A. Arthur,

CGLCGRI),

sep30
Fine K.

Spring Heel Boots, the proper Boot for

Sign

PRESIDENT,

OP

WESTON,
PAINTING, DECORATING CHINA.

STUDIO,

the

Western bankers pay out currency with reluctance, and California bankers bi l for it.
The latter use it instead of
exchange to settle their Atlantic coast bal-

JAMES A. GARFIELD,

dtf

DRAWING,

_

Calf and Grain Balmorals.
Seamless

FOR

MISS

Top Congress

Cloth

system

of

stability

in number.

143 Pearl Street.

•

A .B

_

M. B. GILBERT.

Portland

it is

COR VICE PRESIDENT,

jan24

the

that the bank question is not a
prominent issue in the campaign indicates this. Mr, Knox finds that the most
noticeable movement now in the currency is
the great inclination on the part of banks to
pay out coin instead of currency whenever

private pupils by the subscriber.

J. W.

1879.

Confederates.

more

For Electors at

Kid, Side Lace, Bovd’s

andC-

E and F.

think it will

The fact

instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to

Calf Balmorals all widths and sizes.

Boots.

only,

Very respectfully,
sep29 dlw

national bank

High

sale at leading; retail stores.

In

campaign.

have any effect, for those persons who have
decided to vote the Republican ticket well
know that if the Democrats have control of
the executive and legislative departments
the executive will have but little to say in
these matters.

Washington, regards

attention given to fitting pupils for
the
School. Private pupils received as usual.
For further "particulars apply to the Principal,
ETTA A. FILEH,
aul4e>ltf
No. 43 Known Street.

Geo. A. Clark & Bros., Sole Agents

the managers of the
not

CoMrmoLi.eu of the Currency Kuox, at

person who has attained the age of fifteen

sexes

ON WHITE SPOOLS.

ready by

VOTE IN THE SENATE ON A RESOLUTION KOKUiDDINU THE List UAROK OF UNION SOLDIERS FROM
SENATE OFFICES EXCEPT FOB CAUSE. APRIL 17,

as

Under

$5.00. twelve lessons, $3.00.

season,

secured for all the

Fall Term begins Aug. 30tb, 1880. Pupils
THD
of both
received at any time during the
term.

—

Saturdays, commencing Oct.

regular attache of the Press is furmshei.
with a ('aril certificate signed by
Stanley Pullen,
..uitor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers
s ill confer a favor upeu us
by demanding credentials
oi every person claiming to represent our journal.

PORTLAND ACADEMY,

For

Cloth Top Button.

CLASS FOR YOUNG LADIES
Thursdays from 4 to <1 p. in., commencing
Oct. 7. Terms for twelve lessons, $3.00.

Every

Y.

T
French

not used.

years, and ist recommended by some responsible
citizen, may, upon payment of one dollar, be admitted to all tbe privileges of instruction and amusement regularly furnished by tbe society.
Blanks for recommendation and any further information respecting the school may be obtained on
application to tbe Janitor, at the rooms of the
PORTLAND FRIT UNITY,
4 & 5 Free Street Block.
*ep27 dlw

Jk/L&x±’&

M

Class for YOUNG LADIES & GENTLEMEN

are

the Northern States I do

Instruction in other branches will be afforded
tRe needs of the pupils require.

and D.

9

subscribing, and

munications that

Friday—Penmanship.
Competent teachers have been
departments.

Men’s

Side Lace Boots, Boyd's N. Y., A A. A. B.

Boyd’s N.

in

are

indispensable,

as a

October, 1880,

Monday—Geography, English.
Wednesday—Reading and Spelling.
Thursday—Book-keeping.

Single Sole Congress Boots, Plain Toe, Bevel Edge,

A.

Ladies’

season,

communi-

In. Motley Block,

>Men’s

Oil Goat
and C.

letters and

not necessarily for publicaguaranty of good faith.
cannot undertake to return or preserve com-

■'e

Tu esday—Arithmetic.

been con-

Ladies’

GILBERT’S

class

formerly

4th of

half

at

cases

tion but

served :

Styles.

Gt. Button Boots (New Last), lor Street wear,
Boyd’s N. Y., AA, A. li. and C.

With the

$3.00.

MONDAY,

ensuing year

all

continue six months.
The following arrangement of classes will be ob-

d2w

Oil

NIouday and Thursday Evenings, commencing Oct 4. All the latest styles of (lancing taught.
Waltzing made a Specialty.
Terms for twelve lessons: Gents, $5.00; Ladies,

past

Any

SPECIALTIES.

most
In 91 r. Bartley Campbell’*
powerful American Drama, in four Acts, entitled

DANCING JCADEMY.

its sessions for the
seven o’clock p. m..

and

will be pleased

SPECIALTIES.

Charles T. Parsloe,
famous aud

Star Comedy Company, with
which, wherever presented, it has achieved a grand
dramatic triumph. Sale of seats Wednesday, Sept.
29th, at 9 a. m.
ecp27 dtd

begin

anonymous
! lie name and address of tl." writer

cations.

Fraternity

read

not

Special

AND

MY PARTNER.

will

We do

__

Fall

Louis Aldrich

time of
lesson.

w’e

Portland

y-l*

WILEY & TOLFORD.

Success!

Electric

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

SATURDAY XORNINO, OCT. 2.

THE—

—OF

FABRICS.

DOMESTIC

Our Mr. Wiley will be remembered as baviag
nected with “Tolford, the Tailor.”
Tour patronage is most respectfully solicited.

Friday, Saturday, aud Saturday Matinee at 2.30 o’clock, Oct. 1st & 2nd.
The

AND

selected especially selected for this market, which
to have our friend and the public examine.

Manager.

and

Ladies

Tolford,

We have leased Chambers at the above number, (up stairs,
hand side,) and have opened a Choice Stock of

THE EVENING SCHOOL

TV. B. Special attention given to the entting of the latest and most
fashionable overgarments for Ladies’ wear.

THEATKE.

PORTLAND

&

Winter

TAILiOHS!
251 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine.

oka

ENTERTAINMENTS.
NEW

1880-81.

Wiley

PRESS

Thursday Morning at $2 60
paid iu advance at $2.00 a year.

published
ear.

a

a

MAOE~liTATE

THE
a

Dollars

Fall.

8T., PORTLAND.

109 EXCHANGE
as-even

CO.,

Ex-Go VEitxon Smith of Arkansas, at the
of the National Republican Committee, New York, said to an Evening Post representative, “I do not think General Hancock’s letter will have any effect whatever.
In the South it will possibly disgust a few
Democrats, but it will have no eff*t upon
the result, for that has been decided alrooms

at

»

_A_

™

English Cabinet and the Irith
Troubles.
London, Oct. 1.—In regard to Irish affairs

’he

«
VnlUi>iUi« Jliuuts Mtorkft
WASHINGTON.
SATURDAY MORNING, OCT. 2.
(By Telegraph.)
i
v
t RANCist.o, Oct. 1.—The following are tbe
1 losing (lUotaGonp of Mining stocks
to-day:
he News says the report upon the condition
Aita....
3
Julia consolidated..
tinge. Another paints the display as a brilliant
The Public Debt Statement.
f Ireland was made hv Mr. Firmer, but wo beAlpha
5% Hale & Norcross.. 5
baud of white light followed by streamers,
3 Vs Grand Prize
Washington, Oct. 1.—The public debt
1%
iove no delusion was taken by the cabinet j Hch lier.
each streamer fading away before the sucstatement showed a reduction of the public ; ouncil and none asked for. Forster
9% Mexican.. .10%
does not ; Best & Belcher
ceeding one became very bright. Still anoth- debt
Bullion..
1
%
Northern
of
DeBelle.11%
88,974,891.68.
during September
j iclieve the present condition of Ireland will < aJfornia.
er records a glowing celestial picture of the
2% Ophir. 9Vs
crease since June 30 of 826,078,112.78. The I | ie bettered
northern horizon skirted by a bright white
by the re-enactment of the peace < ho Jar
3% Overman. 1
and interest, is 82,115,total
debt,
principal
from
defined
ireservatiou measures.
arch,
an
ill
The government will
haze, terminating in
Eureka Con
16% Vnion Con.. ..20%
in
the
cash
less
Debt
treasury,
539,443.15.
!%
lot be counselled, frightened or deiled into
Merra Nevada.11 Vs
Crown Point..
which sprang a large number of broad stream2
81,915,494,182.66.
Yeliow Jacket. 5
uy inconsiderate or head
ers, stretching toward the zenith.
long course. If Exchequer.
'urn.
of
a
&
Comet.
4%
Bodie—.:_
Gould
seen
Discovery
]
3%
was
Ameri■aruell
The same phenomenon
by
really breaks the law lie will he nroso2% Boiosi
ava. e
2%
<
but
tho
Ann
of
uted,
will
no
mild
can observers, although it did not receive the
Arbor
discovered
make
l’ruf. Harrington
government
I
Con. Virginia. 3%
Belvidior.
attention bestowed upon it l>y European obseron the 30tli of Septemb r a comet in 14 hours,
1 lunges as tbeia predecessors did.
vers.
It is evident, however, that the epoch
< Collision Between Troobs and Ponulace
38 minutes right ascensiou, 29° 20 minutes
Gioiia'Klcr Fifth Market.
of grand auroras and magnetic storms has renorth declination, with a head 10 minutes in
in Belgium.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING Sept. 30 1880.
turned. and that our northern skies for months
diameter and a tail 50 minute.s
Brussels, Oct. 1.—A dispatch from Bruges
qtl for large and $3%
to come will probably be lighted with auroral
Georges Codfish—$5%
The Surgeon General’s Report.
E ays that disturbance have occurred
for medium; pickled cured Bank $4% P' qtl for
uear that
flames. More earnestly than ever arises the
for
t
The peasants assembled and attempted
Surgeon General Hamilton’s annual report
large and $3%@$3%
medium; dry cured Bank
question of the cause of the sun spot circle and shows a reduction since 1869 in the cost per t oit.V;
eject the government commissioner sent to $4% F qtl. Shore codfish $6.
its intimate connection with electric and magCusk at $3@$8%, Haddock at §2%@
of treating patients at the marine liosj-:We
quote
< arry out the provisions of the
capita
school law. The
netic phenomena. No one doubts that the
$2%, Hake at $1%@1%; American Pollock $1%
tals of 822.23, which good showing he atj eudarmes fired on the mob, killing one man
commotion in the solar orb is reflected on the pi
@2%, and English do at $1%@$2% $> qtl.
tributes to the fact that the appointment of
nd wounding another
lb for
severely.
Boneless and prepared fish from 3 %@4c
earth in the flashes of auroral light and the erradical officers has been removed from the inHake and Cusk to 5%@8 for best codfish. Smoked
Notes.
ratic movements of the magnetic needle. We
Foreign
of adfluence
of
Smoked
establishment
lb.
The
Salmon
Halibut
at
at
15c;
politics.
10@10%e
But no
can see the cause and note the effect.
The Spanish government has resolved to
box. Bloaters at 90c
ditional hospitals at several of the largest ports
Scaled Herring 16@24o
roceed against all priests who introduce polione, ii the theory of the disturbing influence
hundred.
and of a national snug harbor for sailors of the
of tlie great planets is rejected, has found the
ics into their sermons and dismiss all mayors
Mackerel—We notice sales of Shores at $14 E> bbl
navy is recommended.
, tho are notorious
clew to the secret of sun spots. We can only
for Is, $6% for 2s, $4% for 3s.
Carlists.
Enumerators.
The
of
Census
Pay
Pickled Herring at $2%@$3 bbl for round Shore,
grope in darkness while we wait for persistent
A strong force of clerks have been engaged
$6 for Labrador split.
Bearchersto solve the problem, and admire
Trout $14
bbl; Salmon $23 $>Jbbl; Swordfish at
with mingled reverence and awe the mighty
night and day for several weeks in the census
$4%@o; Codfish at $5, Haddock $3%, Halibut
CUBA.
office, making up the accounts of the census
power with which the sun sways his retinue of
Hoads $3%, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes
worlds, ami the strength of the sympathetic enumerators. Owing to the great number of
at $4%, Cod Tongues $6, Tongues and Sounds $10,
chord by which each planet in the system rethese enumerators, about 30,000 in all, and the
Alewives $4%; Pogie Slivers $3V2.
fellow Fever in Havana—A Case on a
Fresh Halibut—Last sales at 8 and 5% c
flects in auroral light and disturbed maguetdetails involved in determining the exact
lb
for white and gray.
amount of pay due to each, there has necessariismthe abnormal condition of the great cenPortland Vessel.
Shore
for
cwt
Fish—$3%
for
Codfish,
but
it
is
$2%
tral orb.
ly been some delay in the settlement;
Havana, Oct. 1.—Deaths from yellow fever Haddock, $1% for Hake: Swordfish 5c $¥ ft.
now expected that the
accounts, with some
or the week ending Sept. 24th
numbered ltl.
Medicinal Oil 70c
dal, Tanners’ Oil 40c Porgie
*
few scattered exceptions, which for some specdo 38c.
die American bark Rachel of Portland sailed
STATE NEWS.
ial reasons may require further investigation,
•
Livers 12c ^ gal.; fish scraps $7 P1 ton.
j or Boston Sept. 24th with one case of yellow
all
be
or
weeks.
will
made up in a month
six
Cod pressings 9c p1 gal.
ever on board.
District of Columbia’s Debt Reduced.
KENNKBF.C COUNTY.
l>OBue*tic Market*.
The quarterly statement of the funded in(Bv Telegraph.'
Monday evening, about 8 o’clock, as Mr. Jo- debtedness of the District of Columbia shows a
THE
DOMINION.
New
York.
Oct.
Miss
Lena
Philbrick
started to
1-Evening—Flour—Receipts
seph Blake and
decrease in the debt by thej operations of the
bbls;
13,884
exports
13,646 bbls; the market is
to
the
ran
on
to
Mt.
Vernon
go
village
wagon
sinking fund since July 1, 1878, of 8618,750,
less active and scarcely so firm with a
the horse, which took fright, ran down hill
light exand a reduction in the annual interest charge
are inclined to hold off:
demand;
port
shippers
Trouble
about
very
the Quebec Loan.
and threw them out. Miss Philbrick was not
moderate jobbing trade; sales 17 000 bbls; No 2 at
since that date of 38,981.77.
hut
bruised
and
cut
consideraOct.
1.—There is some hitch in the
Quebec,
seriously hurt,
2 60@3 45; Superfine Western and State at 3 50@
oan recently contracted for by the Quebec
4 00; extra Western and State at 4 00@4 30; good
bly. Mr. Blake had one rib broken and a verto choice do at 4 30@6 25; White Wheat Western
tebra of the spine injured. He lies critically
i [overnment at Paris. A million and a half of
NEW YORK.
extra at 4 ] 5G)4 60; faucy do at 4 70@6 25; exill.
he 4,000,000 was received two months ago aud
tra Ohio at 4 50@6|00; extra St. Lotus at
WALDO COUNTY.
he balance was to have been paid a few weeks
4.25@
6 25; patent Minnesota extra at 6 00@71)0: choice
ifterwards, but it has not been paid, however, to double
John M. Bailey, about 70 years of age, living
extra at 7 10@8 25, including 3600 bbls
and
Anti
Tammany
Tammany.
tnd it is stated that newspaper comments on
at the Head of the Tide, Belfast, attempted
City Mills extra at 5 15@5 35 for W I; 1700 bbls
he condition of provincial finances have
New York, Oct. 1.—A conference between
No 2 at 2 60@3 45; 1200 bbls Superfine at 3 60@
suicide by hanging on Tuesday evening. He
<
the
of
and
Hall
the
committees
of
French
4 00; 800 bbls low extra at 4 00@4 25; 3900 bbls
Tammany
ipened
Irving
had been out of health for some time and was
eyes
capitalists.
Winter Wheat extra at 4 40@8 25; 5200 bbls Minwas held today.
John
Kelley
Democracy^
undoubtedly despondent.
nesota extra|at 4 00@8 25, market
stated that he thought Tammany Hall had inclosing dull.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Southern flour steady; sales 1500 bbls; extra 4 75
terest in the nominee for mayoralty; that he
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
@5 35; choice at 5 40@6 50. Rye Flour steady
The Passamaquoddy tribe of Indians held
should be an independent man and that the
and quiet. Corn Meal is dull;* Brandy winp 3 20
Four dollar bills on the Bank of British
their election on the 21st inst. John Newell,
whole county ticket should be a strong one, so
North America, altered to tens, are in circula@3 25. Wheat—receipts 230,900 bush; exports
Noel Joseph and Peter Atwin were candidates
as to increase Hancock’s majority.
Power for
407,070 bush: opened %@s/sc better, su^seqaently
tion
at Montreal.
for Representative to the Legislature
The
Hall
with
that
the
nomiadvance lost, closing rather more steady; sales 1,Irving
agreed
Kelly
A Halifax despatch
Governor of the tribe cast the first ballot, the
immense
nee for the mayoralty should be
says:—An
095,000 bush, including 263.000 bush on spot;No 2
independent,
lumber
of
mackerel
are
the
and
in
Lieutenant Governor
second
the harbor
pthers ac- and that the county ticket should be a very
Spring 1 07% @1 08; ungraded Red 1 03@1 03%;
reported
No 3 do at 1 07@1 07% :No2 Red 1 08%@1 08%;
lud
Bedford
hut
rank.
Noel
are
to
received
a
masmall.
Basin,
they
Joseph
cording
mostly
strong one. Irving Hall, he thought, was inNo 1 do 1 13@1 14;ungraded White 1 06@1 12%;
jority of votes cast and was elected.
The schoolship Saratoga arrived at Fortress
terested in the nominee for mayor.
Similar
No 2 do at 1 07%@1 07%; No 1 do, 27.000 bush
Monroe yesterday morniDg, 34 days from MaOne of the most terrific rain aim hail storms
speeches were made by others.
Adjourned
at
wvuqJL -lu; i\o z jtiea ior uctODrr. ozo.uuu
ever witnessed in this county burst upon the
until next Tuesday.
bush at 1 08V2@1 0884; November. 320,000 bush
leira; all well.
1
town ot Pembroke and some of the adjoining
00V2@1 10. Bye is strong; 16,0<)0 No 2 at 9Hc.
The President aud party reached Portland,
Corn is a shade stronger with moderate trade, clostowns on Tuesday morning of last week.
One
Oregon,
yesterday.
A leiegrapn auit ueciaea.
ing strong; receipts 270,900 bush; exports 491,091
building in Pembroke had eighty squares of
Two eases of street robbery were before the
bush; sales 642,000 bush, including 204,000 on the
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 1,—Justice Miller this
glass broken by hail stones. At Gleason’s
New York courts yesterday.
spot; ungraded at 51 % @ 5 2 Vac; No~ 2 at 51s/4@52c;
in
the
of
case
the
Cove, just above Pleasant Point, there was a morning delivered a decision
ciosiug 51%c; No 2 for October 61%@61%c; do
Western Union Telegraph Company vs. the
violent storm of wind, rain and pieces of ice,
Sharp frost on Long Island, in Westchester for November at 52%@53c; do December 63% Cd
louutv, N. Y., Thursday night.
Union Pacific & Kansas Pacific Railroad Co.
64% c, including 28„000 No 2 f o b 62c. Onto are
amounting to almost a tornado.
about Vac lower, closing dull; receipts 84,400 bush;
and the American Union Telegraph Co. The
Two more bodies have been taken from the
There are at present eight sardine factories
sales 98,000 bush: 40^40% c ior No 3; 40@41c do
Court
does
not
dissolve
the
but
is
of
Hudson tunnel and four more are iu sight.
injunction
in Eastport, running full blast, night and day
White; 41%@42%c for No 2; 42@42%c for do
the opinion that the railroad company has a
The British torpedo depot ship with eight
turning out weekly about 3500 cases, ready for
White; 43@43%c t >r o L White; Mixed Western
right, as it always had the exclusive rights of
market and giving employment to about 000
at
38V2@42V2c; White Western at 40@44%c;
torpedo boats has arrived at Gravosa.
Mixed State 42%@43c; White State at 42@45%c,
hands, male and female. The pay roll of these the first wire on the telegraph poles, and that
The corporation of Cork has decided to paras the matter stands at this stage of the proinlcluding 26,000 No 2 for November 38»4c. »nfactories foots up to some $0000 per week. Durticipate officially in the Parnell demonstration
enr quiet and unchanged; refined quiet and weak;
ceedings the company should have the right,
ing the past two months there has been an
standard A 9%@9%c; crushed 10s/8; powdered at
pending further litigation, to use that wire, not Sunday night.
abundant supply of fish and the prospects are
10%c; granulated 9%. Molaanen is dull and unfor
The
Greenbackers of the Fifth district of
only
ordinary business of the road but for
excellent for a good fall’s work. In a few
changed. Pctroleuiu quiet and unchanged; unitthe purpose of transmitting commercial and
Massachuseits have nominated Jas. N. Buffum
weeks there will be three more factories added
ed 993/8c; crude in bbls at 6%@8; refined at 11%.
paid messages for the public in general; that it for Congress and John M. Devine for Presiden- Tallow firm and unchanged. Pork stronger and
to the number, which will give employment to
has no right to interfere with the Western
t'al elector.
less active; mess on spot quoted nominally 18 00;
about 150 more hands.
760 bo October at 18 20@18 26; sales rumored
Union Telegraph Company in the use of the
Gen. Butler will speak.at Norwich andBing18 60. Beef
£.ard opened 5@7%c better,
other two wires, and that it is proper that an
lampton Wednesday, at Elmira Thursday, at advance lost,steady.
closed a trifle firmer; sales 1750 tcs
order should be made which shall stand to proMETEOROLOGICAL.
Dunkirk Friday and Oleen Saturday.
steam on spot and to arrive at 8 32%@8 40.
prime
tect this principle.
Butter dull and easier; State 20@31c; Western 16
Senator Bayard speaks iu New York from
indications foe the next
twenty-four
@30. Cheese shade easiei and more active: State
the 8th to the 25th and Gov. McClellan about
HOURS.
10%@13%c; half skims at 9%@10%c; Western
the 15th inst.
Failure of the Albion Print Works of
flat at 10@12%c; skims 4@10V2; Cheddar 10@13.
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
Freights to Liverpool firm: Wheat
Pennsylvania.
steam5%.
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Chicago, Oct. 1.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Oct. 1, !A.M.|
Philadelphia, Oct. 1.—The Albion Print
Wheat is active, but lower and \veak;No 2 Red WinWorks of Conshocken have suspended payFor New England,
ter at 94%@95c; No 2 Chicago Soring at 9234@
ment
and
made
an
Two
assignment.
93c for cash; 92% c for October; 94%c for DecemSlowly rising temperature and falling barom- deeds
of
have
been
filed,
assignment
ber; No 3 do at 88cc. Corn is active and lower ar.
eter, southeast to southwest winds and clear or
the
first
the Albion
between
Print
39%@39%c cash; 403/a@40%c for November;
fair weather, except in the extreme northern
Works
and
Lea.
and
the
3f>84 c for December. Oats dull and shade lower
[Joseph
portion local rains.
at 30(a,30%c cash; 29%c for November. Rye and
Porllanu Duih Wholesale Market.
second between Joseph Lea and James McBarley unchanged. Pork irregular: cash higher; opCarter, individually, "trading as Lea & MctPORTLAND. Oct. 1.
tions lower; 18 25@18 60 for cash; 18
20@18 25
Carter of Philadelphia and New York, to B.
The following are today’s quotations of Flour,
for October; 12 67%@12 70 for Nov”. Lard firmer
F. F. Cressen. The Albion Co. have a capieasier at 7 80 cash and for November. Bulk Meats
3rain, Provisions. &o.
tal of $25,000, and is composed of Joseph Lea,
are easier; shoulders at 5 25; short rib 8 00: short
Flour.
UraMi.
the President, James McCarter and B. F.
clear at 8 50.
26. Yellow Corn,
Superfine.3
75@4
Freights—Corn to Buffalo 4% bid, 5 asked.
Cresson, the Secretary. The full capacity of
Extra Spring. .6 00@5 26 i
car lots
69
Keceipta—9,000 bbls flour, 90.00U bush |wheat,
the mill amounted to 2,400,000 yards
per
SIX Spring-6 00@6 50j H. M.
58
THE STATE SHOOT.
M
439.000 bush corn,141,000 bush oats. 18.000 bush
month.
Patent
44
Spring
j Oats
rye, 42,000 bush barley,
Wheats.7 50@8 75 Sacked Bran
19%
Shipments-8,000 bbls flour, 107,000 bush wheat,
Mids...
Michigan Win@23 00 543.000 bush corn, 93,000
Baltimore’s Sesqui-Centennial.
bush oats, 9,000 bush
ter best.5 75@6 00 Corn, bag lots..
60
The Auburn Light Infantry Win the Banrye, 22,000 bush barley.
Low Grade
68
Baltimore, Md., Oct. 1.—The details of
Meal,
ner.
St.
Oct.
1.
—Flour
Louis,
47
steady aud unchanged.
the celebration of the Sesqui-Centennial of
Michigan....6 00@5 60 Oats,
Wheat dull, weak and lower; No 2 Red Fall at 94%
t. Louis Win20
Augusta, Oct. 1.—The shooting at the State
Bran,
Baltimore are nearly completed and it promises
for cash; 943/8c for October; 96Vs(a96%c,
ter fair ...5 75@6 00 Mid’ngs,
closing
@25
to
be
one
of
the
most
ever
elaborate
range closed this morning. The highest score
displays
9V8C for November; No 3 do at 89@89%c; No 4 do
Winter good..6 00(a-6 25 Rye,
110
at 85@8684c. Corn dull and lower at 38% c cash;
presented in the country.
was made by the Auburn Light Infantry—321
Winter best.. .6 50@6 75 j
Provisions.
Peter Cooper has been invited and if he acProduce.
IMeas Beef.. 9 60@10 00 38%c for October; 39%c for November. Oats are
—and they accordingly win the pennant. The
lower at 29%c for cash; 29%c for October.
cepts will be received with special honors and
| Ex Mess. .10 75@11 00
16@18
Curkeys.
Rye
dull at 82%c bid. Pork—cash nominal; October in
Biddeford Light Infantry scored 316 points
Jhioxens. 14@15
be the guest of the city and Baltimore & Ohio
| Plate.11 50@11 76
settletlement at 19 00. Lard quietat 7 75.
I
Ex Plate..l2 00@12 50
Fowl
Railroad.
14@16
United
States
steamers
Vandalia
take
and
the second money.
The Capital
Pork—
receipts—3,000 bbls nour, 46,000 bush wheat
Eggs. 18 219
and Kearsarge will take part in the celebra18.000 bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 4,000 busb
Guards of Augusta scored 307 points and win
tfewPotatoes,bush50@60 Backs.. ..20 50@20 75
tion.
rye,
24,000 oush barley.
Hear.19
Sweet
75
Jcrsey4
00@4%
50@19
the third prize.
Shipments 11,000 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat,
Norfolk 2 76@3 00; Mess.17 00@17 50
bush com, 6,000 bush oats, 000,000 busk
In the individual contest for the gold badge
7.000
bbl.3
50.0-4
00
»ins.
12
Murdered and Thrown into the Water.
Jnions, &
10@
barley, 0,000 busb rye.
liurd.
crate...@160
E. W. Moore of Augusta won,scoring 78 points
Montpelier, Oct. 1.—There is considerable
Etound Hogs...0@0
93/8
Oct. 1.—'Wheat lower; No 1 White at
lb.9%®
Detroit,
rub,
excitement over a probable murder just come
out of a possible 100. Dr. H. E. Hill of Au.9
Cheese.
Tierces, Jb
@ 9Vs
97c; 96»4c for October; 97%c for November; 98»4
to light.
The body of
Dumas of
Pail....
Joseph
Maine.
for
13@14
December; No 2 White at 93%c asked.
10»/4@11%
gusta scored 76 points and wins the second
Northfield was found in the river this afterVermont.
New York, Oct. 1.—Cotton
13@14
Kegs
dull; Middling
B upprize. The entire match throughout has been noon with wounds upon his head, and in the
FV
13o)14
Beans.
Y.Factory
lands 119-l6c.
characterized by the best of behavior on the
Skim Cheese.... 6@8
Pea.1 90@2 00
opinion of physicians life was extinct before
Oct.
1.—Cotton
savannah,
quiet; Middling
Fruit
Mediums.1 7o@
* uph
the body was placed in the water. Dumas
lands at 1C 34 c.
part of the militia, and general satisfaction is
Yellow Eyes..l 87@2 lo
Oranges.
drove a man and wife n med Stone from
Oct. 1.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands
Butter.
expressed at the result.
Palermos.^bx 0 00@0 00
Northfield to Montpelier Monday and was last
Valencia Incase $00@$00 Creamery. 28@30
saati AfnnHau Avuninor miita rlrnnlr
St/inp
This afternoon the visiting soldiersjparaded
U1H l.UgD VCIU1UUI
OU
New Orleans, Oct. 1.—Cotton is
^
easy; Middling
wife have been arrested on suspicion.
the streets, headed by the Augusta band, hearLemons.
Choice
22@25
uplands lis/sc.
Messina.4 00@4 60 Good. 18@20
aloft
the
banner.
Col. E. C. Faring
prize
Memphis, Oct. 1.-Cotton quiet; Middling upPalermos.4 00@4 50 Store. 17fal8
lands 10% c: some sales lower.
rington of Frveburg. assisted bv Lieut. Col.
Nuts.
Death of a Mexican War Veteran.
Appaea.
Peanuts—
Sweet Apples. 1 76@2 00
H. M. Sprague of the First Regiment, had enMcLane, Tex.,Oct. 1.—Capt. Jesse BellingsEnrepean Unrketa.
1 25fri)l 75
Wilmington.l 60@1 70 Sour
tire charge of the match and deserves the
ly, a Mexican war veteran, died to-day aged
1 50@1 76
Virginia.1 60@1 62 Pippins..
By Telegraph.)
70. He commanded a company at the battle
Tennessee.. .1 20@1 36 Dried Western
Liverpool, Oct. 1—12.30 p. M.—Flour at 9sfS>
6@ 6%
credit of its success.
of San Jacinto and was a member of the first
lls; Winter Wheat 8s 6d@8s lid; Spring Wheat
lb.
Oastana,
10@llc| do Eastern.. 6@ 6%
at 7s 8d@9s; California |average at 8s
Texas Congress.
Walnuts,
x2@14c
Sugar.
4d@9s 5d;
Filberts,
12@14c’ Granulated....
@10% club do at 9s 5d@9s lOd; Com at 6s; Peas 7s 4d.
FARMERS’ FESTIVALS.
Pei
Provisions, &c.,—Pork at 73s: Beef 62s 6d; Cheese
13@14cj Extra C
@ 9%
at 64s 6d; Lard at 42s 3d; Bacon at 43s; Tallow
Muderous Freak of an Insane Man.
35s 6d, at London 36s.
New Albany, Ind., Oct. 1.—In French Lick
Mining Stocks.
The Ossipee Valley Fair.
Liverpool, Oc. 1—12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
township Edward Cromwall, while working in
tending
down; Middling uplands at 6%d; Orleans
Closing prices Oct. 1, as reported by H. N.
Cornish, Oct. 1.—The third and last day of a field with Nathan Lambdin, by whom be Pink
7%d; sales 8,000 bales; speculation and export 1 ,ham, Stock Broker, 50 Exchange street:
the Ossipee Valley Union Agricultural Socie000.
was employed, had a chill followed by a high
SALES.
BID.
ASKED
^^———
Atlantic. 0 38
0 40
ty exhibition of horses, breeding mares and fever, during which he shot Lambdin in the
neck and shoulder, stabbed him in the neck
Deer Isle..
0 95
1 00
SLADE’S EIVGL18H MUSTARD is alcolts was very good.
Agricultural Hall was and then ran to the river and drowned him- Douglass.
3 75
ways reliable. (A pure mustard not onlv helps di0 14
Favorite.
well filled with the choicest fruit, vegetables
self.
but cures Dyspepsia.) Sold by ‘all leading
gestion
Milton.
176grocers in full weight tiu cans.
and rare fancy articles. The first trot was won
0 35
Young Hecla.
E3F-EIECRUST, Dumplings, Doughnuts, BisHeavy Verdict in a Libel Suit.
by Pickpocket; time 2.41, and the second by
cuits, Flapjacks Ac., &c.. made light and sweet with
Receipts of Maine Cenral.
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 1.—In the suit brought
Congress Yeast Powder. Trr it.
Lightfoot in 3.40. Fine music by Hatch’s
by W. Wheaton against Luther Beecher, for
Portland, Sept. 30.
pornet band.
For Portland, 28 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
damages for a libelous publication in the newsfor
Lincoln County Fair.
103
cars miscellaneous merMARRIAGES.
roads,
connecting
of
papers accusing plaintiff
dishonesty in
Damariscotta, Oct. 1.—The county fair managing certain business interests, the jury chandise.
In this city, Sept. 30, by Rev. C. J.
rendered a verdict of $25,000 in favor of plainclosed today. The attendance has been good,
Daily Domestic Receipts.
Clark, Edw. S.
Hutchinson and Miss Eliza M. Rafter, both of Porttiff.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Cornmeal to G
although not up to last year. The receipts
land.
W. Trow & Co.
In Waterville, Sept. 28. by Rev.
have fallen some lower. The display as wverv
Bishop Neeley of
Gen. Grant’s Movements.
Boston Stock Market.
Portland, Rev. Edwin F. Small and Miss Hattie C.
satisfactory. In the race Brandywine was first.
Beasley, both of Waterville.
Chicago,Oct. 1.—Gen. Grant is now visiting
[Sales of the Broker’s Board, Oct. l.J
■
In Bath, Sept. 29, Fred W.
friends in this city. He will be at Decatur
Craig of Des Moines,
First Call.
Iowa, and Miss A. Diantha Corlis of Woolwich.
Oct. 6th and 7tb, dering the soldiers’ reunion;
$1,000 Eastern Railroad new 4V28.99
at Indianapolis on the eighth to attend the
MAINE.
Second Call.
L00 Eastern Railroad. 32
DEATH*.
meeting of the Boys in Blue, and thence go to
Second Board—First Call.
Boston as guest of the Middlesex Club.
100 Eastern Railroad.. 31 %
Plaiated and Murch at Richmond.
In this city, Oct. 1, Mrs. Sally C. Clements, widow
of Jacob H. Clements of Gorham, aged 79 years 9
Richmond, Oct. l.-Tbe “Unionists” had a
New York Stock and Monev Market.
Secretary Schurz at Cleveland.
months 27 days.
grand celebration here to-night. Clubs from
(By Telegraph.)
Cleveland, Oct. 1.—Secretary Schurz spoke
[Funeral at West Gorham, Oot 3d, at 2 o’clock
New
Oct. 1—Evening.—Money easy at 2
York,
Bath and Augusta took part in the
in
P. M.
German here to-night to an audience of beprocession@3 per '•ent. on call, closing 2 V2; prime mercantile
In this city, Sept. 29. Mrs. Harriet M., widow of
tween
2000
and
3000.
Gen. Plaisted and Congressman Murch were
paper at 4V2@5V2 per cent. Sterling Exchange is
tile late Wm. H. Wescott, aged 48 years 7 months.
steady at 480% for long and 483@483% for short.
[Funeral this Saturday afternoon at 2Vs o’clock,
present and addressed an enthusiastic audience
Governments weak and Vs@% lower. State bonds
at No. 90 Portland street.
at the hall. The town was
Railroad
bonds
nominal.
active
and
in
main
brilliantly illuminatstrong.
In this city. Oct. 1. Willie P., son of William and
UROPE.
The stock market closed strong.
g
ed.
Elizabeth Rolfe of Cambridge, Mass., aged 15 years
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat*
The Appleton Child Murder Case.
7 months.
ed 217,000 shares.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
i.ne following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Rockland, Oct. 1.—In the case of State The London Times Foresees a Feaceful
No. 78 Newburv street.
Government securities :
In this dry, Oct, 1, Frankie A.,
against Elisha Linscott and Elizabeth Jack
Solution of the Dulcigno Matter.
only child of Thos.
United States 6*s, 1881, reg.104%
H. and Meda Nevins, aged 3 months 15 days,
alias Elizabeth Jackson or Appleton, indicted
United States 6’s, 1881, coup.104%
London, Oct. 1.—The Times says that the
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
United
States
new
6’s, reg*.102%
for the murder of an illegitimate infant, of
No. 15 Vesper street.
aspect of affairs in the East gives reasonable
United States new 5’s, coup.102 V2
In this city, Oct. 1, Miss Mary Ellen
ground to hope that the pacific execution of
which they were parents, which has been on
Rourke, of
United States new 4%’s, reg.108
the treaty of Berlin will be found in the united
Lawrence, Mass., aged 17 years 8 months 11 days.
United States new
trial here for several days, the
coup.108Vs
jury failed to action of the powers. Tue pressure unon Tur- United States new 4%’s,
4’s,reg.107 Vs
United States new 4’s*.107%
agree and were discharged after being out nine
key will now cease to be merely local,' but it
DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMER*
will be the object of the united cabinets,
Pacific 6*8 of 94
125
hours. The jury stood seven for acquittal and
NAME
FROM
*Ex-int.
FOR
DATE.
through their representatives at Constantinofive for manslaughter.
Circassia.New
York..Glasgow.Oct 2
ple. to extort from the Porto the onnoessinna
The following were the closing quotations of
Cauima.New York.. St Thomas.... Oct 2
Btocks:
granted by the treaty of Berlin.
Meanwhile,
Batavia.
Boston.Liverpool.Oct 2
Rock Island..
it is a matter of significance that the alliance
Helvetia.New York..Liverpool.Oct 2
Illinois Central.112%
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
of the powers, so far from losing strength
Germanic.New
York. .Liverpool.Oct 2
D. B. & Quincy.
134%
City of Para.New York..Rio Janeiro ...Oct 5
through the interposition of obstacles imper- O'hicago£&| Alton...114
York..
St Jago,.Oct 5
Santiago.New
fectly foreseen, has probably acquired new
Chicago <b Alton preferred .126’
Wisconsin.Nfw York. .Liverpool.Oct 5
Murder at Manchester.
force from the trial.
Michigan Central.
96%
Lake Nepigon.Montreal... Liverpool.Oct 0
Erie
Manchester, Oct. 1.—The community was
38s/8
The Attitude of France and Austria.
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool.. ...Oct 6
Er 1 e. prefer red. 70 Vs
shocked this morning at the announcement of
Republic.New York..Liverpool.Oct 7
Oct. 1.—It is semi-ofiicially declared
Paris,
Northwestern.
105%
a terrible tragedy which occurred about midWestphalia.New York. .Hamburg.Oct 7
that the French government, while adhering
L^urtuweawjru preierreu.
122y2
Bermuda.New
night on Amherst street, in which John to its
York..Bermuda.Oct 7
Milwaukee & St. Paul. 92
present attitude with reference to the
Niagara.New York..Havana..Oct 7
wits ui«
XJiauiuaiu, uj;uu
victim, anil 11,11“
it. Paul preferred.110*4
action of the powers in the East, is perfectly
Marathon.Boston.Liverpeol.Oct 9
ward Powers, aged 18, the assailant. Blanchresolved not to separate from the European
City of Richmond..New York. .Liverpool..'.'. .Oct 9
ard is of French Canadian origin, but was born
Erin.
..New York..Liverpool.Oct 9
concert.
Public [Debt Statement.
in Vermont, and has resided in this city a
Crescent City.New York..Aspinwall.Oct 11
Oct.
1.—Tlie
Washington,
is
a
recafollowing
Vienna, Oct. 1.—In the Hungarian Diet
dozen years. He worked in the mills until
Lake
Winnipeg—M ontreal ...Liverpool.Oct 16
pitulation of the public debt statement for the
the subject of Austrian participation against
about a year since, when he opened two beer
Lake Manitoba
Montreal. ...Liverpool.Oct 26
nontli of September:
saloons, one on Amherst and the other on Con- Turkey was taken up and the question put in
INTEREST-BEARING DEBT.
reference to the naval demonstration.
The
cord street. Being a member of the French
MINIATURE ALMANAC.OCTOBER 2.
Bonds at 0 per cent.$ 222,819,060 00
Band, lie and some companions were talking government has been asked whether it would
Bonds at 5 percent.
use its influence that no force
be employed,
474,631,660 00 Sun rises.tt.00 I High water. 9.59
about tbe management of the band on tbe
Bonds
at 4*/2 per cent.
Sun
sets. 5.39 I Moon rises.
00
260,000,000
and whether if its efforts be unsuccessful Hun4.15
sidewalk near the Amherst street saloon when
Bonds at 4 per cent.
738,263,960 00
garian forces would be engaged. Although
several parties emerged from an adjoining sacertificates.
Refunding
00
1,083,860
the
comes
from
the
extreme
side
it
question
loon. A slight altercation ensued, resulting in
STavy pension fund.
14,000,000 00
may be taken as significant of the current feelPowers being pushed. In falling a beer bottle
Total principal.$1,700,698,400 00
which
has
set in not only in Hungary but
a
ing
small
of
rum
was
brokcontaining
quantity
Total interest.
to judge from some of the chief organs of pub18,134,603 26
en.
On regaining his feet Powers threw a
FORT OF PORTLAND.
>EBT ON WHICH INTEREST HAS CEASED SINCE MAlarge fragment of the broken bottle at Blanch- lic opinion in Austria likewise.
TURITY.
which
struck
the
Garibaldi’s
unfortunate man in the
ard,
Resignation.
FRIDAY, Oct. 1.
Principal.$
6,011,665 26
neck, severing the jugular vein, from which
Rome, Oct. 2—Menotli Garibaldi has writArrived.
nterest..
Q) 764,356 24
the life-blood streamed in torrents, causing
ten to the Opinione denying that Major CazSteamer Williamsport, Willets,
Philadelphla-coal
DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.
death in a few minutes. Blanchard is spoken
to Randall & McAllister.
zione was the cause of himself and father reof as a quiet, genial young man, who by his
)ld demand and legal tender
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for
signing from the chamber ef Deputies.
Fastnotes.$ 346,741,841 00
port and St John, NB.
industry and popular ways had accumulated
Thomas Carlyle Dangerously 111.
Sch Addle E Snow, Thorndike.
Certificates of deposit.
9,966,000 00
considerable money. Powers is under arrest.
Philadelphia
with
Sold and silver certificates.
London, Oct. 1.—Thomas Carlyle is danger|26,033,660 00 42 hhds 24J puncheons 13 tes molasses to Geo S
He admits throwing the broken bottle in a mofractional currency.
7,181,940 37 Hunt & Co.
ously ill and it is not believed he can survive
ment of passion.
He will be arraigned after
Sch Boxer, Grant. Boston.
many days-.
the coroner’s inquest.
rotal Principal
Sch Dexalo, Brown, Boston.
$389,922,441 37
Reward for the Arrest of Lord MountThe coroner's jury lias been session this afJnclaimed Pacific It. it. interest
8,327 03
Eagle’ Frisbee’ Portsmouth, to load for
ternoon on the case and will continue
TOTAL
morres’ Murderers.
DEBT.
through
to-morrow. Tlie theory seems to be that PowA proclamation has been issued in Ireland
63
Principal...$2,096,632,506
**“"*-**
ers struck Blanchard with a bottle instead of
nterest....
18,906,936 62
offering £1000 reward for the apprehension of
Sch J Baker, Chase, Machias for
Marblehead
having thrown it, but in either case it must the murderers of Lord Montmorres.
Sch
Deer
Sweeney L’otal
Nonpareil,
Isle—paviDg stones.
have been wielded or thrown with great force
and Gannon were examined today and reL’otal cash in treasury.
Cleared.
199,945,260 49
to have produced the terrible gash which sevmanded at the request of the police.
Debt less cash in Treasury Oct. 1,
Seh
lannio
A
ered the jugular vein and cut the bone of the
Bailey, Hume, Philadelphia-D W
1st. 1880. 1,916,594,182 66
Clark & Co.
England Determined that Dulcigno Shall
chin. Young Powers seems hardly to realize
Debt less cash in treasury iSept
° WiUard' sijiloutou,
be Surrendered.
Philadelphia—E G
his situation.
1. 1880.
1,924,569,074 34 Willard*
The Daily News says the Cabinet council
Decrease of debt during month..
$8,974,891 68
Elizabetb>
Duntou,
Decrease
Boothbay—D
of
had
debt
before it the request of the Porte that no
since June 30,
The Michigan Lumber Trade.
1880
further action be taken by the powers before
Sch Nautilus, Newman,
26,678,112 60
Bay City, Mich., Oct. 1.—The shipments of
Boothbay—D
Choate.
CURRENT LIABILITIES.
lumber froui the poet of Bay City for SeptemSunday. This interval of grace will probably
[nterest due and unpaid.$
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
92
be granted. There is not the slightest intenber are 7,882,981 feet. The lumber shipments
2,401,809
Debt on which interest has
tion on the part of the British government to
from Saginaw river from the beginning of tho
LASTPORT, Sept 21—Ar, seh Ariadue, Dyer * Balr ceased...
6,01 J ,665 26 timore.
from its declared policy, but the other
season to October 1st are
Interest thereon.
824,025,280 feet, an in- swerve
764.366 24
Sept 23—Cld schs Nellie Eaton. Ashford and
powers must be consulted regarding the course
crease of 135,391,343 feet over the same
Dold
and
silver
certificates.
period to be taken if the Porte’s decision
26,033,660 00 Keystone, Wilder, New York ; Julia & Martha
last year, and the largest total for the same
J. S. notes held for redemption
Sunday
Hopps.do; Mabel, Maloney, Bos I on; Elihu Burritt’
shall
of
But even if the
prove unsatisfactory.
lof certificates
deposit.
period of any ever known in the history of the
9,965,000 00
ruu, m Franklin, Malloch, Banks.
AVAILABLE ASSETS.
great powers do not agree we don’t believe the
Cld, schs Abby Weld. Gardner, for Portland; Sea
valley.
British government would feel itself relieved
Cash in the treasury.
Boston.
Holmes,
Spray,
49
199,945,260
from the necessity of further action.
3®?*- “*C^Ar- scbs M I' Newton, Colwell from
Base Ball.
BONDS ISSUED TO THE PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPAfor
NS,
Windsor,
Calais; Black Warrior,
The Albanian Forces Increased.
NIES, INTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUI. MONEY.
Worcester, Mass.—Providence 8, Worcesters
Boston.
Principal outstanding...
64,623,512 00
1; Worcesters 5, Providence 1.
schs
Ragusa, Sept 1.—The Albanians continue
Cld,
Lookout,
Holmes, New York- D B New
[nterest accrued and not yet paid
969,362 68
assemble in the neighborhood of Ilulciguo in
Hickey, Boston.
[nterest paid by United States..
47,589,861 30 comb,
sch
E
S
Sept
26-Cld,
numbers
as
to
such
[nterest repaid by the transporrender its occupation more
Nightingale, Hillyard, for
Arrested for Murder.
New York.
tation of mails, &c...
difficult than at the outset. Riza Pasha has
13,824,654 84
Clias
H
of
Ross,
1st mate of sch C B
Addison,
1
cash payments, 6 per cent, of
Chicago, 111., Oct, —Wm. Fairchild, with advised the inhabitants of
By
to
remove
Dulcigno
Paine, while at work painting the vessel at Windmany aliases, has been arrested for murder in
earnings.
655,198 87 sor,
their families to a place of safety, but the peofell
overboard
and
was
NS,
drowned.
1878 of an old man whom he and his wife enple refused, saying they would rather die than
Balance of interest paid by the
ticed to Kansas and killed in cold blood.
LUBEC, Sept 29—Sid, schs Lahaiua, Houghton,
United States..
[ submit to the Montenegrins.
33,110,007 62
■■

■

Philadelphia. Fanny Flint. Warren, Newark, Clara
.Jane, Allen, New York. S E Nightingale, Hlllyard, i
New York.
Ar, sch Addio Ryerson, Miller. Salem.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
PSTAHCISMED IS».

....

..

j

Ship B P Chouey, at San Francisco, is chartered
to load wheat at 71s Gd if to Liverpool direct, 75s if
to Cork and United
Kingdom, and 80s if to Cork
and Continent.
from merchants’

J

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

BY TELEGRAPH.

..
..
..

..
..

...

^Mobile,

W*

—

..

Ar at Bristol Sept 30,
barque Helen Sands, Bosford, Charleston.
Ar at Cette Sept 25. brig Myron us. .Jarvis, from j
New York.

Barque Xoreua, Chase, from Havana for Montreal,
arrived oil Port
Hawkesbury, CB, 1st inst, took
pilot and proceeded.

........

PURL
if you

MEMORANDA.
®rig Castalia, from New York for Seville, which
Into
put
Newport after being ashore at Block island
was examined 29th
by divers, who treport herjuninjured and copper all whole.
Weld, Gardner, from Eastport for

WHITE

LEAD.

PURE

WHITE

I)!*'. A.I.K.RS

MANUPACTUBED

LEAD,

cm AMD TOWM KOMDS,

IIY

true method to make the best lead: and, as*
perfectly pure lend only, consumers
always rely on Its quality.

ECKSTEIN, DILLS & Co., Cincinnati,O
Sold by W. W. Whipple & Co., Portland.
ST&Tsn2m

Sch M L Newton, in going into Wentworth
Creek,
NS, loth, grounded on a bank and lost part of keel.
\\ bile repairing at
Hantsport she was run into by a
and
lost jibboom.
barque

RICHMOND—Sid 27th, schs Sarah Eaton, Dix,
Bryant, Stubbs, New York
Sid 29th, sebs D B Everett, McLain, and Luella A
Snow, Gregory, New York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 20th, ship St John, Smalley,
San Francisco; sch Daniel Pierson, Pierson, Brunswick, (and

NEWPORT—Ar 30th. schs Albert Jameson, CanFall River for New York; Fairfield, Taylor,

dage,

Somerset for

do;

W P

Ritchie, Bunker,

Bristol for

New York.
VTNEYABD-HAVEN—Ar 29th, schs Jos Oakes,
from Port Johnson for Boston; Julia, and B
Young,
from Weehawken for do; Charlie Bucki, Philadelphia for Portsmouth; Florida, Amboy for Bangor;
Wm Todd, CalaiB for New York; Mazurka, Boothbay for do; Grace Webster, Bowdoinham for do;
Red Jacket, and Am Chief, Rockland for do; Leonessa, Kennebec for Richmond.
Sailed, schs Eastern Belle, Geo W Jewett. M E
Gray, Trade Wind, Kate Foster. Jos Oakes, Etta M
Barter, Julia, Florida, and B Young.
BOSTON—Ar 30th, schs Peiro, Kelley, Weehawken; White Foam, Dix, Port Johnson; Paragon,
Cram, Eastport; Ohio. Smith, Vinalbaven; Magnolia, Hall, Wood Island, Me; Lake. Richards, Rockland; J H Miller, Paterson, Wiscasset; Exchange,
Thomas. St George; Lodovvick Bill, Pierce, from
Rockport.
Below, brigs Antelope, Curtis, from New York; H
B Cleaves, from Philadelphia; schs Empress, Helen
Thompson, Charlie Morton, Franconia. Laina Cobb,
Maggie Mulvey, M W Hupper. Olive Elizabeth.
Cld 30th, brig Stacy Clark, Stahl, Baltimore; schs
Oliver Ames, Babbitt, and Fred Walton, Richards,
Kennebec; Julia A Ward, Stevens, Bangor.
Ar
W H

1st, sc;

Palmer, Staples, GoDaives;
Mitchell, Thompson, Port Caledonia, CB; Kate
Foster, Bunker, Weehawken; Carroll, Colbeth. and
Wave, Cole, Machias; Hussar, Hart, and Caressa,
Ray, Ellsworth; Silver Spring, Jones, Jonesport;
s

Walter E

Mary E Pearson, Pendleton, aud Glide, Arey, BanGulnare, Bowden, Penobscot; Emma Hochkiss,
•hillips, Winterport; Cornelia, Foster, Rockland;
Freighter, Ross, Rockport; Emma A Cutting, Howe,
Bath; H H Havey, Blake. Sullivan; Lewis H Smith,
Leach, Bucksport; Atlantic. Creamer, Bangor; Cynosure, Pettie, Camden; Stella Lee, Brewer, Port-

?or;

land.

SALEM—Ar 30th, schs Silver Heels, Bulger, Hoboken: Forester, Reed, Ellsworth.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 30th, schs Advance, Waldron

and Georgianna, Wentworth, Bangor.
BATH—Ar 29th, schs P L Smith,
Harrington, and
J Nickerson, Farr, from Portland; Mabel F Staples,
Dickson, do.
Sid 30th. sch W S .Iordan, Chase, Philadelphia.
BANGOR—Ar 30th, sch Mary Willey, Williams,

Portland.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Cette 26th, barque Nellie Moy,
Austin, from
New Orleans.
Sid fm Barcelona Sept 14, barque Investigator,
Carver, New York.
Ar at Bi emerhaven Sept 13th, ship J W Marr,

Morse. Bombay.
Sid fm Exmouih Sept 16, sch Kensett,
Guptill,

New York.
At Cardenas Sept 24, brig Merriwa,
Downes, for
North of Hatteras, ldg; schs Georgia,
Huntley, and
John H Converse Leighton, do.
At Matanzas Sept 24, brigs Anita
Owen,Beck, and
E H Williams, Gou d. disg; schs Nellie T
Morse,
Hawley, do; A H Waite, Dodge, wtg.
Sid fm Canso, NS, 26th inst, sch Julia Franklin,
for Boston.
Cld at Windsor, NS, 23d, schs M L Newton, Colwell. Calais; 24th, Cygnus, Steele, New York; 26th,
Addie Ryerson, Miller, do; Addie M Bird, Fales,
do;
do.
28th, Susan.
Cld at Cheverie, NS, 23d, schs Glide, Hunter, for
Portland; A R Weeks, Littlefield, Alexandria; Nellie J Dins more, Parker, Philadelphia; W S
Sheppard, Reeves, Alexandria.
Cld at St Jonn, NB, 29th, brigs B F
Nasb, Wil-

Stanley,

liams, Carnaveron; Alruna, Mitchell, Matanzas;
sch Fanny Flint, Kilpatrick,
Philadelphia.
SPOKEN.
Eliza McNeil, Morton,

Sept 16, off Hastings, ship
from Hull for New York.

—-w-—-

50 500

The above Issue is to take up the remaining outstanding 0 per cent. Bonds in Aid of R. K. and holders can receive par and Int. for the same in cash, or
exchange for Municipal 4Va’8 on application at the
office of

HANSON,
STREET.

.RIDDLE

TURNER
bros; MburyMoulton,
Exchange Sts.,
eodtf

Cor. Middle &

NEW STORE,
In Kimball

Block,

Buy and sell first-class State, city,
Intown and Railroad Bonds.
vestments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicited.
Orders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock
Exchanges.
jy27

488 k 490 G0NGHE88 81

Saturday Evening,
SSTP’DTTr'TV/TTiTr'T?

for us to sell a Hat for $2.00 that others
for.
We buy direct from the Factories,
afford to.

The Public arc iui ited to inspect
of the finest stores and stocks
of Dry and Fancy Goods and
Cloaks in New England.
No goods sold on that evening.
Open for business MONDAY,
SEPT. 27th.

for

to sell

us

and

BostonVaI

LOW PRICES.

Gerrls”

Orders

Many goods

Shall

now

before removal are
offer them at 341

MIDDLE STREET at reduced prices.

for

us

to

Kid Gloves 25 ccnlsper pair.
Prints, Dark and Eight Colors,
5 cents a yard.
Fine Black Satins at $1.00 per
yard.

Fine Warranted Black Silk at
$1.25 per yard.
Black Velvet, worth $4.25, at
05 cents per yard.
Fine Black Cashmeres at $1 per

them.

Broadway Silk Hat
We only charge $3.00 in exchange fi r Silk Hats,
and guarantee same hat that other dealers get
$3.50 for.

FAIR

Every one must be aware that the stocks of Silks,
Satins, Velvets, Cashmeres and other tine goods
were very large in both stores and that they will
bo sold low or every department will be too crowded.

RINES~BROS.|
241 Middle Street.

Removed to
seplG

eodtf

T. B.
—

Suit

FOB THE

AND

BUNION

THE
197

CORNS,

Entirely Harmless;

PORTLAND, ME.

Decker Bros

it

doe,

not

ME.VS KID (LOVES.

Also

a

Pianos,

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St.
sep29

our
we are now
our cus-

clerks,
prepared to give

Block,

PORTLAND.
dtf

50 doz Genuine “C ourvoisiers”
French Kid Gloves, in nil sizes
and desirable colors, $1.25,

Fairweather,

25 doz Real Kid English Walking Gloves, two button with silk
embroidered back, at $1.50.

We offer these
choice goods
much under price, in order to sell
quickly the large quantity which
we are obliged to buy, to close the
lots. Our stock of Men's Gloves, is
much more complete than any in
Maine.
Satisfaction {guaranteed
In all cases.

Dress Reform Rooms.
IJulies’ and Children’s
undergarments made to
der, in superior style and warranted to lit.

Patterns cut from

or

Owen, Moore & Co.

sep27

measure.

Combination Under Flannels,
Comfort Corsets,

Stocking: Supporters.

Latest patterns in Stamping for all kinds of Em-

.ltf

OVERCOATINGS

broidery.

M.

—AND—

E.

FAIRWEATHER,
507 1-2 Congress St.

63*“ Over Owen, Moore & Co.

sepl'.O eodtf

LADIES
CHADBOIM & KENDALL,
thin day,

Will opeu

Suitings.
CHADBOURN & KENDALL,
are now

Extensive

Fall

a

r’TJLll Line
492 & 494
sep27

Congress St.(all

Capital $500,000.
Incorporated under
the Legislature of

a

Special Charter granted by

the

State of Maine.

OFFICERS.
CHARLES B.

MERRILL, President,....Portland

SARGENT, Vice President
JOHN M. MITCHELL, Treasurer,

WILLIAM M.

Overcoatings

DIRECTORS.

ULSTER

CLOTHS.

sep27

tl2rao

rr

»Tiu.

£)

neimessy

n

tv

tu.,

Manufacturer* of FINE SINGLE
DOUBLE, BUGGY, EXPRESS
and TEAM HARNESSES, HACK,
STAGE
and
BUGGY,
TEAM
WOOL COLLARS.
Our Aim is to give tlic best of
work at fair prices.
We also
have a good stock of RIDING
SADDLES and low priced HARNESSES at prices as low as any.
or

Between Free aud

THE TREASURER,.
JAMES BAILEY.
Portland
ENOS C. SOULE,.Freeport

RICHARD HARDING,.Yarmouth

WILLIAM T.

&
—

E. B.

NOYES,

AND—

ROBINSON,

EXCHANGE

ST., PORTLAND,
State
Agents

for

Chickering & Sons’ Piano Fortes,
General

Agents

for New

England States for

LINDEMAN 4 SONS' PIANO FORTES.
And
celebrated
the

EDWARD McCAMMON PIANO

FORTES
aodtfsn

UiSIllO

REMOVAL.

AND

PRESIDENT..Ex-Officio
THE VICE PRES I DENT.

BAILEY

AND

SUITINGS.

Congr?****

M tree is.

B. F. WHITNEY & CO. have moved to
store No. 222 Middle St, and S3 Union
St., under Falmouth Hotel, where we
shall continue the Boot and Shoe Leather and Finding business; also the manufacture of Ladies’ and Gent’s fine Boots
und Shoes to measure in all its branches,
and hope bv strict attention to business
to merit a liberal share of yonr patronB. F. WHITNEY,
ageWM. 0. FOX.
sepl4

dtl

CHADBOURN &
have just received

THE

Tbe beet place in Portland to buy a Piano.

of

«

CLOAKINGS

nr_

PIANOS.

opening an
Stock

-OF-

the River Atrato, U. S.
Operating
of Columbia, South America.

Company

Bargains.

choice stock of tirst-class

M. E.
increased

force of

Two Great

'

contain

Schlotterbeck,

Having

eodtl

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY,

BUNIONS,

any Acid, or Caustic.
PREPARED BY

A. G.

Street.

CALL and SEE

AND WARTS.

Temple Streets.

fcsep22 W&S teodtf

HATTER,

middle

sepl8

SOLVENT,
REMOVES

Prices.

—AND—

6

COE,

Cor. Federal & Temple Sts.
sneod2m
seplG
CORN

onr

229 Middle

ITi.wIt

SCHLOTTEBBECK’S

And learn

CLOTHING,

ALLEN & CO.,

COE

E.EKTDH.OCK.
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition and Fishing Tackle
nil

READY MADE

Gloves, Horse Blankets, Carriage Robes, Umbrellas, &c., way down low.

Parker Breed) Loading. Guns,

nf

It will be found advantageous to call
and examine our >ew and
Desirable Stock of

sells

—

Eafiin & Rand Orange
.Powder Co., and for
the sale of

Overcoat,

w

DAVIS,
AGENT

of all the Nobby
when we pay cash for

ihe market

in

yard.

oil

Piano

a

-O R-

keep the largest stock

Style Hats

Remainder of our Ribbons at 4
cents per yard.

ATRATO
MINING
CO.

MAINE'

delivery.

Before purchasing elsewhere

—

•

then be left

FALL OR WOTER

FAIR

hoped to close

we
we

still unsold and

THURSDAY, SEPT. 30

Foreign Garments.

Complete.

can

FAIR

Diy Goods at Great Reduction!

EMM IMS. k
BMCROFT

debt.$2,115,539,443^16

ChoateMary

Fresh and

can

us to sell a largo strong Trunk for $1.00, always
sell for $1.50 and $1.75.

tomers better
attention
than on our opening days.
We invite our friendsand
the public generaUy to an
early inspection of our new
store and LARGE STOCK,
Would announce tlieir feeling confident that we
Grand Opening of Ladies’ can offer inducements in
style, -quality and price,
Winter Garments on
that no purchaser can afford to pass.

NEWS.

ASMisrHun,phrey-

advantage
select styles

for

Special Notice.

We shall display an extensive line of Domestic
Cloaks and Dolmans, and
also special Novelties in

it

while the assortment is

Fine Silk Trimmed Hat for $1.00

a

find

will

to

and

call

get $2.50

—

M^lRIj^TE

to their

regular price $1.50.

dtf

sep24

Gentlemen

for future

FAIR

OKrV.

•

one

eodtf

FAIR

-ON-

301 I'tongrcss street, Portland, Maine.
3.y2gntf

Opening

Mortgage against K. & L. R. R. (nominal).

194

APOTHECARY,

Cloak

20 000

70 000

sep4

CALLOl'S

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Fall & Winter

ASSETS.
1880..$705 000

Valuation for

SAMUEL

Hoboken.

New York.

DOfttf

5 per cent
4V2 ppr cent...

OF

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 29th, sch B L Townsend,
Townsend, Gardiner.
Ar 30th, schs Carrie L Godfrey, Godfrey, Gardiner; Chas Moore, Robinson, do,
Cld 29th, schs O D Witherell, Garfield, Boston;

Sid 30th, schs Eva Adell, Ellis, New York; Hattie
M Mayo. Robbins, Wareham,
BRISTOL—Sid 30tb, sch W P Ritchie, Bunker,

MAINE.

ftu28

Bonds

Opening

sailed.)

Maud, Robinson, do.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 29th, sch City of
Augusta, Johnson, Kennebec.
NEW YORK Ar 30th, sch Joe Carlton, Thurston, Camden.
Cld 30th, schs Theresa A Keene, Perkins. Greytown, Nic; Wyoming, Foss, Wilmington, NC; Wm
McLoon, Thorndike, Portland.
Sid 30tli, ship Vigilant, for San Francisco; barque
Payson Tucker, for Havana.
Passed the Gate 30th, barque John Bunyan. Butman, from New York for Leghorn; schs Idle wild, do
for Lubec; Mary D Wilson, do for Calais;
Delaware,
do for Ellsworth; Wratchman, do for Boston; Acara,
and Cabot, do for do; Millie Trim, Hoboken for do;
J W Drisko. do for do: Isabella Jewett. New York
tor tall Kiver; Jackin, llondout for
Boston; Mary
Sands, Elizabethport for Boston; M A Wiley. Port
Johnson for do; Willie Martin, Millville, NJ, for
Providence; Henry, Amboy for Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 30th, sch S M Tyler, Hart,

Exchange

PORTLAND,

Announce the arrival and opening
of a Choice Stock of

Liabilities of tbe Town..
outstanding bearing 6 per cent.$43 000

GRAND

Portland, O, Sept 14—Ship Gatherer, Thompson,

and A G

Street

FOR N4LE AT FAR AND 1ST.

from New York, with 2,000 tons railroad iron,
while in tow, grounded oft Kalama. About 1000
has been taken out, but she still remains fast.

de Paix.

No. 32

DAMAR I SCOTT A
Municipal 4= l-2s,

discharging.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
.JACKSONVILLE—Ar 27th, sch.'- Chromo, Wooster, Boston; Maud Webster, Chipman. Bangor.
WILMINGTON—Cld 28th, sch Hattie Turner,
Me Intire, Boston.
Cld 30th, sch .Jennie Beazley, Lawrence, for Port

BANK STOCK, AC.

ouly

we make
cam

Booth bay. went ashore inside Saddleback
Light,
night of 24th, and came oft* leaky and with loss of
part of keel. She was towed to Boothbay by tug
Hercules, 28th. She will go on the railway after

Scb S P Hitchcock, from Gardiner for
Washington
struck on Squash Meadow
30tb, but was hauled oft*
without damage.
Sch Hannah Grant, Fickett, from Boston for Millbridge, collided with fishing sebr Lady Thorn, below
Boston, 30th, and had bulwarks stove and main rail
carried away.
Sell Maria Adelaide, before
reported ashore in
Maitba Vineyard, has been floated oft in a
badly
damaged condition.

IN

UoYoriimeiit Bonds, ALLEN & CO.

THE OLD DUTCH PROCESS.

oct2

MISCELLANEOUS.

H. M. PAYSON & CO..

would paint your house with the best,
purchase only

The “Phoenix Kraiiti"

the

*

■

..

!

exchange.

•••

FINANCIAL.

CURTIS,.Portland

GEORGE I). ELDR1DGE.Boston
EDWARD C. SHERBURNE,.
...

JOHN M. MITCHELL, Secretary,.Portland

Compauy’a Office*.

34

at

113

CENTER

WM.

TTStnovl

M.

MARKS,

Book, Card, and Job Printer,
111

Exchange,

Exchange St., Portland,

copy,

ocl dtf

THIRTY DAYS’ NOTICE.
PARTY about leaving the city will sell his
real estate located up town, near horse cars,
to any good responsible party,on the following easy
terms: $500 cash, balance in monlhly installments
of $30—interest six per cent.
New two story
house, 10 rooms, cemented cellar, good drainage,
warmed by furnace, bath room, hot and cold water
in chambers, marble mantels, open grates, &c.
Address P. O. BOX 1517.
seplCdtf

A

BENJAMIN

SHAW,

O. 48 Exchange street, Keal Estate, Fire and
11 Marine Insurance Broker, offer* for rent a
pleasant tenement of four rooms, also very desirable room for Dressmaker, Dentist or Ta lor in
boilding No. 478Vfc Congress St. One pleasant
house on Pleasant street, Deering. Houses, apartmeuts, offices, stores and land in various parts of
the city and suburbs for sale or to let. se27dls2w*

Fine Job Printing
Orders by mail

or

in person

Specialty.
promptly attended

—

to.

TuTbStf

Assignment.

stock of

a

Furnishing? Goods.

d2m

GREAT

is

County bf Cumberland ami State of Maine,
copartuers under tf e tirm name of Dresser, McLellau & Company, individually ami as members of
in the

said tirm.
And three months from this day, the date of the
execution of their assignment te me, are allowed for
creditors to become parties thereto.
Dated at Portland,
September 28th, 1880.

NAInAN CLEAVES, Assignee.
U3w

BARGAINS
-IN

—

ROLL TOP
For

hereby given of my appointment as
assignee of Aurin L. Dresser, K. S. Erving
McLellan aud William W. Roberts, all of Portland,

sep29

AND

H osier y,
full

Particular attention paid to Book and
Pamphlet Priming.

NOTICE

—

sep27

a

jvlO__

OF

GENTLEMEN'S UNDERWEAR
with

Me.

Jlerchnnls’ Rank Building, ground floor.

!J3P*Argus

LARGE ASSORTMENT
—

Printers’

Exchange Street,

ST.

septll_

KENDALL,

a

a

short time only

we

DESKS.
will sell Roll

Top

Dorks

FROM $38.00 UPWARDS.
We have
a few to sell at these
ta.ealso a full stock of Office
lud show C'iimcn.
Call at our uew rooms,

only

18

Exchange

We
Tables

prices.

Street.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.
aulS

dtt

•

THE

United States Circuit Court.

PRJSSB.
MORNING,

SATURDAY

BEFORE

OCT. 2

THE PRESS
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of N. G.
F«*nden, Marquis, Brunei & Go., Andrews, ArraWentworth, Hodsdon, Hayden. W. P.
■Jrong, Cox,
M«rriH, corner Exchange and Fore St.; Welander,
Boston & Maine Dcj>ot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.
Saco. of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.

Bath,

depot

The company demaintains that the accident resulted from
deceased own carelessness. The defendant also
claimed that the plaintiff ha l not been duly appointed administrator. upon the ground that the
Probate Court of Cumberland county bad no jurisdiction to grant an original letter of administration
ui>oii the estate of an inhabitant of another state,
merely because lie happened to die in this state; and
the Court so decided.
Causes still pending,.
Redlon—Frank for
J. & E. M. Rand for deft, company.

of J. O. Shaw.

pitt'.

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONX'EY.

Friday.—Hiram

A. Dow vs. Morris M. Moulton
and Eben Dow. Action on a promissory note for
$100 on two months, signed Moulton & Dow On
the 2d of January, 1880, the defendants entered into copartnership to carry on business under the st vie
of “The American Packing
Company. By the articles of copartnership Moulton was to contribute the
money necessary to carry on the business successfully, not to exceed $5000. It was also provided
that at any time when Moulton should feel
convinced from an> cause that the business was
unprofitable he might dissolve the
partnership by giving notice in either of the
morning papers to-that effect.
1b*3 only business transacted
by the company was
the purchase of two lots of
tripe, which were oaid
for by Moulton, and one of these * ben
Dow sold
and pocketed the proceeds.
On the 9th of February, five weeks after the formation of the partnership,
Moulton, by a notice
published in the Argus,dissolved the partnership. In
tue meantime Eben
Dow, as appears by bis own testimony gave bis whole attention strictly to business
—not of packing tripe as
contemplated by the partnership axucles—but in signing notes with the firm
name and
negotiating ihem wherever he could. lie
testified that during that time he
negotiated notes
to the amount of over $1600: that
of this amount
received by him, not over $100 had been
out
for liabilities. He does not claim that paid
Moulton
knew of the existence of ilie notes or even
authorized Him to
sign them, except so far as the authority contained in the articles of copartnership, nor
does he claim that Moulton
ever received any of the
proceeds of the notes.
Moulton testified that he knew
nothing of the
notes; that they were not necessary for the business
of the firm, as he furnished Dow with more than
enough funds for the partnership purposes.
By the changes in Eben Dow’s book, produced by
bimf it appears that be was in Chicago on the day of
the date of the note in suit, but he swears that he
was here and received the
money of Hiram a. Dow
for the note on the next
day after its date, and in
this ho is corroborated
Hiram A. Dow. Quite a
by
number of the notes issued
by Eben Dow were disone L. 8. liuggles of
Lewiston,
Ihe Court remarked at the close of the case
that
lie was satisfied that Moulton hail been
most egregious y swindled by Eben Dow, but as to .Moulton’s
liability to Hiraui A. Dow upon this note, he would
cousider it further.

Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, B. Lane.

Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Wiseasset. Gibbs & Bundle4
Yarmouth. C. E. Coombs.
Auburn, V. R. Foss.
Lisbon, C. K. Budkins.

Hallowell, H. H. Allan.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
So. Harps well, P. D. Barstow.
~

CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Merry—6.
Studley—3.
SPECIAL
Pure White

NOTICES.

Lead—Eckstein,

Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
I)av—Hill
& Co’s.
Opening
Hills A

Look—Merry.
Victory—Burleigh.

Millett & Little.
Pianos—W. M. Furbush A Son.
Active Agents Wanted.
Snow A Pavson.
Fairbanks* Rock Cordials.
Pavson Literary Society.
Watches—Atwood A Wentworth.
To Let—Albion Blackstone.
stud ley—a.
Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R. Co.

F. O. Bai lf.y & Co. sell this morning at 10
o’clock, at the Mart on Plum street, a lot ot
horses, wagons, harnesses, &c., being the
stock of a menagerie closing up their busiAlso at

ness.
new

time will be sold
See auction column.

same

carriages.

C(,t?

few

a

«

At 11 o’clock, administrator’s sale of carriages, cows and calves; also a very flue lot of
fancy poultry. For particulars see auction
column.

Haskell lor defendant Moulton.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

___

Wanted.—A good boy at
the dry goods business.

cation.

oct2SM&W

Studley’s,

to

In East

learn

Brattle St., Portland, Me.

West, or North or South,
themselves an outrage do,
Who cannot boast a fresh sweet mouth,
With teeth like pearls begemmed with dew
When SOZODONT all this supplies,
And works the charm before our eyes.
They

or

to

sepyo

ThST&w

Headquarters for Flower Pots

at

Oct. 19th.
Lowe, the Cumberland murderer, and Sally
Morrissey were taken from Portland jail to

It relieves the child from
pain, cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in
the bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health
to the child it rests the mother. Price
Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
may26WS&M&wfim"

Cap

23c to 31.00.

30 kinds children’s hats.

Epizootic horse blankets.

Hatter.

Studley’s advertisement

Hatter.
of

trips
per week from Portland to St. John, leaving
this city Monday, Wednesday and
Friday.

Delay

is dangerous.
De not longer cling to
the old methods of curing coughs and colds
with rum and molasses, it is a dangerous rem-

services

at

Parish

Church will commence
7 o’clock with the
beginning of

West

Cumberland

special premium offered

to

Fair

in

the

boys under 18

years for best

trace of Indian corn the 2d
premium was awarded to Fred Whitney, 25
cents.
The usual temperance meeting will be held
by the Portland Temperance Union at Con-

Clove Pink is the Name
perfume invented by Atkinson, the
London perfumer, and favored by Mrs. Langtry, hence many suppose it to possess beauty
power.
Sep. 25

First

At the

new

giving

The

Octobe r.

Balsam is a sure
edy.
cure every time, pleasant to take and works
like a charm.
Adamson's Botanic

of the

Congress

church this afternoon at 3 o’clock. A
full attendance is requested
The International Steamship
Company for
the present, will continue to make three

New
oct2SM&W

Cloaks.

life senten-

Square

Merry.

Merry,

servo out

The annual meeting of the Diet Mission
will be held in the Fraternity this
(Saturday)
afternoon at 3 o’clock.
The Young Ladies’ Christian
Temperance
Union will meet in the vestry of

Merry.

Merry,

Best SI.00 soft and stiff Hats.

Read

Thomaston yesterday to
ces in the State prison.

Merry, Hatter.

gress Hall Sunday evening at 74 o’clock
which will be addressed by a number of in-

S&W2w

teresting speakers.
Sunday Services.
Bethrl Church.—Services 10% a. m., 3 and 7%
p. m.; also Monday and Thursday evenings at 7%
p. m. All from sea and bind are invited. Seats free.
rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
First Lutheran Church, Elm St.—Rev. N
Elestad, pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m .and 3 p

SEALED CARS.
The Customs Pees to be Returned

Young Men’s Christian Association, Con
gress Street, comer Elm.—Meetings at 9 a. m. and
7
p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday at 7%
p. m.
Parish
Second
Church, Congress street,
cor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, Pastor. Preaching
at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday School at 13A
p. m. Soi-ial rel gious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
and Friday evenings. All are welcome.
£3P~R®v. Mr. Dickinson will deliver an address
to young men at the Second Parish Church, Sunday
afternoon.

instead of at Portland.
The State Department has been
the Treasury Department that the

notified by
latter has
decided to give a different construction to the
law relative to the. transportation of
goods
over the Canadian border in sealed
and
cars,
that hereafter the Inspectors of
Customs, who
have been acting as assistants to U. S. Consuls
in the sealing of the cars will themselves collect the fees and forward them to the Collectors by whom they were
A letter
appointed.
to this effect has been forwarded to the U. S.
Customs Inspector stationed at Coaticook. who
will be required to collect and forward the
fees to the Collector at Portland,
whom

Also at 7.00 a. ra., on the 3a
month.
M.
Ferry Village
E. Church.—Rev. S. F.
Wetherbee, pastor. Vestry prayer meeting 9.30 a
ro
Sunday Sehool at 10.80 a. m. Preaching a
a. m.

by

of the

they] will be returned to the United States
Treasury. This plan will doubtless soon be
adopted as to other ports, where cars for transportation of goods are now sealed.
This
change will add to the revenues of the government, and will reduce the fees of Consuls.
It
has hitherto been supposed that Consuls were
the only United States officers who could be
detailed to do this work,
Treas-

2.30 p. m. Young People’s meeting at 7 p. m
General prayer meeting and preaching on alternate
Sunday evenings at 8 p. m.
St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Lo
cost St.—Rev. C. J. Ketchum, rector.
Divine services on Sundays at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p.m.
First Parish
No.
2—
Congress St.
Morning service at 10% a. m.
Vespers at 7% p. m.
HP“Thc Disciples of Christ hold services In Mercantile Library Hall, Farrington Block. Congress St.
every uora s uay, aa ionows: Preaching at 10.30
a. m.
Sunday School at 12 M. To attend to the
Apostle’s teaching, the Fellowship, breaking of
bread and prayers at 3 p. in. Prayer meeting at 7
p. m. All are welcome.
West Churc h. Congress St.—Rev. J. F. Morgan
pastor. Sunday School at 11 a. m. Preaching at 3
p. m. by Rev. H. W. Lathe. Evening service ai 7.
State Street Congregational Church.—
Preaching by the pastor at 10y a. m. and 7 p. m.
Sunday School at 3 p.m. Prayer meeting every
Tuesday evening at 7% o’clock.

Church.—(Unitarian),

ury

have been

do

the

as Consuls were unfitted for
it or unable to do it, while a considerable
portion of
the fees under law and regulation have
gone
to the Consul and the remainder of the fees
have been returned to the State
Department
fund.
The work being done
by Treasury
it
was
officers,
suggested from the New England District, by Col Bingham, that the Treas-

ury ought to receive the fees.
tion has been acted upon.
It
the law provides that the

St. Universaust Church.-Rev. C. A.
Hayden, pastor. Services at 3 and 7 Vz p. m.
Christ’s Faith Church, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. Gos[h-1 Temperance meeting every evening at 7%.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting 9 a. m. Sunday
School at 10y2 a. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Seasou
of song at 7 p. m.
Prayer and Praise meeting at
7Vt p. m. All are welcome.
St. Lawrenc e St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10 Vfe and at 3 p. m. Sunday
School at iy2 p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
Abyssinian
Church.—Preaching by Rev. J. G.
Wilson, 3 p. m.; evening, 7.30. Sabbath School, 4
p. m.
West End M. E. Churcii, Rev. W. F. Holmes,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
immediately after the preaching service. Prayer
meeting at 7.30 p. m.
High St. Church.—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Preaching service at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at
12 m. Prayer meeting at 7 Vs p. ni.
Portland Liberal Christian Fraternity,
*
ground floor of Mechanics Hall, corner Congress
and Casco streets.—Preaching by the pastor, Rev.
at
3
John Wills,
p. ra. Subject: “The story of Joseph his brethren and its lessons.”
ty 31rs. Hunt 3Iorgan will preach on Sunday
afternoon, Oct. 3d at 3 o’clock, in the “Bradley

This suggesis found that

Treasury

may designate any officer for that
purpose, aud the officers are to be designated who
actually doithe
work.
A Strange Case.
A case reported as suicide by the
which occurred in the North EntL
_r_
-j-cocmo uvr

some

and

Mr. Morrill Goddard, a
while visiting the fair

West Cumberland noticed several men,
the gate, holding what appeared to be an
angry altercatiou with another in reference to
money. The impression conveyed was that
the man had victimized the others
by passing
bad money on them and
they wanted him to
take it back, which he
did. Mr. Godat

near

finally
dard knew that Marshal
Bridges was present
at the fair, occupying the
judges’ stand, and
he notified him at once.
Marshal Bridges

knew that there had been a number of one
dollar counterfeit bills
floating about Portland
aud suspected the man Mr. Goddard had seen
was one of the
guilty parties engaged in uttering them. He followed the matter up and
found the party ho was
looking for talking
with two other men one of whom claimed the

stranger had passed

a
counterfeit dollar bill
him for shots with his air gun, and the
other making the same claim
saying the bill
had been given in exchange for articles
purchased at his restaurant.
on

Marshal Bridges recognized the
Clark Record, a member of the

man

as

livery firm of

Young & Record, Green street. He was accompanied by his wife who nearly fainted
when the Marshal arrested her husband. Mr.
Bridges brought Reoord to the city and placed
him in the station.
He received from I. H.
Libby of Gray, Robert A. Allen of West
Gray. W. E. Knight of Allen’s Corner,

Moody

Leighton of

West Falmouth and Cyrus Buck,
No. 44 Congress street, Portland, the bills
they had received from Record. These bills
were all of the same denomination, one
dollar,
numbered (1,508,312, fairly executed on the
back, but miserable abortions on the face. In
fact, as a distinguished judge said, “a man
ought to bo sent to jail who would accept one.”
When the prisoner arrived the representatives of the morning papers were present and
heard the story but at the request of the

officers,
understood, agreed not to
publish it until another party was secured who
was wanted.
This promise the Press faithas

was

fully kept.

Marshal Bridges sent for Deputy
Marshal Smith aud turned over his prisoner
to him. It was also ascertained from Record,
by his own confession, that he had bought

8100 worth of the queer from William Russell
Card of Gorham for 840, good money.
ARREST OF CERD.

United States officers immediately started
after Card who resides about eight miles from
Portland.
Upon reaching the house Card
asked who was there. He declined to come
first and threatened to put a head ou the
officers.
Finally, on being told if he didn’t
at

quietly it would be the worse for him,
lie weakened and opened the door. He had a
a large
revolver strapped about his waist.
About 5 o’clook he was brought to the
city
aud on the way he made the following confession.
He said that he was poor and that
one

day, about

a

couple of weeks ago, he

was

riding with one Howard E. White who keeps
a livery stable in Windham.
White said to
him, “By the way Card you used
of

to

be

talked

having handled

the queer.
Now it you
go into the business for I can
furnish the article real cheap aud you cdh
make a good thing off of it. They are mighty
good one dollar bills.” Card finally consented
and agreed to take 8160 worth, at 830 per
as

like

we

can

hundred.
He agreed to meet White in the
woods near his (Card’s) place in Gorham the
following Monday and receive the stuff. This
He said lie sold
agreement was carried out.
8100 of the amount to Record for 840, and
having made 810, ou the original purchased,
decided to burn the 860 on hand aud have
nothing more to do with that kind of currency.
To another officer he said the
bought from White was 8200.

amount

lie

ARREST OF

110WAEI),E. WHITE.
The next thing was to procure White. The
same United States officers,
accompanied by
Marshal Bridges, proceeded
to Windham.
There they ascertained that White—who had
been described by Card as a
and

photographer

engraver—resided at Little Falls, and that he
kept a livery stable there. They drove up to
the building and from the description
recognized White. To make sure one of the officers
called out “How are you White” to which he
poonnnrlarl

Tim

a-1-

a._l

the barn and read him the warrant. White
did not appear surprised but denied the crime.
He said all he knew about Card was that
some time ago he doctored a horse for
him,
and that he bought al!5 cent box of salve
from him for 17 cents.
He also said that ocCard drove by the house aud on
such occasions would stop a few moments and

converse.

circumstances of

od

police,
Boston,

CUIBUUCU Willi

a

day morning, when he

was to remove

the Danvers

or

her to
any asylum in
Connecticut, others say. It is supposed she
was brought from Brewer, Me.
She was put
in a fourth story room
and, it is supposed,
jumped out of the window, although it is possible she fell out or was even thrown
out, although the police appear to entertain no notion of foul play. At all events she went
out,
striking the wharf aud somehow got into the
water. It is reported that she bounded
from
the wharf into the water when
sqe struck, but
this theory seems impossible
to the

Congress St. M. E. Church, Rev. A. S. Ladd
pastor. Communion at 10V4 a. m. Preaching at
3 p. m. by the pastor. Sunday school at iy2. Social meetings at G and 7.
Sons ok Temperance Hall.—Spiritual Society

Meeting

2.30
p. m. Subject:—“Spiritualism^transcript of the unfinished* worksjof the humble Nasarene terminated by the ignorant, wicked and bigoted.
Free to all.
Preble Chapel.—Sunday School at 2 p. m.
reaching at 3. p. ra. Sunday School concert at 7
p. m. Free to all.

Asylum,

to

owing

Plymouth Church, Rev. Herbert W. Lathe, pastor.— Preacliiug^ervices at lOVi* a. m. Missionary
address at 7 p. ni. by Rev. W. K. Stocking, for seven
years missionary in Persia.

width of the wharf, or that
portion of it between the building and water. Her dead
body
was taken from the shallow water
adjacent to
the wharf where it struck, by officers of
the
Eighth Police. Medical Examiner Harris
was summoned, and will make an
investigation. The body was taken in
charge by Undertaker Tinkham. The injuries consisted of
fractures of the back, one arm and one
ankle,
as far as was
ascertained. The deceased was
of peculiar figure,
being fully six feet in
height and weighing about 100 pounds. Her
complexion was fair. It is by no means certain that the person who left the
woman at
the above house was a State officer.
Nothing,
in fact, is known about it.
If he was a State
officer, to what State he belongs is not known.
He has not, according to the
information of
the police, returned to claim the

Fraternity, Rossini Hall, Exchange
Conference meeting at 2.30 ]>. m. Prof.

Spiritual

test seanoe at 7.30.

pastor.

Bstor.

any information

body

or

give

respecting the woman’s identity. Deceased had a travelling bag marked
McGurley, which name is presumed to be

3Ioming

I

hers.

SILVER

DOLLARS.

After White’s arrest some of the officers
strolled into the village store aud the storekeeper said they tad seen some of the counterfeit bills out that way.
He also gave the
officer two half dollars that he had in his pos-

session, These coins were well stamped but
a leaden look,
although they possessed a
silvery ring. The man said theytwere very
bright aud nice looking when they were
passed on him.
had

RECOVERY OF BILLS.

Yesterday morning

the officers went to
Record’s house aud there they recovered .<561
of the bills purchased from Card. It is probble the other <539 are all that have been uttered in this vicinity.
ARRAIGNED.

The prisoners were arraigned before Commissioner Rand yesterday and remanded to
jail lor lack of bail.
White was held in <53,500.
The penalty is not less than five or
more than fifteen years aud a tine of
<51,000.
THE PRISONERS.

Record came to Portland
from Oxford
county and used to play the violin at dances.
He at one time kept a bowling alley on Plum
street before he went into the livery business.
He is about 50 years old, and appears to have
been the stool pegion to put out the money.
Card is about the same age, smart as a whip,
with a ready, voluble tongue. It seems probable that he is really the leader of the gang.
He has been a peddler, jockey and horse
doctor and travelled all over the country. At
one lime he
kept a hotel in Aroostook, the
officers say, and got all the money he could>
and then vamosed. In 1859-60 lie was arrested
for uttering counterfeit money by United

THIS OBAMA.

Mr. Bartley Campbell’s play of “My Partner” jvas produced for the first time in this
city at New Portland Theatre last night, although it has been before the country for over
a year, aud has proved as great a success as the
“Danites.” Tiiat it met with a deserved appreciation at the hands of the brilliant aud

big

brown

F.

rough pioneer life elegance of diction is not to
be expected, nor should we grumble if the
poetry is a little of the machine order, and
the jokes savor of the ward-room, but even in
the rudeness of a half civilized existence there
is as much true poetry as in the most
enlightened circles, and both Joaquin Miller and
Bret Ha-te have given us
of that

examples

fact.

Willi all this however we still admit
that “My Partner” engrosses the attention of
<wm

opobiaiui

huuiu

miiu

mm

even

more

closely than it does if some of the scenes were
somewhat curtailed.
Of the acting we have almost
nothing but
praise. Mr. Aldach as Joe Saunders appears
to the best advantage.
We have never known
him to do

well.
He still possesses certain,
and extravagances, but they are
toned down to a great extent, and all his be<ter qualities are forcibly put forward.
His
speech to his partner begging forgiveness when
he returns to the cabin and finds, Ned
lying
dead with his head on the table, at the close of
the second act, bis terrible fear that
Mary will
be forced to tell her story of shame to her
father in the third act, and his insistance that
Ned should swear to repair the wrong inflicted
on the
girl “who had no mother to guide her”
in the first act; in all these he is
extremely
powerful and not devoid of a tender pathos.
Mr. Frank Mordaunt’s “Major Britt” is a
remarkable assumption. It is as great in its
way as Mr. Florence’s “Bardwell Slote,” and
in some respects its superior.
As a characterization it stands out a living portrait.
The
little touches, so artistic, in their
way are
wonderfulyl realistic. The extravagant gallantry, the stump speaking, are inimitable.
Mr. Parsloe’s “Wing Lee” is now historical,
His Chinaman adds no little to relieve the
somber scenes of the play. Miss Goldthwaite
acts with feeling and appreciation, without
over-acting, and makes a Mary that any Joe,or
Ned, might fairly run great lengths to obtain.
The other members of the cast are all
worthy
of special mention.
The scenery, a view of Mt. Shasta, and the
harbor of the Golden Gate, are additional trff
uinphs for Mr. Dave Richards' brush, and the
music by Mr. Collins’ orchestra is
particularly

second part, which was devoted to a
burlesque
of “Cinderella,” also abounded in musical
gems, interspersed with terpsichorean efforts.
The entertainmnnt is a novel one, is
wholly
devoid of coarseness, and is likely to meet the
approval of our theatre-goS-s. While all the
artists were excellent, the highest praise should
be awarded to Miss Nellie Stewart, a
bright,
handsome young lady, with considerable versatility. Her ballad, “Maid of Athens,” received a well-deserved encore, as did her
Dutch song and dance, and the
“Laughing
Song.” The costumes were elegant ana the
orchestral music was decidedly pleasing.
NOTES.

Yesterday was the birthday of both Mr.
Aldrich and Parsloe and the' “My Partner”
company had quite a celebration in honor of
the event.
Presents were exchanged
and
everything was lovely. We are pleased to
meet Mr. Stinson with this combination.
The Lowell Times says of Miss Nettie Milliken who lately sang there, “the selections
by
Miss Millikeu were particularly well received.
Her enunciation is clear and distinct and her
voice gives evidence of careful training.”
Chamberlin & Homstead.
The above named firm have taken the store
in Clapp’s block, corner of Elm and Congress
streets, and opened it yesterday to their many
friends and customers with a splendid line of
dry goods of every description, both foreign
and domestic, and a complete assortment of
woolens. The store is large, bright and airy,
and the arrangement of the store window is
very attractive.
The gentlemen who compose the firm are
among the best known to our business people,
and have earned a high reputation for courtesy and business capacity. Both Messrs. Chamberlin and Homstead were clerks for eleven
years with J. R. Corey & Co., and Mr. Chamberlin was partner with Miilett, Chamberlin &
Little for four years. Mr. W. A. Jordan, who
is with the concern, has been with F. A. Ross
for two years, Miss Agnes Collins with Tewksbury & Co. for a long time, and Miss Alice
at

was

predict

a

the old store two and a half years.
large business for the new store.

Reuniop.
Our summer vacation
families but the Sunday
City. Pine St. Sunday
others.
Every session

scatters not only the
S chool* of the Forest
Scool suffers with the
in September showed

increase of attendance but Superintendent
F. A. Smith was not satisfied, so Thursday
an

evening

selected for a grand reunion.
sent to every member of the
school and the result was a full vestry. They
gathered from near and from far, “without

Tickets

was

were

intellectual-

Superintendent

and an adJohn F. Hutchins.

dress by the pastor,

Rev.
The wants of the inner man were then satisfied, an ice cream with plenty of cake, followed with a cup of coffee, gladdened the
heart and stomach of everyone present.

wagon.

tend next Sunday.

uo

cApcjin

mom

covered.
Great praise is due all engaged in'the matter
for their efforts, which would
perhaps have
been more successful if the news of the
capture
of Record had not given time to the others to
make
with
the
instruments of their
wa.v_
crimes.
bite said he had seen the arrest in
the paper before the officers arrived.

were ol

Silver Wedding.
A large number of the friends of Rev. J. N.
Marsh and wife assembled at
Congress street
M. E. church Wednesday evening to colebrate
the twenty-fifth anuiversary of their
marriage.
An excellent supper was served
by a committee of ladies and interesting exercises followed.
Rev. A. S. Ladd, pastor of the church,
presided. Rev. S. F. Wetherbee offered prayer. A
written
for
the occasion, was read and
poem,
congratulatory remarks were offered by several of the preachers aud laymen present. Mr.
and Mrs. Marsh

responded feelingly and appropriately. Excellent singing was furnished
by quartettes from Chestnut and Congress
street churches. Money and presents to the
value of 5130 were left by the friends of the

worthy couple.
Knight ville.
M. E. church, Rev. B. F.
Estes, pastor, will hold no morning service.
The

Knightville

Sunday

School at 11 p. m.;
preaching at 2J p.
m.; praise meeting at 7 p. m.; social meeting
at 7] p. m.; Tuesday
evening at 7i; class

meeting Friday evening at 74. The*Ladies’
Circle met Wednesday afternoon and
evening
with Mrs. Col. Goddard. There was a
large
gathering. The young people came in in the
all
and
seemed to have a nice time.
evening
Rev. B. F. Estes, the pastor, was present and
opened the Circlo with prayer, after which he
was

obliged

to

withdraw.

Lowest, 24th ..
Monthly range.
46
Greatest daily range 11th
..25
Least daily range 14tli
4
Mean daily rauge.13,8
..

Total

rain.
3_20
south.
Total movement of wind1 5527 miles.
Maximum velocity of wind, 28 miles per
hour, North, on the 10th.
Number of days on which rain or snow
fell, 12.
Number of am*oras, none.
Number of soler halos, none.
Number of lunar halos, 1 on the 18tli
Mean barometer.‘
29.989
Mean temperature.
Mean relative

Prevailing wind,

.^04
humidity.7l.Vi

Missionary Address.
At

Plymouth church to-morrow evening
Stocking, wlio has been for seven
a missionary in
Peisia, will give an ad-

Rev. W. R.
years

dress upon mission work in Persia. He will
give an account of the people, their religion
and government, and will also
speak of the

famines of Asia Minor and their causes.
Mr.
Stocking comes from the famine stricken
region to whicli some of our city churches
have recently sent money and he will
explain
how that money will he used. The service
will begin at 7 o’clock.
Please notice the
change of time.

Weekly

List of Patents.
list of patents granted

to

resi-

dents of Maine, dated Sept. 28, 1880
Reported for the Pbkss by C. E. Foster,
Patent Solicitor, 509 7th street, Washington
D. C.:

232,696—S. M. K. Devereux, Castine, shirt

bosom.

232,703
tractor.

Amos F.

Gerald, Fairfield,

nail

to

No

WOW

OPEW

FOB

(lW*PE(TIOW,

Preble

We shall offer lor the next
sixty
a greater variety of Autumn
and Winter goods than ever before.
We have increased our business
during the lash four years to such
an extent that we are able to make
very large purchases direct from
the best importers in the country.

•lays

*’)'

HILL <fc CO.’S,
XJndLer

House.
11

except

act

Liberal Christian Fraternity.
We learn from Rev. John
Wilis, the pastor
of “The Liberal Christian
Fraternity” that
his new society is intended to furnish a

$1.00

relig-

ious home for the
large class of our citizens
who, from various causes, da not frequent any
of the churches. Its
weekly meetings will be
held every Sunday afternoon at o o’clock in
the Library room of Mechanic’s

A Fall Silk

exchange.

mencing to-morrow.

transfers

iouowing
day in this county:

were

to

1 lot of French novelties that
cost $1.50 and $2.00 per
yard,
which we will close at 75 cents
pei
yard. These goods are very appropriate for Ladies’ moruing
dresses.
Striped, figured and plain velvet in all colors. We offer extra
bargains in black velvets, prices
from $1.00 to $4.00 per yard.

S3.SO.

In this
maintain

and up,

W

FALL

ROBES,

The report of the committee on music for
Sunday schools called forth a full discussion
and resulted in the adoption of the resolutions
offered in the report.
The essay on “Helps for
Sunday Schools”
by Rev. Armetto T. Waltze of Brownfield,
was finely written and
impressively delivered,
and called forth hearty commendation from a

237 Middle Street,

oc-__

social conference meetheld in the church.
The entire week of the convention has been
intensely practical, no time being wasted in
useless discussion, and it is considered one of
the most satisfactory and hopeful ever held in
the State.
Seth.
was

Maine Pedagogues in Lewiston.
The Maine Pedagogical Society will hold

special meeting

flannel,

President,

Chapman,

Bowdoin

Cloakings

The programme will be as follows:
Friday, Oct. 15th.—The morning will be
spent in visiting schools of Lewiston and
vicinity. 2.45 p. m. discussion; subject, The
State of Education in Maine. Practical points
are to be presented by
Messrs. Bounds, Corthell, Luce, G. T. Fletcher and others. 7.30
p. m. a paper; subject, The employment of
teachers by school agents, by W. J. Corthell,
Gorham Normal School.
Discussion to be
opened by Abner J. Phipps, Lewiston Public
Schools; and A. F. Chase, Maine Wesleyan

Seminary.
Saturday, Oct. lGtli.—9 a.
ing of the society. 9.30 a.

m., business meetm., a paper, How
much and what instruction shall be given in
the class room? by J. H. Hanson, Waterville
Institute. Discussion to be opened bv C. H.
Smith, Bowdoin College, and F. O. S'taulev,
Farmington Normal School.
The Maine Cental Bailroad aud its branches
will furnish excursion tickets for the meeting
at one fare for the round trip. The
proprietors
of the DeWitt House have agreed to a partial
reduction in their rates.

were

appointed by President

Vickery of Augusta:
Committee on charter—P. O. Vickery,
W. S. Tilton, W. W. Thomas Jr.

Gen.

The followfbg committees are to report at
the next annual meeting:
1st. On laws for the protection of game animals of fur, fin, and feather, and insectivorous birds—Everett Smith, Dr. E. F.
Sleeper
C. F. Nason.
2d. Ou fish laws, including propagation
and production—E. M. Stilwell, William W
Thomas Jr., W. II. Cloudman.
3d. On enforcement of game aud fish laws,
—Dr. G. W. Martin, William W. Castle, G.
C. Lord.
4th. On sporting dogs—Everett Smith, W.
W. Castle and C. W. Curtis.
5th. On voluntary essays and papers—Secretary, Vice President and President.
Gth. Publishing committee—P. O. Vickery,
H. F. Faruham and E. W. Coburn.
The executive committee appointed the fol-

lowing wardens:

Androscoggin—J. F. Pettengill, Auburn.
Cumberland—Frank Merrill, Portland.
Kennebec—Dr. George W. Alartin, Augusta.
Oxford—W. S. Skillings, Bethel.
Sagadahoc—C. H. Greenleaf, Bath.
Penobscot—E. M. Hersey, Bangor
Knox—James Wight, Rockland.
York—Z. AI. Cushman, Keunehunk.
As soon as a charter is granted, these wardwill possess the
wardens.

same

authority

as

State

How it Was Done.
Journal says the following
circular picked
hall
of
up in the town
Winslow after the election, is very suggestive.
The author is Dr. Alartin of Augusta, chairman of the Democratic county committee:
The

Democratic Headquarters
for Kennebec County,
143 Water Street, )
Augusta, AIe., Sept. 11, 4880.
Geo. Pillsbuky, esq.. My Dear Sir: Your
letter is received. J. M. Winn of Clinton, received
the funds that were sent to your District.
I enclosed your letter to him as he understands the situation better than I do. I am pleased to hear that
you have done such substantial work for the cause
of Democracy and good government.
Yours in haste.
Geo. W. Martin.
P. S. You can applv to Mr. Winn tor what vou
need.
M.

J

Bowdoin

a

College.
Brunswick, Oct. 1, 1880.
large crowd of spectators assembled

contest of about fifteen minutes.
Both clasAlessrs. W.
preseuted a fine appearauce.
O. Plimpton and E. AV. Curtis, both of ’82,
acted as judges, aud Mr. J. W. Alanson, of ’81,
as referee.
a

ses

S. T. TAYLOR’S
—

SYSTEM

OP

DRESS MAKING l
Children’s work a specialty. Prices very low.
Room No* 6 Brown’s Block, Corner

ex-

ap21dtf

AUCTION

WARE,

VICTORY!!

gross and Brown Streets.
I KM. A. CORING,

iitN.A.IHORI

Plum

Stock of

the

Celebrated Cnaeard Haruru

business of

menagerie;

a

harnesses, &c.

also

bo sold

on

Saturday

portunity for any

next. This will be a line opwho would like to buy such

one

carriage.
One New Top Buggy, end
spring, trimmed
green cloth, and is light and stvlish.
One Top Buggy, side bar.
a

Two Now Phaetons.
Fifteen light driving
rubber trimmings.

Harnesses,

in

OVERCOATS. Atwood & W entwortb
buying

509 CONGRESS STREET.

by

can save money
of us. We have one

of the Finest Stocks in
Maine. Do not forget that
we
have
no
connection
wito any other concern.
Buy of

Gold and Silver
oct2

Plating
ST&Trt

m

xi

KRANICH i BACH PIANOS,
—

SMITH

atf

NEW

AVf)

—

AMERICAN

ORGANS
Largest stock, lowest prices,

and easiest terms of

payment.

CLOAKS VV. Jl. Furbush & Son,
WHOLESALE

and Dolmans just received.
Also
the finest assortment oft* new Cloakings, with Trimmings to match,
ever displayed in this market.
Do
not pay

goods,

Jersey Cow,
Jersev Heifer,
Two Calves,

Stock of Fancy Poultry, selected
expressly for
Mni Smith by an experienced
fancier, consisting of
Light Brahmas, Partridge and Bull* Cochins, White
and Brown
Leghorns, Black Spanish, Hamburgs,
* *
Bantams, &c.

F. 0. BAILEY &

*

0., Auctioneers.
dtf

TIESDAY, Oct. 6th, at 11 o'clock A. M., if
not previously sold, the real estate
belonging
to estate of the late Richard
Crockett, situated on
the west side of High and north side of York street
containing about 13,000 feet of land, having there’
on a large two-storied
house, tit ted for a double tenement and for many years
occupied as such, having
a good stable attached.
Subject to a mortgage and
taxes for 1880.
sep30 dtd
ALBERT
Adm'r.

AGENTS,

Farrington Block,Portland.
oct2

MARWICK,

Leased Land at Auction.
Building
Y17E shall sell, on MONDAY, Oct.
4th, at 12
o'clock M., the large story and a half wooden
building on the corner of Deer and Middle streets
l pper part of building is
partially finished, plaster,
ed. piped for Sebago water, &c. At small expense
could be put iu good condition. The lower
part of
builuing would be desirable for a small manufacturing business, furniture or grocery store, fte
on

Sale

positive. Terms at sale.
O. BAILEY & te,

JE.
sepdO

ti.ni.nrer..
dtd

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Nnlnraem
t. 0. BAILEY.

lli Kxr 'range Si.
0. W. ALLES.

Regular sale of Eurultnre and General Mereha
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’eloek a.
Consignments solicited.
oeSdt

,ltf

fancy prices

we can

to you cheap,

t
r the above
afford co sell them
as

the expense of

CHAMBERLIN
& HOMSTED
ROCK CORDIALS,
take
in

store is very small.
Oive us a call and we will con-

running

our

FAIRBANKS’

vince you of the above facts.

STUDLEY,
258 Middle Street.

_oota_SM&Wtf

Portland & OedensDurg Haiiroad ROCK and RYE.

FALL & WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing October 4th, IS8©.

A sure cure for Coughs, Colds, Asthma.
Consumption. and all diseases of the throat and lungs. The
acceptable preparation in the market. By adto
ding the cordial a littlp Lemor or Lime Juice you
have an excellent appetizer and tonic for general
most

Until further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:
LEAVING PORTLAND
8.43 a. in.—]For all stations running through to
Swanton, Vt.. connecting with all White
Mountain Resorts, ana at St. donnsbury with
Day Express on Passumpsic It. K. for Newport and Montreal.
3.00 p. m.—For IPnbyan’d and intermediate
stations.
•
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.05 a.m.- Frora Fabyan’s and intermediate
stations.
5.55 p. m.—From Swanton, Vt., and all stations
on through line.
J. HAMILTON. Sup’t.
Portland. Oct. 2.
oc2 dtf

NEW HOSIERY

and

family

ACTIVE

STUDLEY,

SN0W&PAYS0N“
St.,

oct2

scoop to

M. LIN S'ELL, Sole Agt. and Man’f’r,
P. O. Box, 1051, Norwich, Conn.
dlt

Payson Literary Society.
mm; members of thcabovc society will please meet
L their rooms, Farrington Block, Monday Evening, Oct. 4, at 7.30 o’clock. First meeting of the
season, 1880—81. Installation of of officers.
A
full attendance is desired.
Per order.
0Ct2d2t*
EDWARD W. KENT, Sec’y.

tenement in

S.M&Wtf

No. 80 Exchange

sample

SI .00 for

To JLet.

£153 Middle Street.
octa

at

TT&S3m

AGENT* WANTED in every
town au<l county in Mid lie States and New
England, to introduce “Bilk’s Patent Weighing and
Measuring Scoop.’’ Every housekeeper buys one.
Large commission. Send stamp for full particulars,
II.

UNDERWEAR

Attorneys

SOLE PROPRIETORS.

oc2

Law,

Portland,

new

Woodford’s Corner.
UPSTAIRS
oct2dlw
ALBION
*

house,

Ocean

the store corner of
Congress and Elm Sts.

St..

Turner Bros., and will
open on Friday, Oct.
1st a New and Fresh
stock of Foreign and
Domestic Dry Goods;

and

vite
and

they cordially

one

in-

and all to call

examine their
stock, whether they
intend purchasing or
not.

E. C. CHAMBERLIN. T. FRANK HOMSTED.
sep30
dllt

BLACKSTONE.

HACKMATICK TIMBER
FOR

SALE.

Me.

Franklin c. Paysojt.
dim

anpleasure
nouncing to the public
that they have taken

formerly occupied by

Fisher & Fairbanks,
or

for I-mlif' Oents onil Children. jn*t received in endleiii variety, and will be Hold
for Ichh price than you can obtain the name
quality eNewhere. Don’t buy until you
have examined our good*, uh they are ol
better quality anil lower priced than we
have ever been able to offer before.

use.

Sold by all druggists.

AND

act2

BY

ON

184

Street.

Older of the Administrator of the late Mrs
F. O. J. Smith, we shall sell on SATURDAY
Oct. 2d, at Horse and Carriage Mart. Plum Street:
One Hack,
One Phaeton.

AT AUCTION.

8URLEIGH, PIANOS,
ocs

Sale

BY AUCTION.

sep30

W iu ~ra

Middle

with

nickel, gilt and

Administrator's

You

sold to

wagons,

At same time will te sold
One New Extension Top Carryall, light and stylish
has mud fenders, lamps, Ac. This
carriage was
built to order with the best of
material, and must

EYE GLASSES

Large

Street, Portland Me.

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. .H.

close the

AND

see our

CO.j

SATURDAY, OCT. 2d, at 10 A. M.,
Ten Horses good w.orkers and good
drivers,

Clothing. SPECTACLES,
Coine and

BAILEY &

HORSE aiid CARRIAGE MART,

CLOCKS,

on

SALES.

AUCTIONEERS,

FRENCH AND AMERICAN

Another State heard from.
We still lead the field

David w. Snow.
A,

0.

Agent* for

this

afternoon, to witness the annual game of
foot-ball between the Sophomores and Freshmen.
The game was called at half past two
o’clock and was wou by the Sophomores after

*dlvr

F.

Augusta

Quite

227 Middle Street.

oct-

SILVER

Maine Sportsmen’s Association.
At the annual meeting of the Maine Sportsmens Association .at Peak’s Island the follow-

ens

Millett & Little,

JEWELRY,

■

ing committees

for Ladies and Chilfor men’s and

Ladies’ wear.

College,

Brunswick; [secretary and Treasurer, E. W.
Hall, Colby University, Waterville; Chairman
Advertising Board, C. C. Bounds, Normal
School, Farmington.

flannel-,

dren, cassimere

at

H. L.

Embroidered

W oolens.
it

a

the High School building,
Lewiston, Oct. loth and 16th, 1880.
The officers are as follows: President, A.
W. Burr, Classical Academy, Hallowell; Vice

for

Shaker flannel, Colored flannel in
all the different variety.

WATCHES,

a

Thursday evening a

case

hoys’ wear. Broadcloth, Diaganal
coating, Ulster cloth for Gents’ and

number.
The officers elected for the ensuing year are
as follows:
President—Dr. G. M. Twitchell of Fairfield.
Vice President—Dr. R. N. Harlow of Lewiston.
Secretary—Rev. H. C. Munson of Wilton.
Treasurer—Mrs. J. C. Hobbs of Augusta.
Library Commission—Rev. G. W. Berry
of Auburn, Rev. A. Little of Brunswick, and
Rev. Loreuza Haynes of Fairfield.
Executive Committee—J. C. Hobbs ot Augusta, J. H. Blackwell, Mrs. A. D. Knight,
Miss Hattie Hill of Hallowell, Mrs. Fannie
Rice of Augusta, Mrs. Philo Hersey of Belfast, Mrs. Ham of Lewiston, Mr. Geo. M.
Bryant of West Waterville, Mrs. Chas. Goodrich of Lewiston.
Hallowell was fixed upon as the place of the
next meeting of the convention in September
1881.

ing

1

ors

48 inch flannels in all colLadies’ wear, Shirting
flannels in all qualities, White

large

closed.

attention of

Flannels.

of Hold Hat.

Sign

special

Eer

MERRY,
THE HATTER,

attendance

The usual resolutions were passed, and after
two days busy session, in which an immense
amount of work was done and a large field of
the cause near to the Sunday school interest
thoroughly canvassed, a full expression of
opinion on all the subjects, the convention

call ihe

e

customers to onr line of Colored Satin de Lyon silks at $1.75
These silks have never
yard.
een retailed less than $2
per yard.

75 cents and up.

Sunday School Convention.
Fairfield, Sept. 30.
Yesterday’s expectations regarding the closing day’s-work of the Sunday School Conven-

our

our

DRIVING GLOVES,

well

department

we intend to
reputation in having
the best makes and give the best
silks for the money that can be
found in the market.

Blankets,

91.25

Black Silks.

98.50.

91.50 and up.

Personal.
James D. and George H. Smillie, the
known artists, are visiting Portland.

The

designs.

Derby Hats,

Horse

Benjamin

F. Sanborn, lot of laud.
Gorham—Ann Rands et als. to Martha D.
Blake, land and buildings.
Otislield—Roscoe T. Green to Allen H. Nutting, GO acres of land.
Xtoscoe T. Green to James H. Nutting, GO
acres of land.

tion has been fully realized.
has been very large.

in all prices.
Silk and Wool Handkerchiefs.
Dress Patterns
in all the new

Hat S3.30 and
Entire new stock, the

91.00 to

reported yester-

Westbrook—Holman Leighton

TO

Ladies’

Real Estate.
a ne

our Dress Goods
department
have all the new shades in
<•
Momie
oths, Hilliard cloths, Ladies cloths, Fonle
cloths, Corduretts and fionretts French Plaids

KNOX-BROADWAY.

com-

This hour has been fixed
upon to afford an opportunity to members of
older congregations to patronize the
Fraterni’y
without deserting their own churches. All the
seats are free and
everybody who may wish is
invited to attend.

In

we

FALL HATS.
A Fresh Arrival.

determination to “shuffle off the
Coroner Gould deemed an inquest unnecessary.
a

mortal coil.”

Hall,

Dress Goods.

LOOK

avail. A year
ago Miss Hill atbut she was then saved
by the
timely efforts of the physician. She was about
*»7 years of age and no motive can
be assigned
no

tempted the

Meteorological Report for September.

September:

personally.
men.

NEW & NOBBY GOODS in MEN’S WEAR

in

from the effects of which she soon died. As
it was ascertained stie had takeu the
poison Dr. Files was sent for but his efforts

*

Highest barometer, 24tb.
30 380
Lowest barometer, 28tli.29 553
Monthly rauge of Barometer.827Highest Temperature. Gth.88

men

soon as

iiii 10 ai-

Sergeant Laurens, of the Signal Service, furnishes the following summary of
meteorological observations at the Portland station in

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FALL & WINTER FURNISHINGS.

Last evening
Mary Hill, who resides on
Cotton street, took a
quantity of arsenic

MISCELLANEOUS.

It is possible others arrests may be made.
The dies for the manufacture of the coin, or
the plates for the bills, hav3 not been re-

NEW

Suicide.

rue

evidence.

or

for situations, and can furnish
good
charge is made to either party.

one

sumuieui

the

continually applied

of the brightest entertainments ever put on the boards in Portland will be given at New Portland Theatre.
The Boston Journal says:
Last evening the Stewart Combination, an
English theatrical organization, made their
first aniiearance in this city in “Rainbow
Revels.” The entertainment is of a
light and
jolly character, and something in the style of
the performances which made the Vokes so
popular both iu this and in their own country.
The mombers of the company are of one family—father, three daughters and two sons. In
the course of the evening they assume no less
than twenty-four different characters, in each
of which there is an entile change of costume.
The first part of the piece is of the
“specialty”
order, and introduces selections from popular
operas, together with ballads with guitar and
pianoforte accompaniment, double song and
dance, hornpipe and Irish jig. That this part
of the entertainment met with the
approval of
the audience, the liberal applause and
frequent
ujuusucu

help young

know of their wants by mail
The Secretary is being

RAINBOW REVELS.

Monday night

to

own

finding employment. Employes desiring male
help of any kind, as clerks, office boys, porters'
&c., will do well to let Hie General Secretary

Our readers should remember that there will
be two performances today, the matinee at 2,30
and the evening performance, and that they
should by no means fail to witness such admirable acting.

We

Y. M. C. A.
and the school furniture.

The Association seeks

good.

Oakes

The

as

mannerisms

Next

Strickland.

building

cal writers in the great cities. We do endorse
the verdict of one able critic who has said that
“the language of the play at times drops into

moustache.
He is
manner, and when ara cucumber.
He lives
with his father and has a very pretty, wellappearing wife. Before lie left Windham he
gave instructions to his father about selling a
a

day evening, Oct. 7th.
Tbe Deering
Bridge Sunday School has been
reopened under the superintendency of Mr. B.

more, than to the play itself.
Most of the criticisms of the drama have
been so flattering that it seems hypercritical to
differ from the able opinions of many theatri-

the commonplace and bathos.”
We agree,
however, in the opinion that the drama possesses several very strong situations, aud is full
of an earnestness that compels attention. A
play, therefore, which can do this must necessarily be entitled to great praise, and this we
cheerfully accord. As far as the wit and humor of the pieco is concerned
they centre in
two persons, and are not of the very highest
order. But, for all that the jokes tell, and the
audience “catch on” to them and are by no
means chary of applause.
It may be said that in a play dealing with

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Young
Christian Association will be held on Thurs-

fashionable audience that completely filled the
theatre was due as much to the actors, if not

by

hair, and

Y. M. C. A. Notes.
The Portland Association are about to
open
a class in vocal music.
Tbe regular monthly
meeting of the Hoard
of Managers of the Portlaud
Men’s

MY PARTNER.

States Marshal Clark aud Deputy Sheriff Par'*
so wo are informed
by the officers of the
court.
He has a wife, two boys of 8and 11
money audj without price.”
The opening exercises were
years, and a daughter aged 16.
Whit,ft is fihnnt. 20 VPOP8 nlrl
ITn lino hanmn
I remarks
the

ker,

quiet and impassive in
raigned was cool as

very mysterious character.
Between three and four o’clock a woman threw herself from a fourth
story window
of the boarding house No. (>(i
Long wharf,kept
by Samuel W. \Varren. Who this woman was is
a thing yet to be ascertained.
According to
the statement of Mr. Warren she was
brought
to his house Wednesday
by an officer of the
State Board of Health to be
kept uutil Thurs-

Church.”

Chestnut St. 31. E. Church, Rev. C. J. Clark,
Preaching at 10V£ a. m. and 7 p. m, Sunday school iVz p. in. Prayer meeting 5.45 p, m.
Sacrament, first Sunday each month, a. m. Prayer
meeting, Tuesday evening, at 7Vs o’clock. Class
meetings, Thursday and Friday at 7 Vs p. m. General class, Thursday preceding the first Sunday in
each month at 7Vi p. m. All who desire are cordially invited to avail themselves of these privileges.
PineSt. M. E. Church, Rev. J. F. Hutchins*
Communion *ervice IOV2 a. m.
Sabbath
hool at 1.30
p. m. Preaching at 3 p. in. Prayer
meetings, G and 7 p. m.
New Jerusalem Churcii, New High Street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. Divine Services at 10y2
a. m.
Preaching by the pastor. Sabbath School at
12 m. Holy Communion at 3 p. ir.
Williston Church,
Congregational, corner
Thomas aud Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
pastor. Preaching by the pastor at 10.30 a. m.
Sabbath school at 3 p. m.
Prayer Meeting at
7 p. m.
Fue 8t. B-APTIStChubcb.—Rev. Jas. McWhlntde pastor.
service at 10.30.
Lord’s
supper at 3 p. ui. Missionary conceit 7V4 p, m.
Subject “The Baptist Mission Field.”

Inspectors

accordingly
assigned to

work,

India

a

Thursday afternoon
of Judge Goddard,

son

COUNTERFEIT

Trunk,

Prayer meeting Sunday evening at 7%, Young People’s Meeting Friday evening at 7%.
St. Luke’s Cathedral Church, (Episcopal,)
State St., (near Spring.) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, Hector, Rev. C. Morton Sills, Canon. Sunday services:
Morning at 10.30. Evening services during July
and August, at 5.00. Weekday services: Daily at 9
a. m., (On Holy Days at 11.00,) and 6 p. m.
Holy
Communion every Sunday at 10.30 a. m., on Holy

Rodgers will bold

to

Our readers will remember the old
trouble,
in regard to collecting fees on sealed cars and
a former decision of the
Treasury making the
fees collectable at Coaticook, on the Grand

St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton. Rector. Services at 10% a. m. and 4 p. m.
Sunday
school at 2 p. m.
First Free Baptist Society, comer of Cumberland and Casco St.—Rev. J. M. Lowden, Pastor.
Preaching at 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.

street.

Record, W. H. Card

H. E. White.

Portland.

m.
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Clark

casionally
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Days at 11.00

Arrest of

come

“Golden Slippers” was heard
distinctly in this
city played in Biddeford.
Mr. Kimball, teamster for
Burgess, Fobes
& Co., slipped and fell at the
Ogdensburg
depot yesterday and put his shoulder out.
The ordinance of baptism
by immersion will
be administered by Rev. S. F. Pearson to a
number of converts at Curtis’
ship yard back
of Munjoy Hill at 10 o’clock to-morrow'.
The policemen will hold their annual ball

for their children.

Boy’s school

even-

An exhibition of the telephone between this
city and Biddeford was given last night.

Thirty Years’ Experience of an Old
Nurse.
MRS.
WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
States, and lias been used for thirty years with
never-failing success, by millions of mothers

Hammock Hats, 31.00.

Monday

ing.

Kendall & Whitney’s

Sep25d7t

Fined §3 each and costs.

Brief Jottings.
Mercury 54° at 8 a. m. yesterday, GO at noon
66° at sunset; wind uorth.
Mr. George Gaisel, who was discribed in
the Press account of the Marauocook
regatta
as not claiming to be an
oarsman, is an oarsmau of excellent
repute and came in second at
the Geneva regatta.
The Paysou Literary
Societywill hold their
fiist meeting this season next

Call at the Manufacturers for dower pots
and stone ware.
Lam son & Swasey,
Octldlw

HEIGHT,

Tfii’ESDAYV—John Dyer and Thomas Carr.Intoxi-

New Hosiery and Underwear of all kinds at
low prices. See Studley’s advertisement.

MUSIC AND

SHOVERS OF THE QUEER IN TROUBLE.

insufficiently lighted.

was

nies and

Ivewiston and Auburn, of Richard Foss.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison and W. H. Marrett.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Woodford’s Cyrner, H. Moody.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrlll.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews and E. R. Spear.
D imartscoua, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. ,1. Parker.

NEW

COUNTERFEITING.

JUDGE FOX.

Friday.—Jouas Preston, adm'r, vs. Grand Trunk
Railway Co. This action is brought to recover damages for the death of Charles Nixon of Pittsfield.
Mass., who was run over and killed at the company’s
depot in this city, December 21st, 1876.
The plaintiff claims, among other things, that the

k / W W

1 Feet Hackmatack Timber for sale,
by CHARLES MERRILL. 117
ommercial Street.
sep7 dim

Wallet Found.
Spring
ON taming
ind
»t.,

St. Tuesday, Sept. 28, a
a email sum of money.

wallet
Owner

con
can

by calling on William Kilbv, 27 Cushman
proving property and payingchafges. octtdlit*

same
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Trip—and

PRESS.
What

Followed.

It was three o’clock in the afternoou towards the end of the season, when a Lancer
orderly dashes up, as only the English dragoon can, to a door in Eaton Square. Half
a dozen
eager hands offer to take the despatch he carries, but the attendant porter,
with an alacrity he would not have shown
to the commander-in-chief himself, comes
out and takes the letter.
“Captain Manners, 25th Hussars, lives
here?” asks the soldier, as he hands it to
hitu.
"Yes. Leastways Sir Ralph Oatleigb, his
brother-in-law, does, and he is staying with
him,” answers the bulky drone as he glances
curiously at the slim, smart young fellow
who wheels his horse round with a pressure
of his heel, a turn of his wrist, and trots off,
to the admiration of the loiterers, and the
sorrow of the womankind, who from the
neighboring areas ana attics, compare him
advantageously with their lovers in blue or
red, as their tendencies may be towards the
civil or military guardians of their hearths.
A few hours later and Lady Oatleigh,witli
her brother, her husband and his sister are
settling themselves in a box at Covent Garded for the last night of Patti.
“Must you go, Nol?”
“I fancy when it comes to having to report my departure from the port of embarktifinn fnr tlia irtfnrtnafi/xn

zif IT

1?

TT

11<n

it looks rather like it,

commander-in-chief,
bore!

I thought we should have
such a pleasant time of it, going up the west
coast.
Gladys was looking forward to it
more than she cares to admit.
Weren’t you
darling?” says Manners’s sister archly, reof
the
gardless
mute, appealing glance of
the beautiful girl who in the last few minutes has become unusually pale and quiet.
"I tell you what, suppose we strike out a
a

line. Holmestirke asked me only this
morning if I knew a good forest yet unlet. I
might] let him have Clache Goile for the
new

send the ‘Merlin’ Tound to Marseilles, and we three could see Master Oliver
as far as Bombay, at all events.”
-‘Oh! that would
be
too
delightful,
Ralph!” cries his wife,while the color comes
back with a rush to the pale cheeks on
which a pair of passionate dark eyes have
been for some time fixed with anxious looks,
as their owner, Gladys, has been
painfullv

season,

aware.

“Why

not go a step farther, if you do not
fear the heat of the Red Sea at this time hf
the year? It is rather awful, I must confess. It’s nothing of a journey now by railway to Umballa—come on there with me;
run up and take a look at Simla and the
country round about. By the time you are
tired of the hills, the weather and
sport in
the plains will be worth far more than
you
will leave behind in Scotland, and you can
be back in plenty of time for the opening of

parliament.”

“Not a bad idea—if Lil and Gladys do not
mind roughing it a little, and if Dizzy do dt
spring a mine and dissolve us into thin air
when I am in the eternal snows!”
“No fear, Ralph! There are too many
irons in the fire to be beaten into
shape for
electoral criticism within the next
six
months at least.”
“I dare say you are right. Shall we
say
agreed, nem. con.f” asks the member for
Cairnshire.
And the grateful, sparkling
eyes which look up into his| kindlv face,

“Yes,” emphatically.

answer

ii

The

is full. There is not a ripple on
the water as the Oatleighs and Oliver Manners step on board the boat for Calais.
“This is quite charming!” is their
chorus,
as the swift packet skims across the
glasslike Channel, and the snow-white cliffs with
the fire-ily lights of Dover,
gradually disappear in the sinlyng horizon.
“Yes. This cool, salt air seems the
very
antithesis of the stiffness of Belgravia. But
are you sure, Lil,
you won’t regret the wild
west coast when you find
yourself sailing in
the Red Sea, nothing but arid sand on either side to gaze at?”
“I have counted the
cost, Nol. I am not
likely to grieve when the dream of my life is
about to be realized. I cannot tell
you how
I have longed to see India, and I could almost kiss your ugly old
military secretary—
I am sure he must be a horror—for
sending
you the order which has brought it within
my grasp.”
“I hope you won’t be
disappointed,” answers manners.
“I dare say, as T. G.’s you
will find it very
delightful. For myself, I
confess I look upon it as a place of banishment, on the absence of which the German
is much to be congratulated.”
“Ah!” remarks Oatleigh, as he
lights a
cigar and goes for’ard—“the old story. The
aviary may be a charming place to all but
wiuac wuu a,iti
uuilgeil iO live 111 It.
A tew clays later they are
gliding out of
the harbor of Marseilles.
Sweeping past the
island which genius has associated with the
name of Monte
Christo,the “Meriiu” shakes
her snow white canvass with the smartness
of one of the Royal Yacht Squadron and in
moon

7

few minutes they
away for Malta.
“Now, at last, I feel
a

are

bearing straight

if we were really
going to the laud of palms and tigers, gold
and pearls. I have feared so that at the last
moment, Ralph, you might change your
mind!” says his wife as they lean over thside and watch the
dancing waters that hiss
past them in the phosphorescent beauty of a
Mediteiranean summer night. “’Tis too
nice of you to have carried out that
happv
thought of taking us with Nol,”
as

“Entirely selfish, darling,

as

men

ever

were, you know. I only wanted an excuse
to let the forest, and save the rent for the
contest which must come off
shortly. Besides, I have often had a hankering for India myself, but I did not know how to man-

age it.”
"And

told me! oh, how like a man.
and listen to your foolish
master who has so long denied himself and
me this charming
trip!” and she took into
her arms the little pug she could not
bring
herself to leave behind.
“Take care, LH, or he may find himself
cantering about inside a shark, presently.
He would be a nicer hors 3d’oeuvre than we
were favored with at dinner
to-day!” says
Oatleigh, while an amused expression steals
over his face as he glances at his sister and
thoughtfully pulls his fair moustache.
“Ah,” murmurs Manners, who hates fho
thought of going to India for far more cogent reasons! “it was our last chance of a
civilized meal utterly thrown away.”
never

Here, Puck,

come

“Oh! what

coming to?”
laughs Lady Oatletgh. I believe that clubs
and messes have utterly spoilt
you for the
fare you find elsewhere. The wives of the
next generation, if they
marry at all, will
need a chef's diploma as well as a
heavy
banker’s account.”
The week since they drove to Charing
Cross is coming to an end as they run up
the Grand Harbor and the “Meriiu”
dipping
are

you

men

hor colors to the admiral, takes
up her berth
preparatory to the three days’ play they propose giving themselves on shore.
“This is like a delightful dream of color
and of sound, Gladys,” says her sister next
morning as they walked about on deck under the grateful awning before they land.

“And don’t you feel a trifling sense of
‘Civls Romanus sum,’ when you see all
these ships and blue jackets, forts, guns and

soldiers,

hear the bands, bugles, drums,and
think how we have planted our
conquering
feet in successive steps all the world ouer?”
“I had not thought of such as
that, Lil.
as of the strange and
picturesque contrasts
and effects on every side.
That brown urchin there with his well affected shiver
while he cries out, ‘Me for
dive, senor,’ is a
perfect model. He and his grotesquely
painted, qneer shaped boat on the bright
blue water, with the dazzling palaces in the
background, would make the name and fort.nnp.

an

artist-,

kind.”
Next day they join'the “Merlin,” which
has gone through the’cauallto Suez, and lose

BATH LOCALS.

pristine glory.”
“Does that picturesque Arab do anything
but sleep, I wonder?” asks Gladys softly as

she looks at the bundle of shawls and white
cotton, topped by a turban, which has squatted motionless on the bridge since they left

Suez.

like him, is supposed to be
necessary for the safety cf every ship going
up or down this sea-of hidden perils,” replied Manners: “but I can answer for it that
they have more than once been useless.”
“Ah! then pilots are no more to be implicitly trusted here than in the Shires?”
“Come, don’t be too hard,” he pleads,
lialf-laughingly, half in earnest. “If 1 did
lead you into a gravel-pit, we can safely say
we are about the only two in the world
who took such a leap and Jived, with our
horses, to tell the tale.”
“Yes; thanks to the water which all but
drowned us!” she answers lightly, but there
is a depth of feeling in her soft gray eyes as
they meet his, which calls up many a
thought and makes them silent while memory paints the bygone scenes never again perhaps to be visited by both.
As Manners had predicted, the heat was
terrible; but the head-wind which delayed
their progress rendered it bearable, and when
at last they got to Aden, even the red and
yellow-haired Somalies, the Arab ostrichfeather sellers, in every shade of color and
degree of scanty clothing, were welcomed as
the outward and visible signs that the trying stage was over. And a- they drove up
to the wondrous tanks and enjoyed the luncheon at the ever-hospitable mess, they felt
like those who have successfully negotiated
the bank-full brook which has stopped so

“lie,

or one

many.

Hardly have they dropped the anchor in
the beautiful harbor of Bombay when a boat

off with a handsomely-dressed peon,
who delivers a letter with many salaams
and Oriental expressions of respect.
‘■Here is a note from Burn ton, asking us
all to stay with him until we go up country,'1 says Oatleigh, giving it to his wife.
“How kind! But how did he know we
comes

were

here?”

“Well,

I suppose the semaphore is responsible for the f rapidity of his information.
But when we had made up our minds to
come out, I looked up all ,my friends, wrote
to those out here, and fgot introductions to
others who may bo useful; for tthis is not
quite a land for Cook’s coupons yet.”
“Heaven be praised!” says Manners.
The smart English-built carriage, the Persian-Gulf Arab horses, the turbaned coachman and footman, were waiting for them as
they landed, and in the pleasaht drive to
Malabar Hill they find at every yard fresh
foo4 for wonder and admiration, which culminate on driving up to the magnificent
house of the chief justice, overlooking the

gifted with

the power to transcribe such scenes for the
benefit of the less fortunate who
stay at
home, or why cannot we all live among
things bright and beautiful?”
“Should we always like blank verse, per-

petual sunshine?”
“Probably not. Though

I confess that I
am sorry to think we shall have the latter
more or less for the next few months.”
HI.

“I am afraid, Lil, you begin to feel the
heat. Won’t you he advised and turn back

before it is too late? This is nothing to what
you will find it on this side of Aden,” says
Manners as they pant on the top of the citadel at Cairo, and see the
great fiery globe
sink gloriously to rest behind the distant

pyramids.

“Not if Gladys will go through it with me.
What do you say? Shall we go back and be
laughed at by the home cruiser because
we found the inevitable thorns with our
roses?”
“I?” answers her sister, looking up with
a flushed face from the colored sketch which
she has taken with the rapid brush of the
true artist. “As yet I have gathered nothing but flowers of the most brilliant hue, as
my portfolio scantily may testify. Wounds
I have found none of, yet,” holding up her

taper fingers, gaily.
“I do not doubt it,” thinks Lady Oatleigh
as she sees her handsome brother
help “the
Gladys” to put up her things. “I wonder
if this trip will bring things “to a point? I
am sure I would not have undertaken such
a journeylbut for her sake.
Why are men po
backward in coming forward? Here he has
been spending the whole of liis year’s leave

almost in her pocket, and made the dear girl
as much his slave in fact as any of the
poor
creatures that we see here, and yet, with no
obstaclerthat I can see he evidently wrould
have gone back to his ^regiment without a

his triP

to

improved

plenty

coast.

Equestrianism is in vogue.
The Democrats had a pleasant
casset last night.

off

in

the

Goss &

Sawyer are building a sort of breakby driving piles about their marine rail-

road.
The

Independent

to-morrow contains

a

list

of tax payers over §100.
A German junk dealer has purchased all the
old boilers in town and has shipped them to
Boston.
Sir. Scott Stevens has returned front the
White Mountains.
There are not more than 5000 Ions of salable
ice in this vicinity.
Mr. Henry Houghton and wife will return
Soutli soon.
Sir. Augustus Hatch has completed some
very fine views of the Sebenoa and Samoset.
The .suburban woods are
beautifully painted.
The Phi Rho’s are flourishing.
Miss Lou Larrabee attends hoarding school
in Boston the coming winter.
A crow was recently shot in
Phipsburg
whose wings from tip to tip measured two
feet.
Sir. Wm. Mussenden is again on
duty at the
First National Bank.
Seven vessels in today.
Various estimates of ice unsold, not including that in honse contracted for on the Kennebec, are made. Some say 10.000; some 50,WO.
If October is warm ice will rise above §5.
Gen. H. SI. Plaisted and
Congressman
Slurch were iu town todav, the guests of F B

Torrey. Esq.

The Republican juveniles have a uniformed
battalion with two drum corps and two drum
A rattlesnake has been seen on
Rocky Hill.
The police were obliged to interfere last
night and preserve peace in a iiouse on Candy
Miss

Georgia Cayvan, formerly

in New York.

of this city,

The Spanish Students are on the
way.
Ideal Slusical Combination Slondav
night.
Dog fight on Centre street this morning.
Gould has received two cars of grain over
M. C. R. R. this week.
Two intentions recorded this week.
One wedding in high life down on the hooks
for October.
The Bath girl witli the red dress has left
town.
A dog fight yesterday resulted in a man
fight. One of the gentlemen walked through
a pane of glass after
interviewing His oppon11
ent’s fist.
A Bath gentleman proposes to bloom as a
novelist.
Mr. Frank Craven has assumed his
professional duties in a Boston tonsorial boudoir.
___

HOLL’S

“Fruit

is

you find a most
and in the
spiral staircase you
not en fair, on the

morning on going up a
have a refreshing bath,

top of the carriage.”
“How about the tunnels and bridges?”
“There are none. The country is as flat
as a pancake, and local traffic exists in the
future only.”
“Let us go home that way, Ralph, and
down the Baltic,” cries Lady Oatleigh, who,
having tasted the delights of perpetual motion, gipsy-like, hates the idea of remain-

1

ing stationary.
“Yes,” answers her husband drily. “Let
It’s very simple. The yacht must
meet us first at Calcutta, afterwards at its
antipodes. A run through the Straits and
up to Pekin will take no' time, and then a
quiet promenade through China will land
us on the b auks of the Irtish, down which
me see.

sail to Tobolsk. The distance on to
Moscow, via Perm and Nijni Novgorod,
would be a mere triflel”
we can

“Don’t be ridiculous!” cries Gladys laughing. “Yet I confess when one looks at the
map it does not seem such a very terrible

undertaking.”
“It depends

little on the size of the map.
tired of life or society, I don’t
a

But if you are
know a surer way of quitting both

than by
ries.”

prying

into central

or

Asian

either,

myste-

“How tempting!” says Lady Oatleigh.
“I feel half inclined to start off from Simla
at once, and see at least what Thibet is
like.”

“You are not the first, by a long way, Lil,
who has thought so before she found herself

in that

over-temptatious place,”
Manners, rather grimly his sister thinks,
they drive up to their host’s.

Vaughan St., second
SITUATED
Congress St. horse cars; eight
cemented
ou

rent

leave him at TTmhalla.
“Vnn will ti.wl it
charming in everyway,” he continued, with

ill-concealed bitterness.
“I

am

so

sorry that you cannot come with

us,” answers Gladys gently, and a little
anxiously stealing a hurried look at his disturbed face, as they wander away in the soft
twilight under the orange trees. “Can’t you
manage to get up there a little later?”
Does not the intonation of her voice tell

him what he knows perhaps too well?
“I am afraid that it is impossible, just
now at all
events, as I have just come off
leave;” he replies, with an embarrassment
very unusual with him; for the general has
told him that, under the circumstances, he
may have a month, if he likes. “But I shall
be anxious to hear ho tv you like it yourself
up there.”
“You have been to Simla, of course?”
“Yes,” is the abrupt answer. What is
there in it which makes her regret that she
asked the simple question? “I was there
two hot seasons just before I went home.”
Why does she pursue the subject? Why
do we so often walk perilously near the
edge of a cliff which may at any moment
give way and hurl us to destruction? Danger, even to the timid, has a secret fascina-

tion.

“Then you must know every one of note,

for, of course, the world repeats itself here
as at home,” and the acknowledged beauty
of last year unconsciously preens her feathers, as she thinks what fun it will be to cross
swords with such rivals as she has heard of.

“In

a

way,

yes.”
[CONTINUED MONDAY.]

Portland for Scarborough
Beach and
Pine Point. 0.15. 8.45. 10.15 a; in.,
12.50,
5.30 p. m., (The 0.00 p. in. train does net stop at
these stations except to leave passengers from lines
oast of Portland.)
For Olu Orchard Peach.. Saco and Bid
deford, at 0.15, 8.45, 10.15 a. m., 12.50.
l. 10, 5.30, 0.00 p. ni.
For Kennebteuh, Well*, No. Berwick,
Salmon Fall*. Creni F tl!*,
Dover, New
Market,

Apply

on

lease of

a

F. G.

Leave

t&enuebank

or

two

11.32

a.

a.

in.

m.,

2.00

m.,

2.03

a.

"TRAINS

and bath
very convenient; sunny, well ventilated; supplied with gas
and Sebago and warmed by furnace; cellar cemented. Address F. 5, Tolman Place. septl«eod2w

THREE REMEDIES IN ONE.
all disorders—mild, acute or chronic—
Keep up the strength and keep the bowels free;
Give a corrective, laxative and tonic,
In one pure medium that combines the three.
Seltzer Aperient is that medium glorious;
It tones, refreshes, regulates, sustains,
And o’er disease for thirty years victorious.
The world’s well-founded confidence retains.
Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Iii

To L,et.
HOUSE
twelve rooms, arranged for
2 f imilies, now being put in thorough repair,
and will he ready in a few days. Being central would
make a good house for boarding
Kent low. Also
two small rents on Munjoy Hill.
Apply to W. W.
CARIt, No. 197 Newbury St.sep28 dtf

containing

TO LET.

dwelling house aud furniture, 150 Free
CAHOON
street,
Congress Square. Possession givNov.

sep25

S,Tu&T2w

On

-55=355359#,,. KU
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STEAMERS.

Maine

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

aud after Monday, Sept. 27th,

Will until further notice leave

1, 1880. Enquire of John W. Perkins,
Esq., at his store opposite Custom House.
3t*
GEORGE W. CAHOON.
Oct, 1,1880.
en

ESTATE.

bargain. By

o°5er;

93

Exchange St.

N. S. GARocl dlw

To Lei.
Congress St., lately
For-terms, apply at
LIBBY & CO., over First National
octldlwteodtf

H.

Bank.

To Auburn and Lewiston,
7.00 a.ai.,
2 •». 15
1.10 p. in.,
5.10 p. ni.
P -in.,
To Gorham, 0.05 a. tu. 1.10 p. in.
To Montreal and Quebec, I. I o p. m.
To Lewiston .Junction, mixed,
IO p. ui.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 5. IO p. in.
This train connects with mixed at Lewiston Junction.

every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 1*. 51
These steamers are tilted up with tine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, Including
State Roam, #3; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once.
For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 23
decbdtf
Exchange Street.

A&BIVALS.
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.35 a. m.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. in.,
l. 05 p. in., 5.50 p. lit.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, flg.40 p. in.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 0.30 n. m.

PASSENGER OFFICES

CHANCE

74 EXCHANGE STREET
—AUD—

For
Tour hint;

To

Let.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milv. unkcc.
Cincinnati, Si, l.oui*. Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Suit lialit* City,
Denver, San Franciftcn.
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,

To

Grand Trunk
OF

To JLet with Board.
mwo

tliree desirable linfiimisbeii rnnmc nil
JL second floor, suitable for gentleman and wife
or small family.
Apply at
101 FllEE STREET.
sep30dlw*
Or

For Sale

or

ToXet.

found. On Pleasant street,
bargain
BEST
Woodford’s Corner, 10 rooms, 2 bay windows,
to be

vestibule, hard wood lloors in kitchen and back
ball, furnace to beat six rooms, splendid cellar,
(cemented,) plenty of well and cistern water. Enquire corner Mechanic and Peering streets.
aep24 d3w*
j. X. READ.

Tenement containing 4 rooms. Sebago
Apply on the premises, 26 V2 Lafaysep21d2w»

To be Let.
under City Hotel, now occupied by Shaw
Apply
jel4tf

to

of P. & R. R. R
3 stories high,
x 53,
improved Turbine wheel and iron
pipes of 20 to 30 horse power, has a natural dam of
solid ledge 30 feet high and is a verv desirable
place
for the shoe, spool or box business,
plenty of
material in the immediate vicinity for the two latter. For price and terms
apply to
L. TAYLOR,
385 Congress St., Portland, Me.

building

having

sep9

Preble House.

Houses and House Lots for Sale
IN I iEERING.
to

16

juldtf

To be Let.
On and after Oct. 1, 1880, the
premises now occupied by F. O.
Bailey Sc Co., No.’s 35 Sc 37 Exchange St.
Apply to
HENRY DEERING,
No. 37 Exchange St.
im27

_dtf

To
or

CHARLES RICH,
Exchange St., Portland Me.

Ij

Are We Sfck?ffi

|Jf 1

jW|j
Kl Because we alloio these great organs O
Li to become chgged or toipid, and Is
poisonous humors arc therefore forced O
LJgJgf

n

siwa»mm

■ mii

■

if into the blood that should be expelled H

B
U

tl

Sd
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KIDNEY COMPLAINTS, URINARY
1 INEASES, FEMALE WEAK.
JESSES, AND NERYOUS

VI

JH
IB
DISORDERS,
Ifl by causing free action of these
U and restoring their power

If

organs

18

off

rj

to throw

Why Suffer Billons pain!! and aches 7 pn
SH Why tormented with Piles, Consihiation 7 «■
Why frightened oviTdisordered Kidneys 1 pV
|f
SI Why endure nervous or sick headaches! |e
Why have sleepless nights i
f;
lijlj
n Use IvIDNEY WORT and rejoice in a9
/V health. It is a dry,vegetable compound and (8
VO One package will make six qt-iar Medicine. U
LJ Get if of your Dnigg't, he r"l order if PB
for you. Price,
; ;
if
S.CR..SSS011 A CO., Predictors,
j^A WZLLS,
BOf
send post paid.)
(Will
Bnrfington, Yt. FA
|| Q
H

[Liquid

rooms

my

or

dtf

WANTS.

In response to the urgent requests of great U
numbers of people who prefer to purchase a K
Kidney-Wort already prepared, the pro- R
M prietors of tfria celebrated remedy not. pro- K
pare it in liquid form as well as dry. It is Ira
O very concentrated, is put up in large bottles, O!
and is equally efficient as that put up dry in
W tin cans. It saves the necessity of preparing, H
is
■
always ready, and is more easily taken by U
II most people. Price, 31 per bottle.
«§■

U
fl

H

jM

Hj

B

LIQUID AND DRY SOLD BY DRUGGISTS. O

II

HORSE WANTED.

WELLS. ltiril ARnSOVA rft..

if

Prnn’rs.

be

young, sound, kind, not afraid of
objects and a natural roader of 10 or 12 miles
hour. None others need apply. Direct to

MUST
the

dell

t. S. HOTEL,
PORTLAND, ME.,
particulars with lowest price, and when

ThSTJiw

M.
giving

full

can

seen.

be

Railway Co’y

1-lnud*, New Zealand and
Australia.
Ihe new an
splendid steamers sail from New
York on the ICtb, 20th and 30tb of each
month,
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco,
below.
S.S. Acapulco....Sept. 30

as

Clyde.
freight oi

Tenders

For

invited for about

are

115 Ntute N

—AND—

J

£5 Tons C*iiHt Iron

je38dtf

Scrap,

the Company's premises at Portland,
can be seen on application to the Deputy
Storekeeper. Tenders endorsed “Tender for Scrap,’’
and addressed to* the undersigned, will be received
on or before Thursday, Oct. 7th.

lying

Teamster Wanted.

WOLFE’S

---

..

Furnished House Wanted.
four adults for

five
six months;
FOUlike also, stable accommodation.
or

Address,

sep30 eod3t

E.

would

PAYSON, City.

Wanted.

General Hospital.
Apply
AT 11 A, M.,
and from 7 to 9 P. M.

from 9 to

sep27

dtf

Wanted.
YOUNG
and wife would like
rent in
A
desirable part of the city. Address “KENT.”
Press
man

a

Office.

a

sep23d9t*

RENT WANTED.

A small convenient rent for a
small family, central!} located.
Address

Rail connections South and West.
O p. in. for Boston Daily, except Sunday, for all
way stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p.m.
For Portland, leave Bouton,

7.30 and 8.3C, a. m. 12.30 and 7 p. m., arrivin
in Portland at 12.00 m. 12.30, 6 and 11 p. m.
The 7 p. m. train runs daily.
'Through ticket* to all point* Month and
Went at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, and at the Union
Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt., 40 Exchange
street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat* and
Ber*h* *old at Depot Ticket Office.
Until further notice there will be a train
leave Portland
Sunday P. M. at 2.30 for
Boston and all way stations.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.

ju26

dtf

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation hare
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

on

on

a

MATTOCKS

marl8

81 Vi

Exchange

St

Train* leave at 12.50 and 5.05 p. m.
The tram leaving at 11.15 p. m. also has a passenger car attached, connecting at Brunswick with
a passenger train for LewiMiou. The 11.16
p.m.
is the Night Express Train with Pullman
sleeping
car attached making close connection at
Bangor
for all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis R.
K.,
the E. & N. A. Railway, and for St. John and
Btalifax, Moulton, Woodstock, St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredei ieton, Fort
Fairfield and Caribou.
PaNsenger Train* arrive in Portland a*
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhogan. Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 1.00 and 1.05
p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
and Lewiston at 5.46 p.m. The Night Pultman
Express train at 1.50 a. m.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t

Portland. June 21. 1880

Saturday.

Portland & Worcester Line

Accountant and Notary Public.

SAIjR.

OEO. C. CODHAIK, Office No. 184 middle
Street. Portland.

THE OLD PROUT’S NECK HOUSE,
on Prout’s or Libby’s Neck in Scarborough. This well known and valuable
consists of a large two story
ouse, ell and large stable, with about
eight acres of land. This is called by
many THE BEST LOCATION FOR A
SEASIDE HOTEL ON THE AMERICAN
COAST. The facilities for boating, fishing, and bathing, are unrivalled.
It is
near Old Orchard, Pine
Point, and Scarborough Beaches.
This property will be sold at a bargain, to settle up an estate.
For terms
&c., Apply to AUGUSTUS F. MOULTON,
188 Middle St., Portland, Me.
720
dtf

Eroperty

18 BEAVER STREET,

Real Estate Agents.

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.
IV. II. OVILER, Mewing machine Repairer, 4 marie’s Terrace, an the Rear of 494
ConsreNM Mtreet.
my24dly

VETERINARY
A positive cure
Hoof Diseases,

Scratches,
Running Sores,
Saddle Vails,

for

without it,
been prebest horse-

Sale by JAMES BAILEY & CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

W. S. TILDEN.
This is a new and superior High School Song
Book with advanced elements, and a great variety
of music, secular and. sacred, to be sum* in one, two
or four parts.
Mr. Tilden’s previous works have
been highly approved.

REDUCTION OF PRICES.
per Day.

the

CURES
R heu mn ti*m,

Neuralgia,
Diphtheria,
Throat, Inflamannlion of the IjungM, Lame
In*
Rack,
flaniniatiou of the Kidueyft, Rack
Ache, Piles, It union*, Hnrus
or

ST. NICHOLAS HOTEL,

European Plan,
ALBERT II. HEMES
Proprietor
Temple Street, Portland, Me.
Formerly part of the old Adams House.
on

the

This House will be open all hours of the night.

Night office

up oqe

flight.

Furnished or Unfurnished Rooms to let, with or
without board.
maylbdly

VT©TICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That
e
subscriber has been duly
appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
with the Will annexed, of the estate
MARY W.
WHITTIER, late of Gorham,

in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and giveu
bond* as the law directs. All
persons having demands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required
to. exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make
payment to
JOHH A.
Administrator with the Will annexed.

WATERMAN,

Gorliam, bept. 7, 1880.

sepl8 dlaw3w*?

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

DRV PINE,

DECK FEANK.

Ear Timber unci Plow
Beams, Treenails,
Treenail Wedges and Planking i% edges.
Pine and Hemlock Building Luiuber, Box Boards, Shingles Ac.

B. C. JORDAN,

Alfred,

More

Wealds, and all Inflammatory Diseases.

For all female complaints and w eaknesses it has no
equal. Subdues local pains, giving relief at once
Our Illuminated Cards and Circulars sent free
upon application by mail.
A trial will benefit you. We guarantee satisfaction, or money refunded.
541c and $ 1.4141 per bottle.
Trial bottles 25 cents. Sold by all druggists
SAMUEL GERRY &
Proprietors 237 Broadway, New York.

CO*.,

eod&wly

$500 Reward

I

above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache Indior Costiveress we cannot euro
Constipation
gestion,
with 1\ est’s Vegetable Liver Pills,
when the directions are strictly complied with.
They are
purely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction.
Sugar Coated. I,arge boxes, containing 30
pills, 25 cents. For sale by ail druggists. Beware
of counterfeits and imitations. The
genuine manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST & CO.. “The Pill
Makers,” 181 & 183 W, Madison St. Chicago
trial
Free
package sent by mail prepaid on receipt
of a 3 cent stamp.
scpUdeow&weowly
WE will nay the

What

They Say of

Hold Fast

Esq.

No8. 222
ap21

Sony

Introduce
WHITE

dtf

(50 cts.)

our new

By

je2Gdtf

R._

Shia,

No

Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK

Express Trains, Double Track, Slone Ballast
railroad

Be

buy ticket* tat any
boat office in New England) via

sure to

DOUillV

New York and

UIUMin

Philadelphia

or

steam-

RVUUaCi,

j 2xeimi«n *4 00

NEW FAtiMND

219 Wasliiugton
mh26dly

at

once

better book exists!

into

AOENCY,
Street Boston.

H. P. BALDWIN.
Gen. Pass Agent C. K. R. of N. J.

the

Piano,3

Leaves Canton 4.30 and 9.50 a. m.
SReturning leaves Portland 1.10 p. m.
‘^^Lcwiston, 2 p. m., and Mechanic Falls
-a~7.00 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Saturdays an extra train leaves Canton for Mechanic Falls at 5.15 p. m. Returning leaves Lewiston 4.35. Portland 5.10 and Mechanic Falls 6.55
p. m., arriving at Canton 8,15 p. m.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixfield,
Byron, Rangley Lakes, Ac.
I. WASHBURN. Jk., President.
Portland Juno 23.1880.
e30tf

now for The Musical
Record,
Musical Taper with all the news.

23T3Any book sent, post-froe, for the retail price.

OLIVER D1TS0N & CO., Boston.

sePlb

TS&T&wtf

GAS FIXTURES.
Free

KINSMAN,
Street,

Kilborn’s
p8

opposite

Carpet

Store.
ati

YOUNG’S,

Philadelphia

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.

Edition Reprint, $2.50 per vol.

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNIC*.
Original (so called) $3.50

per

vol.

Copies of ALL the principal Cyclopaedias constancy on hand. No trouble to show them. Call
and examine and

get prices.

JEJT* Up one flight

J. E. HILLER,
:{0 Exchange Hired
sep2o dtf

Commissioners’ Notice.

STEAMER^tfi^NEHAHA
(East.Slde of Custom Hough Wharf!

Portland.
6.30 a.m.
6.45
8.30
10.00

Cumberland,

decide upon all claims

RICHARD

receive,

6.00 a.m.
7.15
0.00
10.30
11.40
2.30 P. M.
3.45
5.00
0.45

••

P. M.

A New

examine

Peaks.
6.16 a.m.
7.30
8.60
10.20

11.30

2.20 P. M.
3.35
6.10 «
6.30
can be made for
private
and for .Moonlight Excur-

sepO dtfC. II. KNOWI.ToX.

PROFESSOR BABBITT

STEAMSHIP LINES

FROM

BOSTON

in connection with

RAIL.

OED C OLONY
ROAD.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
rime. Low
JLinc, Quick

Hcmi-Weekly

Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Bteamera, Mailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charle**tou, 8. C.» Washington, D. C., Georgetown. O. C., Alexandria, Va„ and all Rai
and Water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Phiiadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. I). C. MINK,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Wm. P. Clyde A Co., General
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.

Agent,"

Managers,

feb6

Portland, Bangor & Machias
STEAMBOAT CO.
Pall, Arangcment, 1880.
TRIPS

TER

Fast

WEEK,

®

Steamer

CITY

OF
W. E. Denuison, will leave Railroad Wharf,
Tuesday, and Fri^
day evenings, at 11.15. or on arrival of express trains from Boston, for Rockland, Catiline, Deer Isle, Bedgwick, 8. W. Harbor,
Bor Harbor, Millbridge, Joucsport, and
&***»•

RICHMOND, Capt.

4^SSSSBMBSSSSkevery

Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport, every MonThursday Morning, at 4.30, arriving in Portland, the same evening, connecting
with the Pullman night train and early
morning
train for Boston, and the West.
Will also connect at Rockland, with Sanford Line
of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Also,
each trip to and from Bangor and River Landings.
day and

Steamer Lewiston is withdrawn until further

no-

tice.

Passengers

and

usual rates.
For further

Freight

forwarded to

Bangor at

particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,

Wharf,

dtf

JEaatport, Me., Calais, Me., Yarmouth,
V.i. Bt. John, ft. R., Halifax,
IV, B., Charlottetown, P. E. I.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

Practical

Optician !

Is once more in PORTLAND,
affording all who are
In need, another oppornity of
having perfect spectacles accurately adjusted.
His canvassing agents
will call at your residence and [dace of
business,
and all in need of Spectacles will do well to
give
their orders for Prof. Babbitt to call.
Orders left
at the Preble House, where ho Is stopping, will be
promptly attended to.

For particulars and other testimonials
circulars.
lilts may

see

small

certify

that we, the undersigned, have
purchased Spectacles of Professor Babbitt, and from
his dealings with us and success in
titling our eves
we And hint a gentlemen well skilled in Ills
profession:
Mr. & Mrs. D. Daniels & Dai outer, Portland.
B. H. Ordway, M. D., & Daughter
••
Mb. G. G. Greene & Wife,
«
G. L. Churchell A Wife,
J. M. Edwards,
Mr. W. C. Barrows, Wife & Daughter,
A. Billings,
■T. R. Hawes,
••
L. Pennell,

James Noyes,
Mrs. J. W. Millikan,
George

*•
<•

Gillman,

••

Wilkinson Eiies,

•<

Ma.ycy,
D. S. Jones,
J.R. Harris,

..

R. S.

••

t«

M. Plummer.
A, L. Wilson,
Mrs. Caft. W. Mitchell,
Mrs. J. C. Dunbar.
sep21
C.

>•
■<

*<

d2w»

The steamers of this line will
Railroad wuarf, foot
of
street, every Monday,

b

State

mmSmSSBEShBbWednesday, and Friday, at 6
p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with connections
for Calais, Kobbinston. Si Andrews, Pembroke,
Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst, Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls,
and other stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince
Edward Island Rail
Roads, and Stage Routes.
4 o’clock p. m.
received
until
kfr'Freighl
For Circulais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
T. C. IiERCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
SEY, President, and Manager, or to A. R.
STUBBS. Agent .R. K. Wharf.
jel2dtf

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

ATLANTIC
Rutual Insurance Co.
OF NEW

INSURE

C'las*

Firm

fttcaui»hipM

WM. CRANE,
D. H. M1LLER.

ONLY.

take risks at their offices, New
Company
Tork, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

WE BN EMBAY
3 lb. H.

Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolinas
and Georgia Point*. A. H. Torricelli.
Agent, 200
Milk St. Through bills of lading given
by the above
named

MARINE

will

ASSETS.

at

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg. Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Ya. and Tenn. Air
Line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street.
To ail points of North and South Carolina and* beyond via Atlantic Coast Line, John'S. Daloy, Agent
306 Washington Street.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R.j M. w. Davison, Agent, 210 Washington
street.
Ship via Seaboard Air Line to Raleigh, Charlotto,

AGAINST
RISKS

l'his

YORK,

$12,437,739.51
Dividends (o Policy Holden, on
Premiums Terminating in 1870

40 PER CENT.
Losses

Paid in

Thirty Days

After Proot.

agents.

and

against the Estate of
CROCKETT, late of Portland,

County, deceased, except those of the administrator, hereby give notice that they have appointed the Second Tuesday of October, December,
and April next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon of
each or said days, for
meetings for toe purpose
aforesaid at tbeir office, at No. 49V2
Exchange
Street, Portland, Maine.
JOHN BREWER JR )
Commissioners.
WM. H. MOTLEY
I
Portland, Sept. 15,
*epl7

Leave.
Trefeth’s & Hog.

sions.

PuAMagc

undersigned having been appointed ComTHEmissioners
by the Judge „of Probate for the
of
to

j County

STEAMERST"

6.10
Special arrangemeuts
parties to Diamond Cove,

England

From Hontou direct every
and SATURDAY

Latest

272 Middle Street.

Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail ana Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., <«eneral Agent,
aprb
dtf

2.00
3.15
4.30

CLYDE’S

JOAN HOPKi S.
WM. LAWRENCE,

in said

J.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they secomfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
nr- Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.

and

j????li-

CHEAP

Also subscribe

($2.), a Weekly

Boston,at5o’clockp. m. daily. (Sundays excepted).

cure a

stearnhip a.ink,

CHEAP

Books for

($1.50.)
N. E. Conservatory Method for
($3.00.)

The favorite Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANK LIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF,

Tourists’ Steamboat Line.

B.Ali,aOATS

vour

Music Teachers for the Fall
Campaign. All are good and practical
books. Do not fail to examine them.
Emerson’s Voice of Worship, (SI.), for Sing
ing Schools.
Perkins’ Temple, (§1.), for Singing Schools.
Johuson’s New Method for Niuging Class*
cs, (60 cts.)
Johnson’s Parlor Organ instruction Book.

A& _A'

--

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS

BERKS STS.

STEAMERS.

Rumford Falls & liuckfleld

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Reading R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,
AND THIRD AND

BOSTON

ISLAND

_8epl7

-BETWEEN-

York, Trenton &

lineSjforwarded

fi.

Sabbath School Song BOok,

ROBES, (30 cts.)

Sunday School.

Tobacco.

BSTABKOOK & EATON,
and 224 Washington Bt., Boston.

Bells.

L. O. EMERSON.
No more attractive School Song Book has for a
long time appeared. It is not graded, and will do
lor any class. Great variety of songs, subjects selected with great skill, and music is of the best.

Boston, April 17, 1880.
Dear Sir,—We have been us-

P. J. Eaton,
ing the Hold Fast Tob accofor three mouths, and
have found it to be as line a quality as any tobacco
we have ever sold at the price.
It has invariably
given the most perfect satisfaction to our customers
Vours respectfully

Baine.
ti

illy..

New Music Books for Schools.
The Welcome Chorus. (?,l,

Pneumonia,

PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent..

Bound Brook Route.
New

j

flHfWtefr
AaMaw^gSg^salUng

«*-

AUIXH,

Railroad

SALVE.

will remove
Npnvius,
Wind Vails,
Unsightly Bunches,
Ac.
It penetrates
to the bone, will not blis-

nothing equal to it has ever
sented to the public, the
men in the country have
acknowledged
its efficiency.

REVERE HOUSE,
$3

J. W.

WESCOTT. Supt.

it

Cuts and Bruises.
ter and never takes oft*any hair.
No horse owner should be

^{inusiuiC)

Wharfage.

From Long Wharf, Boston. 3 p.
From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
J?
vessel,
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
free of commission.
by connecting
PuftMiigc tight DoIIutm. Round Trip * 15,
Meals and Room included
For Freight or Passage apply to
£. B. 4AMPNON,
deSltf
lO liouu Whurf, Itoaiou.

m.

»viuTNir<

erboro and Maco River.?/40 a. ui., 1.00
in., and (mixed) at 0.43 p. in.
Returning
eavo Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a.
mu 11.05
a. in., and 3.63 p. m.;
arriving at Portland
9.35
a.
1.20
m.
and
6.10
(ini*ed)
m.,
p.
p. m.
For Ciiorham.
Knccarappn. Cumberland
Westbrook
and
IVoodi'ord’n.
:11111m,
at 7.90 a. m., I .©O, 0.20 and (mixed) 0.43
p. in.
The 1.00 p. us. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with Sfoowac Tnnnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, WorccMter, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Hpringfleld, also with N. Y, A N. E. R.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Waithiugiou, and tLe
oath and with Boston Sc Albany R. R. fox
the WeMt.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrimk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand Trunk R. R.
tickets
to all points South and West, at
Through
Depot offices and at ‘>'f»1lins & Adams’, No. 22 ExStreet.
change
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WE
T, Supt.
je26dtf

E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Portland, Sept. 16, 188<>.

Price 50 ccnla aml^l.OO per box.

reduction in price, the hitherto unrivalled excellence oj the table will be stricty m aintained.
CHAS.
FEKRIN, Proprietor.
oc28
eodly

Depots.

MB8.JILVE UVEKS'

Street.

For

50 to

Monday, June i!8,
1880, Passenger Trains will leave

1

uiy

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

ap5

$2

—

Tickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange Street, and at the
GEO. P.

NEW YORK.

HOTELS.

Notwithstanding

AND

Express Train loaves Portland at 1.00 p. m.,
connecting at New London same evening with the
fast steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving at
New York next morning at 6 o’clock.

DIRECTORY.

dtl

FOR

YORK,

—

Ho

n».

at 7.20 a. in.,
aud
ia,i.oo p. m
arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m. arriving at Portland at 1.20 p. m. and 6.10
p.

.^

TWO

VIA

Kowlou.

Ik CO..
Exchange St.. Portland.

Direct Steuuiship Lint;.

AKBANBEmEN'r.

nrf

w

$5.50

NEW

Mt.,

31

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

On and after

for,
2.50.

Norwich Line Steamers.

BUSINESS

DlnnEK

Passenger Train* leave Portland for BanDexter, Belfast anil Waterville at

0NLT

tree I, cor. Brond
or to W. D. LITTLE

PHILADELPHIA

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

ST K Aid Kits.

For
For
diner and Briiunwick at 7.00 a. m., 12.55,
5.15. and 11.15 p. m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Bjewisionand Farmington
via Brunswick, at 7.00 a. m. and 12.55 p. m.
For Hath at 7.00 a. m.. and 12.55 and 6.15 p. in.
For Farmington, HBonmouth, Winthrop,
Reaiifleld. West Waterville* nml lVnter.
vine via Lewistofl at 12.50 p. m.
The 5.15 p. m. train runs to Waterville via Augusta, Saturdays only. The night Pullman trains
run each way. every night Sundays included.

11

passage rates and the fullest Infer

11.16

12.55, and 11.15 P. M.
Mkowhegan at 12.50, 12.55 and 11.16 p.m.
Waterville, Augusta, Hallovrell, <Uar-

only.Oct.

—AND—

Portland and tacester Lino

SUNDAY, JUNE 27, 1880,

For Sale.

HOUSE
Pine, and 2 frame houses
BRICK
Spring Street, for sale at bargain.
0. P.

Central

Maine

|

Boston

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.
1880.
sep30 eod3t

Montreal, Sept. 27tb,

General

B. J., Press Office.

sep3 dtf

for
Sa-

Pas*enger

Schiedam Aromatic

AN

from

ne.

.Oct. 20

on

which

-id.

..

| S. S. Cnscent City for
Isthmus of Paniiama

matiou, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
V. I,. KAKTIATT A 1*0.,

35 Toui Wrought Iron Sernp

Wi

Daily (Night Express
Bangor)
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
lem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at 9 p. m. every niglit except Sunday, and will bo
attached to this train. Passengers have a full
night’s rest and arrive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in
season for all morning trains South and West.
8.45 a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
1.15 p. m. Daily except Sundays. Express train
with Pullman Parlor Car for Saco, Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving at 5.10 p.m. in season for Sound and
a.

For Lewiston and Auburn.

octld3t

experienced Teamster of good habits, by
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.
scpSO
dtf

2

RAILROAD.

W

Let.

two pleasant
suitable for ladies
ONE13gentlemen.
Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.

dtj

o«15tf

cottages at Evergreen Landing.
CONANT, Photographer, opposite

I Why

W

won-

dtf

Nnudwich

Old Material tor Sale.

1.00 p.

Trains Leave Portland

This combined action gives it
WU derful power to cure all diseases.

|J

m.

a.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. VO
FOR CALIFORNIA,

CANADA.

Clinton, Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Natihuu, lioutll, Windhaui, and Kppiug at 7.20 a. m. and 1.00 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at

terms, apply at the office of H. J. LIBBY & CO.,
over First National Bank.
sep30dlwteodtf

leave Port-

sep3

JAPAN, CHINA,

For

now

LOYG laLAND,
MUM:
UlEBEAGtE,
find GT. IHEKEAGIIE.

On and after SATURDAY, SEPT. 4.
land at 2.30 l*. m.; leave Harps well at 8

scp25dtf

m.

store
occupied by G. M.. Bosworth, in
THE
Free St. Block, No. 4. Possession given Nov. 1.
For

Zlarpswell,

at

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates i

___

COMMENCING "JUNE 27th, 1880.

TIME.

OF

STEAMER EIEMtlETTA.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF BNDZA ST.

SCHEDULE.

__

Maine

on the line
a new

near

Railroad,

MlTJliVlElt

stone cottage No. 027
THEoccupied
by Gen. Thom.
office of
J.

male Nurse

Mill and Water Power For Sale.
Centre,
AT Hollis
the depot,
24
with

Eastern

Franklin Wharf.

Portland, every MONDAY and THUKSDAY.at «
P. M.t and leave Pier 38, Fast River, New York,

follows:

b. S.

tiou* at 1.00 p. m.
Returning
0.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connoct with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connoct with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at
Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter. Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. U,. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Supfc.
S. H. STEVENS. Gen- Aixent. Portland.
dtf
Je26

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly Line to Jiew ¥urk.

^11880, passenger trains will leave Poras

Mtaleave Boston at

House of 9 rooms
A FURNISHED
room; pleasantly situated and

summer

00*

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.

t'onxincuciug June27, 1SSO.
Leave Portlaud for I2o*ton and Way

PATTERSON,
St.

To Let.

TWOEnquire of

Oak

at 7.25

4.00, 7.03, 0.02 p. m.
Biddeford 7.43, 11.15 11.49
4.18, 7.20, 9.20 p. m.
Maco at
\
7.47, 11,18, 11.63

SUNDAY

379 Congress

A

B^awrence,

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND.

gas and

one

to

OQ
sep2b dlw

Haverhill.

Exeter,

Andover and Lov. rl! at 6.15, 8i4.6 a. m.. 1.10.
0.00 p. in.
For Rochester, Farmington ami Alton
Bay, at 0.15, 8.45 a. w., 1.10, p. in.
For Wolfcboro, at 8.45 a. m., 1.10 p. m.
For t'entre Harbor at 8.45 a. m.
Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays
For Mnnche*ter nod C'oucord (via Uwrence/at 8.45 a. m,; (Yia Now Market Junction)
at 1.10 p. m.
E5F"The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Mound Line Mteauaer* for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portlaud. at 1.10.
0 p, m.

cellar, furnace, good drainage-

*300 tier annum,

years.

p.

Bid Orchard
Beach
at 7.57, 11.28 a.
m. 12.02: 2.13, 4.30,
7.32, 9.32 p. m.
Pine Point at 8.03, 11.35 a. in.. 12.07*
2.: 0, 4.35, 7.37, 9.37.*
Men r borough
Bench
at 8.09,
11.42 a.
in., 12.12,* 2.27,4.40, 7.42, 9.42.*
*6tops to leave passengers from west of Biddeford

house from

rooms

Sebago,

To Let.

as

to

Its effects are immediate and
so natural that no human
being
can detect its
application.

a. iu., 12.30, 8.30 0.00 p. in.,
arat Portlaud at 12.30, 6.00, 8.00; 10.00

rives
m.

4.22,7.24,9.24 p.m.

Possession given August 1st.
DUNHAM, 21S Fore St.

remarks

“Toil remember our coaching through
Tunbridge Wells to Brighton? Picture to
yourself Broadwater Down and Calverly
Park, broken into fragments and thrown
with a scattering hand over Pilatus or the
Rhigi, and you will have a faint idea of what
Simla and its views are like,” says Manners
the evening before the Oatleiglis are going

by all druggists.
The Magnolia Balm conceals
every blemish, removes Sallowness, Tan, Redness, Eruptions, all evidences of excitement and every imperfection.

Story Cottage for Rent.

1-2

& Co.
STORE
RUFUS

Apply

Sold

LET.

TWO

2

night

trouble may secure them.
1 hese roseate, bewitching hues
follow the use of Hagan’s Magnolia Balm—a delicate, harmless and always reliable article.

bowels.—Exchange.

containing 6 rooms each, one containing 4
all furnished. Inquire of F. M. KA Y, 100 Ex
change St, Portland, Me., or to J. M. ALLEN,
Saccarappa, Me.
jy23dtf

REAL

At

brilliant, fascinating
tints of Complexion for which
ladies strive are chiefly artificial, and all who will take the

Hurrah! For Our Side.
Many people have lost their interest in politics and in amusement because they are so out
of sorts and run down that they cannot
enjoy
anything. If such persons would only be wise
enough to try that Celebrated reme ly KidneyWort and experience its tonic and
renovating
effects they would soon be hurrahing with the
loudest. In either dry or liquid form it is a
perfect remedy for torpid liver, kiduey or

Cottages To Let at Libby Neck.

MALARIA.

talking, reading.

The

An old lady in New Scotland, hearing somebody saying the mails were irregular, said: “It
was just so in my young days—no
trusting any
of them.”

_TO

ami after Monday, July
1880, PnM*enjcer Train*
PORTLAND
t-;;-' -^dwill LEAVE
~3-—““-FOR BOSTON at 0.15, 8.45 a.
m., 1.10, 0.00 p. in., arriving at Boston at 10.45
a. m., 1.15, 5.10, 10.01) p. in.
Returning, leave

Boston at 8.30

AMONG THE LADIES

A prudent man is l.ke a pin. his head
veuts him from going too far. To prevent a
cough from going too far. we should say: Use
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

A

DINER,

SECRET

|

*t

*

Ou

-r—--

AN OPEN

high

very

k MAINE RAILROAD,

HL.UUEIC »KStAN«F..»lHN

this year,” said the
tramp wistfully, as he passed the ten-foot wall
of a garden —Boston Commercial Bulletin.

SMALL
water.
ette Street.

^0N\^

comfortable bed ready for you,

lamb.

a

To JLet.

And for a week they enjoy the hospitality
for which India is so justly famous.
“I am so sorry to leave you, Sir Pennithorne! I can’t tell you how I have delighted in all that you have done for us.
There was but one drawback.”
“And that, Lady Oatleigh?” eagerly asks
her enthusiastic host, with the air of one
This happy combination from nawho would give half his kingdom to gratify
turc’s storehouse, acting
specifically upoa the
Diver and Stomach, removes from the
her fancy.
system the
principles which paralyzes its action and
“Please do away with those terrible tow- poisonousthrottles
this liydra-headed monster, in
quickly
ers of silence.
I can never get over the aw
whose wake follow the fevers that
belong to the great
and dreadful malarial
ful feelings they fill me with.”
family, which have their oriin
Liver
and
St
mach
gin
“Ah!” he answers with a sigh, “you will
derangements.
BittEr Malt-Tonic is unrivalled as a fever antisee much before your return which will be
dote, as well as a preventative against malaria! atmore repulsive, yet more easily removed.
tacks. It does the work by
correcting the operations
the Liver and Stomach, from whence these troubTry to pay me a visit on your way home anil of
les spring, and the whole fever brood of luikine
tell me if it is not so.”
life draining maladies which so
readily insinuate
And with a conditional promise they part themselves
into the system, are prevented and
kept
sadly, for in India friendships ripen quick- away by it. The potent influence of Bitter MaltTonic manifests itself stimulating secretion and ex'ythus fortifying the system against the dis
The miseries of the bullock shigram and cretion
ease arising from a
torpid state of the Liver.
dak carriages have been swept away, with
For sale by Druggists and Dealers
generally.
their attendant joys of a kind of picnic travSpecial agents:—Fred T. Mealier &
Co., Conand Preble Sts., aDd Old Orchard
Beach;
elling, by the iron horse and its quick trajet gress
& Stone, Congress and Green
streets; Fred
so that Agra with its marble Taj is soon be- I Young
Congress and Washington streets; J. H.
Tufuer»
fore the travelers, and then Umballa where I 4,.
Irish & Co., Gorham; Chas. B.
Woodman, Sacca
Manners has to join.
rappa.
Wholesale Agents, JOHN W. PERKINS & CO.
“I shall certainly buy some more East Inoct2
SM&Thlmo
dia Railway stock when we get home,” says
.—v.
as
tneir long journey is ended by
Oatleigh
driving off to the house of the general of division. “It’s quite a model line, and those
douhle-roofed carriages are the best I ever
FOli SAL.F.
$2,000.
traveled in.”
$2,000
STORY House No. 2 Anderson
“You have never gone from St. PetersSt; contains 10
finished rooms, bay window, bath
gas, set
burg to Moscow, then, Ralph?” remarks bowls, marble manteis, cemented room,furnaces
cellar,
Manners. “There you can have a cabinet
A rare

are tired of your own
company, you wander
down a long passage to where your fellowtravelers are smoking, playing cards, chess,

peeling

Aaron's Anmdote cures Asthma aud
Bronchitis and prevents Consumption. Send
for a circular.
Wiogin & Co.,

row.

is now

BOSTON

Mount Desert, and

at

were

iiAILKUA

near

“How charming!” is Lady Oatleigh’s exclamation as they enter the porte cochere,
and Sir Pennithorne Burnton, followed by
a staff of native peons a..d domestics of ail
grades, comes out to receive his old Christchurch friend.
“Welcome to India,” he says heartily, as
he gives them that handclasp which shows
that heart and muscle are equally true and
firm. “I little thought before I got your
letter that I should sec any such friends until I managed to get home. I must try to
make things so that you may send out others.
Though I fear it is too early yet for
much that goes to make our life pleasant in
the colder weather.”

particnlier, containing a table, easy-cliair,
sofa-bed, etc., ali to yourself for a couple of
roubles over the ordinary fare. When you

_RAILROADS.

some

”pre*

trip

Wis-

to

i,Last night the Republicans had a
torcliliglq
procession iu the northern half of the city.
Lots of pretty girls pass
through daily over
the Knox & Lincoln. Thomaston takes the
palm.
water

sheep

a

York saw

Kocklaud, Me., Sole Agents.

*

V.

one

Friday, Oct. 1.

mortality, three deaths.
Jerry Millay lias returned from

northern Maine.
Eleven vessels out today.
Wm. D. Mussenden has
greatly
health.
Nos. 1 and 2 mackerel are

dressing

men

from New-

exclaimed that they

Week’s
Mr.

A young lady

bay.

v

worthily to canvass."
“Ah! Why is not every

*

ical—Fish—Fight—Fun.

majors.

XV*

MEDICAL.

:
_

time in shaking the dust off their feet at
that little-attractive place.
“Did the Israelites really cross here, Balpli,
do you think?” asks his wife, as they steam
steadily feastwards from the sand-choked

port.
“Ah! who can say? Stranger things might
happen than, as in the sailor’s yarn, Pharaoh's chariot wheels coming up with Jthe anchor hereabouts. It’s not pleasant to look
on every 6ide in this barren land and think
that in ancient days it teemed with wealth
and people.”
“And so it will again,” says Manners,
“when misrule is abolished, and capital is
attracted by good government. Given ten
years of a John Lawrence as Khedive, and
there would be no want fof straw for the
bricks which would build up a greater prosperity than Egypt knew even in its days of

Wit and Wisdom.

Leavings of the Week-Personal -Polit-

no

(Temple Bar.]

Liir*
"What

word! Truly, my brother, 1 do jnot understand you, or many cf the ways of your

1880.

d3w

to Norfolk nod Baltimore
including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class, SI *32d Class Mft.
Round Trip, 940.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore. Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
no2dtf
Central Wharf. Boston.

£

T. P. McGOWAN,
—

AGEKT

£

FOB THK

CVNAUD, INMAN

and

WHITE STAK LINES,
sailing weekly

from Boston and New York. Draft*
for l£ and upwards issued on the Royal Bank of

Ireland.
oel&dtf

4*34 t’ONBRL'^N (STREET,
Portland Me.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President.
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
*ob17
dlmtTTAS L1 iu&wCv

yopug wore a
good health, between JO nud 30
OFyearn
of age. who would like powi-

tionn aw Attendants upoa the iu«aue, ran
henr of Much placet* by
applying (endowing
recommendation* n* to character and ability) to l)R. ,1. G. PARK, Nupt. Worcester

Lunatic Hospital. Worcewtcr, !Ra«w.
seP13
d&wlm

